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Preface 

It is an indisputable fact that nanotechnology and the concept of nanoparticles have 

become one of the most frequently used terms of the 21st century. On the other hand, it must 

be admitted that nanoparticles were here already in the deep past; an example is purple of 

Cassius, which has been used since the 17th century to make red glass and Meissen porcelain. 

The first surviving term for this type of particles - colloid - comes from the Greek word for glue 

and was first used by "the father of colloid chemistry", Italian chemist Francesco Selmi 

(1817–1881) in 1845 and further in 1861 by Scottish chemist and dialysis discoverer Thomas 

Graham (1805–1869), who in the study of the rate of diffusion of substances across the 

parchment membrane denoted a group of substances behaving similarly to glue by this term. In 

1906, based on the classification of dispersion systems according to the size of dispersed 

particles, Wilhelm Oswald (1853–1932) came to the conclusion that the so-called colloidal 

properties are not exhibited by a certain group of substances, but that any substance can be 

brought into colloidal state. The development of more sensitive methods and theories enabled 

the rapid development of colloid chemistry, which was renamed to nanotechnology at the turn 

of the new millennium. 

Oswald's hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that research in the field of various 

nanomaterials has been growing exponentially in recent years; thus, it can be even said that 

nanotechnology is changing the world. These materials have found widespread use in many 

areas of human activity: from energy, construction, various industries, agriculture to cosmetics 

and healthcare. They are even beginning to be applied for environmental protection. 

Developments in nanomaterials and nanotechnologies are constantly advancing, with many 

scientists pushing forward the idea that truly revolutionary nanotechnology products, materials, 

and applications are within reach. On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that we still 

know nothing about the wider impacts of the products of these nanotechnologies on the 

environment and humans, and the discussion on this topic often resembles learned disputations 

of old university masters. 

Based on the latest works of scientists from the Nanotechnology Centre of CEET of the 

VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava and other colleagues from around the world, a book, 

which you are currently holding in your hand, has been compiled. It does not aim to solve the 

problem of whether nanotechnologies and nanomaterials are salvation or destruction for 

humanity, but seeks to be a valuable contribution discussing the potential of nanoparticles and 

nanomaterials and deals with new knowledge in the development of advanced nanomaterials 

and nanotechnologies, their characterization, and applications in nanomedicine and the 

environment. 

Prof. Ing. Daniela Plachá, Ph.D. 

head of department 

Nanotechnology Centre 

Centre for Energy and Environmental Technologies 

VSB-Technical University of Ostrava 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Aluminosilicates are among the hydrated oxide inorganic materials commonly found in nature and 

can be also prepared synthetically. The structure of aluminosilicates is formed by building blocks 

network of tetrahedrons and octahedrons. Due to the isomorphous substitutions occurring in the 

structure, the negative charge of the net oxygen network is changed, and therefore is balanced by cations 

located close to the structure surface. These cations compensating e.g. negative charge can be exchanged 

for other cations in cation exchange reaction. The number of exchangeable cations is referred to as 

cation-exchange capacity. Rare earth elements (REE) are known as suitable phosphors used in light-

emitting devices. Their ability to emit light after excitation of their valence electrons and subsequent 

relaxation to the ground levels was intensively studied many years already. REE show their spectral 

properties due to the numerous possible energy states of f-orbital levels. In presented study, 

aluminosilicates were used for REE doping, to modify their optical properties. These materials can be 

used in several interesting applications, e.g. medicine, photovoltaic panels, etc. In this work, the optical 

properties of selected aluminosilicates after their REE modification were studied with respect to the 

changes of their structural and optical properties after their exchange and fixation by material thermal 

treatment. 

 

Keywords: aluminosilicates; nanoparticles; up-conversion; down-conversion; rare earth elements 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The synthetic and natural aluminosilicates were used in this work, isomorphous substitutions 

occurring in the structure are responsible for the negative charge of the net oxygen network, which is 

balanced by cations located close to the structure surface. Aluminosilicates form typically microcrystals. 

However, the variability in structural substitutions and various hydration state of the exchangeable 

cations are responsible for observable microcrystal disorder, typically investigated by X-ray powder 

diffraction. This is able to deliver e.g. information about the mean interatomic distances. The content of 

exchangeable cations is expressed by the value of the cation exchange capacity (CEC). These cations 

interact with the negatively charged structural oxygens by electrostatic interactions or are strongly bound 

to the surface by a bridging oxygen [1]. The possibilities of cations adsorption to aluminosilicate 

surfaces as well as the possibilities of their modification have been widely studied [2]. In dependence 

of new used cation properties for the cation exchange reaction as published by Janek et al. 2014 [3] 

(Fig.1), it is possible to obtain new materials with interesting physical-chemical properties. When 

creating light-emitting materials, it is necessary also pay attention to the material final chemical, 

photochemical and thermal stability [4]. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of cation exchange reaction principle [3]. 

 

Lanthanides (REE) are known as phosphors due to their high density of energy states of 4f electron 

energy levels [5]. The atoms of REE are characterized by the f orbitals being shielded by s and p valence 

electrons in their pure metallic form, but these are typically used for bonds and forming divalent and/or 

trivalent cations [6]. Availability of rich 4f electron energy states in REE compounds with energy 

differences corresponding to the (UV)VIS photons, makes them ideal elements for use in light emitting 

devices with broad field of application including medical detection applications. 

The aim of this work was to verify the suitability of aluminosilicates used as support matrices for 

REE cations. The ability to incorporate REE cations into the framework of used aluminosilicate samples 

was verified in this work, including the spectral analysis in the infrared region. By observing the OH 

structural groups vibration changes caused by the presence of REE cations in used aluminosilicates 

samples. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
To properly estimate the present amounts of REE cations in the interlayer space after cation 

exchange reaction, it was necessary to quantify the CEC value of the aluminosilicate samples used. The 

CEC value was quantified by visible spectroscopy (VIS) analysis of blue triethylenetetraamine copper 

complex before and after its reaction with dispersions of all aluminosilicate samples used. 

Samples were prepared from 2 % w/w aluminosilicate dispersions by saturating them several times 

with solutions containing 0.33 M concentration of the desired REE cations. The modified dispersions 

were then washed several times with distilled water. In the next step, the samples were dried in an oven 

at 110 °C, crushed in an agate mortar, sieved through 100 µm rectilinear sieve and stored in a 

polyethylene flask. A detailed description of CEC, sample preparation and processing has been also 

described elsewhere [7]. 

The infrared spectra of modified aluminosilicate powders were measured by Attenuated Total 

Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) and by Raman spectroscopy in the 

middle-IR region of 4000 to 400 cm-1 using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
Using ATR-FTIR spectral measurements and comparing them with the literature data, we approved 

strong absorption in the range of 3600 - 3200 cm-1 caused by stretching water vibration and at 1630 cm-

1 associated with water bending vibration. The antisymmetric - ν3 and symmetric - ν1 stretching modes 

for differently bounded water molecules and 2ν2 overtone of bending - ν2 vibration were identified in 

FTIR spectra of aluminosilicates. The positions of these vibrations are reflecting the strength of 

hydrogen bonding between water molecules, that is affected by the interlayer cations and the charge 

density located at the aluminosilicate oxygen surface. The intensity and vibrational energy of these 
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bands vary with the type of interlayer cation and the water continuous network involved in H-bond 

formation. The bands observed in material used in our study are in a good agreement with the 

aluminosilicate vibrations reported in the literature [8] (Fig. 2). 

The specific absorption band at 3623 cm-1 is observed due to the stretching of the structural OH 

groups, the band observed at 3417 cm-1 belongs to the antisymmetric stretching of the water located on 

the hydrated interlayer cations. The band at 3241 cm-1 represents the symmetric stretching of water 

located at the hydration shell of exchangeable cations and surface of the aluminosilicate. Accordingly, 

band at 1631 cm-1 represents the deformation vibration of present water. The vibration at 1115 and at 

981 cm-1 belongs to the structural Si-O stretching vibrations. The bands recorded at 912, 875 and 839 

cm-1 represent the deformation vibrations of the bridging Al-Al-OH, Al-Fe-OH and Al-Mg-OH 

groups. Vibration band at 798 cm-1 belongs possibly to quartz admixture of this natural sample [9,10].

 

Figure 2. ATR-FTIR spectra of original aluminosilicate sample. 

 
The area size under the bands located in the range of 3420 - 3240 cm-1 is associated with water 

content in the samples influenced also by the amount and type of exchangeable cations. Samples with a 

higher content of exchangeable cations adsorb more water compared to samples containing fewer 

exchangeable cations. For the identical material, the increased strength of hydrogen bonding between 

water molecules is accompanied by a shift of the water stretching bands to lower wavenumbers, while 

the water bending band is shifted to higher wavenumbers. Here, the cation type having higher surface 

charge density have increased values of hydration enthalpies, hence shall induce more water bound as 

compared to cations having the lesser charge. This water binding ability must reflect the cation 

polarising ability and their hydration number. According to the Xu et al. [11] the polyvalent cations 

adsorb water molecules more firmly compared to monovalent cations. As the water content in the 

solvating shells of exchangeable cations in the interlayer increases enhanced intensity of absorption band 

should be observed. Our results are in good agreement with the discussion above. 

The modification of the material using different REE cations caused a different binding of the water 

content to the analysed samples and affected its structural vibrations (Fig.3). This was reflected in the 
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observation of decreasing intensity of the deformation vibration of water located at 1631 cm-1. This can 

indicate the decreased water amount in their hydration sphere even though all of them were trivalent 

REE cations. All samples were treated by the same manner, but interestingly the Si-O stretching 

vibration shifted from 981 cm-1 to 995 cm-1. At the same time, the deformation vibrations of Al-Al-OH 

groups shifted from 912 cm-1 to 915 cm-1, deformation vibrations of Al-Mg-OH groups shifted from 838 

cm-1 to 846 cm-1 and deformation vibration band of the Al-Fe-OH groups shifted from 798 cm-1 to 796 

cm-1. Such systematic shift towards higher wavenumbers, indicate more intensive interaction of new 

REE cations with aluminosilicate oxygen surface than previous cations present. 

 

Figure 3. Spectroscopic recording of ATR-FTIR measurements of treated sample materials 1.a) pure sample b) 

sample modified with REE-1, c) sample modified with REE-2, d) sample modified with REE-1,2. 

 
A lower band intensity was observed in all investigated samples for the stretching vibrations of 

structural OH groups, which indicate the presence of REE cations in modified samples. The trend of 

wavenumbers increasing of the absorption bands described above and decreasing the intensities of the 

stretching vibrations was proportional to the decreasing radius REE used for the modification. We 

therefore assume a tighter incorporation of smaller REE cations onto the oxygen surface of the 

aluminosilicate sample used. The investigation of trivalent cations such as the REE cations, which form 

stronger hydrogen bonds, compared to the monovalent and divalent cations originally present in the 

interlayer such as sodium or calcium, are in good agreement with the results reported in the literature 

[8]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this work, we confirmed that the originally occurring cations of the aluminosilicate sample can 

be successfully replaced by REE cations. The data obtained correlate well with the data reported in the 

literature [8]. Modification of the materials by REE cations changed the ratios of both the tightly and 
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weakly bound water molecules, in comparison to material starting state. The bands of the original 

aluminosilicate sample showed a detectable shift to higher wavelengths after aluminosilicate 

modification by REE elements. Lowering intensities of the stretching vibrations of structural OH groups 

were also detected. This indicates the existence of stronger interactions between the trivalent cations of 

the REE elements and the charged aluminosilicate layers. The data are in good agreement with the results 

of hydrated cations reported in the literature [8]. Trivalent cations with smaller diameters have shown 

regular behaviour having better selectivity to the aluminosilicate layers compared to the original cations 

with larger ionic radius. The successful cation exchange is important for preparation of new materials 

by REE cations. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Polymer composites are widely used to store liquid chemicals. Monitoring their structural health 

has attracted a lot of attention recently. The geometry of nanomaterial in polymer composites plays an 

important role in affecting the penetration progress, thus altering the durability of polymer composite. 

In this study, the silver nanocomposite-based SHM sensors are designed to detect the progress of 

chemical diffusion and material degradation as a function of time. A comparison between the AgNW 

sensor and AgNP sensors is used to study the geometry of silver nanomaterial’s effect on acid 

penetration. It appeared that the SHM sensors’ resistance decrease in three stages with the diffusion time 

increase. Moreover, with the volume percentage of silver nanomaterial increase, the response time 

decrease. And the AgNW based sensors have shown a shorter response time. An aggregation model was 

developed to better understand the nanomaterial’s geometry effect on acid penetration progress. 

 

Keywords: silver nanocomposite; sensors; acid penetration; structural health monitoring 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Structural health monitoring is a critical research area in polymer composite applications 

[1-3]. The lifetime of composite containers for chemicals like acid attracts attention recently [4, 5]. The 

acid diffusion mechanism is studied by many groups, and the sensors are used to monitor the structural 

health monitoring of composite [6-9]. The electrical network affects the sensing behavior a lot, and our 

group’s previous work on CNT sensing behavior could not be well interpreted [10]. The CNT was so 

flexible and entangled then formed a complex electrical network; thus, the simulation results on a simple 

geometry-formed electrical network were hard to explain the complex experimental result. Compare to 

CNT, AgNW is much stiff, and its geometry is simple, thus a better choice to study this problem. This 

study carried out work on the comparison of AgNW and AgNP at various concentrations experimentally 

and numerically. A simulation was carried out to better understand the effect of nanofillers’ geometry 

and concentration on sensing behavior. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 
1. Preparation of nanocomposite sensors 

Epon 862 (epoxy) and Jeffamine D230 (hardener) were used to prepare the epoxy resin system, and 

the ratio of epoxy to hardener was 20:7. As shown in figure 1, the procedure of preparing sensors was 

strictly followed as below: (1) Calculated amount Ag nanofillers and 5 g acetone were added in 20 g 

epoxy and stirred for 3 hours; (2) 7 g Jeffamine D230 was added in the solution and stirred for 75 

minutes; (3) In 20 minutes, the mixed solution was used to form a layer by layer structure with a copper 

electrode inserted; (4) The sensors were cured in a vacuum bay for three days. Non-woven fabric layers 

were used in constructing the layer-by-layer structure and keep the copper electrode at the center of the 

sensor. 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of silver nanocomposite sensor. 

 
2. Testing method and characterization 

A Phenom desktop SEM (15kv, Pro X, Phenom) was used to characterize the morphology of Ag 

nanofillers and sensors. The wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD, Smartlab X-ray diffractometer, 

Rigaku) was used to examine the crystallinity of AgNW and AgNP. As shown in figure 2, a sensing 

system was built by connecting a KEITHLEY 2700 Multimeter, a signal recording software, and the 

experimental part. The experimental part consisted of the sensor, the copper electrode, and a 1 M H3PO4 

solution in a beaker. The recording intervals were 1s. 180 to 300 minutes was needed for the resistance 

to decrease to the lowest value (1 kΩ in this study), which means the sensor was completely degraded. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the testing system. 
 
3. Theoretical study 

The modeling work is based on Fick’s second law. The equation is shown below. 

 

∂φ∂d=De2t2           (1) 

 

φ is the concentration of ion, d is the thickness of a calculated layer, t is the time, De is the effective 

diffusion coefficient of ion in the composite. 
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The Fricke-Hamilton-Crosser model is used to study the nanofiller’s shape effect on Effective 

diffusion coefficient, thus the acid penetration process. Part a and part b are polymer matrix and 

nanofiller. The De can be interpreted as: 

 

De=xvaϕ-1+ϕ+xva1-ϕ+ϕ+xDb         (2) 

 

Db is the diffusion coefficient of part b, va is the volume percentage of part at. x is a function of Da/Db, 

and ϕ equals Da/Db. An empirical relationship was applied, and the sphericity of a particle is used to 

describe x. ϕ was set as 100 to obtain a clear observation on geometry effect on effective diffusion 

coefficient. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Morphology 

 
 

Figure 3. SEM image of silver sensors surface. 
 

In figure 3, a good dispersion of silver nanofiller is shown, and tiny aggregation is obvious, which 

will affect the acid penetration process. 

 

2. Experimental and modeling result 

 
 

Figure 4. The recorded resistance of (a) AgNW sensors, (b) AgNP sensors; The response time of (c) AgNW 

sensors, (d) AgNP sensors. 
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As shown in Figures 4(a), (b), the silver nanocomposite sensors clearly exhibited three stages in 

the electrical resistance-time curve. According to our group’s previous study, the three stages can be 

caused by different ion diffusion processes [10]. The first drop and stage were caused by a typical ion 

diffusion and led to the resistance change, and the second and third stages did not appear as the 

nanofiller’s concentration increase in carbon nanocomposite sensors. This can be affected by the easy 

entanglement and aggregation of carbon nanomaterial, thus affect the result. In this work, the 2nd and 3rd 

stages appeared with the concentration increase, which highly approved the ion stages guess, and the 

conductivity of nanocomposite can be treated as an important indicator for structural health monitoring. 

Compare to carbon nanomaterial, the AgNP has a low structure aggregation, the AgNW is stiff, and the 

network is formed by wire overlapping, not the entanglements.  

 

In figure 4 (c), (d), the response time decreases with the nanosilver concentration increase, and the 

AgNW sensors had a shorter response time than AgNP sensors. With the concentration increase, the 

difference between the AgNW sensor and AgNP sensors becomes bigger. At 1.0 vol%, the response 

time of AgNW sensors is 0 seconds, and the response time of AgNP sensors is still 418±101 seconds. 

The conductive network can be formed in 1 vol% AgNW sensor, which provided the conductive 

pathway for the ions, lead to 0 seconds response time. However, the concentration is still relatively low, 

and the number of conductive pathways is lack, then the resistance of AgNW sensors was still as high 

as 3.5×108 Ω. With diffusion processing, more pathways are formed, thus decrease the electrical 

resistance. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The nanofiller’s geometry effect on effective diffusion coefficient. The arrow shows the aspect ratio of 

AgNP aggregation increment and aspect ratio increment of AgNW. (a) AgNP aggregation’s aspect ratio 4 to 20 

with an interval of 2; (b) AgNW’s aspect ratio 30 to 100 with an interval of 10. 
 

In figure 5(a), the increment of the effective diffusion coefficient is dominant as the aspect ratio of 

AgNP aggregation increasing. The red line at the bottom shows that no aggregation nanofiller’s effective 

diffusion coefficient is the lowest. In other words, the sphere particle nanofiller’s sensor will have the 

slowest acid penetration and longest response time compared to other shapes. Moreover, the AgNP 

aggregation will increase the acid diffusion. The aspect ratio is an important factor. However, acid 

diffusion was affected by many factors. In general, with AgNP aggregation size increase, the number of 

particles decreases at a certain concentration. According to our previous work, with the aggregation size 

increasing, the probability of forming a network increase and decrease [11]. The factor is that the 

anisotropic property of aggregation is dominant while the aggregation size is very small. It is hard to 

interpret a comprehensive statement for aggregation’s overall effect on acid diffusion. However, the 

aggregation increases the acid diffusion by its shape. In figure 5(b), the increment of the effective 

diffusion coefficient is significant as the aspect ratio of AgNW increases. The higher effective diffusion 

coefficient at 1 vol% is one factor that affects the ion diffusion, which confronts to the experiment result. 
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The average length of AgNW used is 15±5 µm, and average diameter is 0.15 µm, and the simulation is 

done within this aspect ratio range. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this study, the AgNW nanocomposite sensor and AgNP nanocomposite sensor are used to study 

the geometry of nanofiller’s effect on acid penetration. The experimental result shows that the AgNW 

sensor has a shorter response time compare to the AgNP sensor, and with the concentration increase, 

the difference becomes dominant. The modeling work shows that the AgNP aggregation will accelerate 

the acid penetration, and the AgNW has a much higher effective diffusion coefficient which needs a 

shorter time to get a response. Moreover, the acid diffusion process is determined by a lot of factors. 

With some interesting findings during the study, we plan to explore the thickness’s effect on acid 

diffusion. With more research on this problem, this type of sensor will become more reliable, and the 

application becomes much clear. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In this study, graphene-based paper was utilized as a potential de-icing material. Vacuum bagging 

technique was used to fabricate the composite panel which consisted of graphene-based paper and 

epoxy/glass fiber. The techniques were used to fabricate graphene-based paper were chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) and hot-pressing techniques. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), optical 

microscopy, X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy were used to characterize graphene based paper 

and composite panels. The thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity were measured for 

graphene-based paper. The temperature distribution in the composite panel during de-icing tests was 

studied using infrared thermal imaging. The de-icing test based on the joule heating of the composite 

panel by applying electrical potential. Various electrical potential applied to the composite panel to 

investigate the role of potential applied on the de-icing process. Based on the results, the optimum 

potential applied 5 V was sufficient to remove ice from panel’s surface with low power consumption.  

The temperature profile of composite panels showed higher temperature for composite panel of CVD 

graphene-based paper compared by hot pressing sample because of higher in-plane thermal conductivity 

for CVD graphene-based paper. 

Keywords: de-icing technique; graphene-based paper; composite panel; Joule heating 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Aeronautical structures may fail because of ice accumulation that lead to aerodynamic degradation 

[1]. With the accumulation of ice onto structures, the weight and wing surface roughness increase, which 

not only affect the aerodynamic performance but also induces air foil distortion and high energy 

consummation. Several thermal, chemical and mechanical methods have been used to eliminate ice 

accumulative such as chemical fluid system, pneumatic boots, electro impulsive, hot air system, 

ultrasound system, microwave technology and electro-thermal de-icing system [2-5]. The most effective 

technique is the electro-thermal de-icing due to its ability to control the temperature and heat dissipation 

by joule heating [6]. The electrothermal de-icing system is one of the most promising de-icing systems 

for polymer composites, as it doesn’t cause delamination and damage to composite structure [7]. Many 

studies have reported using of conductive polymers with metals and carbons additives. However, they 

showed low thermal and electrical conductivity and higher energy consumption [8] is still an issue.  

Various materials used as heating element to enhance the performance of de-icing technique including 

carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [9], graphene [10], carbon fiber [11], sprayable metal layer [12], electro-

conductive textile [13] and constantan wire [14]. Delamination of composite panel is the main issue in 

using metallic films and wires despite higher thermal conductivity. Therefore, it is required to use 

conductive material that can provide excellent electro-thermal properties as well as can achieve desired 

temperature without jeopardizing the mechanical and thermal properties of composites. Unique electro-

thermal properties of carbon nanomaterials make them potential heating element materials for de-icing. 

The structures of graphite derivatives papers are designed by controlling stacking processes and 

assembling orientations of the multilayers; therefore, these materials can bear relatively large 

deformations with outstanding flexibility and mechanical robustness [15]. Currently, 2D graphite 

derivatives films can be directly fabricated by chemical vapor deposition process [16], oxide paper 
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reduction [17], directly aqueous dispersion [18], electrophoretic deposition [19], and roll-to-roll 

producing strategy [20]. Raji et. al. used graphene nanoribbon (GNR) stacks/epoxy composite to 

enhance the efficiency of de-icing performance. They stated that tunable conductivity of the GNR/epoxy 

composites and low GNR content were required [21]. Tarfaoui et al. utilized CNTs bucky paper as a 

heating element for preparing composite panel for de-icing. They reported that this self-heating 

composite provided excellent electric heating properties at different temperature with a rapid heating 

reaction and structure stability after heating–cooling cycles [22]. Karim et al. investigated the role of 

glass fibers roving coated by graphene ink for de-icing. They reported that low resistance of graphene-

based glass roving and efficient heating to a desired temperature at lower power consumption [2]. 

Vertuccio et al. prepared composite panel which consisted of graphene paper/carbon fibers/epoxy. They 

stated that this carbon heater was very efficient and highly competitive to the current resistive heater 

[23]. Yao et al. investigated the de-icing/anti-icing system using incorporated carbon nanotubes web 

into carbon reinforced composites. They showed that the high heating rate, reliable and predictable 

performance and low thermal mass of the CNT web structure were particularly suited to the anti-icing/ 

de-icing application [24].  

Herein we used graphene-based paper as a potential material for de-icing technique and we 

investigated the role of fabrication method of graphene on the efficiency of composite panels for de-

icing process. Also, we studied the optimum potential applied into the composite panel during de-icing 

technique.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 
Graphene based paper used as a heating element for composite panel. Two types of graphene papers 

were made. The first paper uses a high temperature chemical vapor deposition. The process consisted 

of cracking methane and hydrogen at 1000 °C at reduced pressure of 3 torr followed by a subsequent 

annealing around 3000 ° C to form graphene-based paper. Hot pressing technique used to prepare 

graphene-based paper. Exfoliated graphite was dispersed into water with 2% PVA and stirred using both 

mechanical and ultrasonic stirrings for 2 hours. Once the suspension was homogenized, it was filtered 

using vacuum filtration method forming an even filtered cake. Then, the cake was hot pressed in silicon 

mold at temperature of 60 °C and pressure of 80 psi for a period of 30 min. Once the pressure is released, 

the material appeared very glossy with a metal shiny look. Vacuum bagging technique was utilized to 

fabricate the composite panel. The curing of composite panel occurred at room temperature for one day. 

de-icing test included applying an electrical potential through composite panel which covered by ice to 

show the role of the heating element on the of de-icing process. The composite panels drilled at both 

edges then screwed to connect the electrical power to the heating element. Figure 1 depicts the 

experimental setup of de-icing technique which consisted of power supply, composite panel and thermal 

camera to determine the temperature of composite panel during de-icing process. The composite panel 

surface covered by ice then applying potential to panel using power supply. The composite panel is 

heated to remove the ice from panel’s surface. Infra-red thermal camera (FLIR) used to study thermal 

distribution through composite panel at various voltages applied. 
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Figure 1. The experimental setup of de-icing test. 

 
The composite panels and graphene-based paper were characterized using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), optical microscopy, X ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy. Also, the 

thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity of the heating elements determined by in-plane thermal 

conductivity and chemical analysis technique respectively.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The morphology of graphene-based papers was characterized using SEM. Figure 2(a) shows 

graphene sheets structure of CVD graphene-based paper. However, a corrugated structure was observed 

in hot pressing graphene-based paper figure 2(b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. SEM images for graphene-based paper, a) CVD graphene-based paper and b) hot pressing graphene-

based paper. 

 

a) b) 
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Figure 3 shows the images of optical microscopy for cross section of composite panels to indicate 

the morphology of panels. As shown in figure 3, there are no defects during fabrication technique and 

graphene-based paper totally adhered to glass fiber/epoxy composite. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Optical microscopy for graphene-based paper composite panel. a) CVD graphene-based paper and b) 

hot pressing graphene-based paper. 

 

SEM images of composite panels to indicate graphene-based paper and the glass fiber/epoxy 

composite as shown in figure 4 the cross section of composite panels. Obviously, the images show the 

glass fiber/epoxy and graphene-based paper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. SEM images for cross section of graphene-based paper composite panels. a) CVD graphene-based 

paper and b) hot pressing graphene-based paper. 
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Figure 5. XRD patterns for graphene-based papers. 

 

Figure 5 shows X-ray diffraction patterns for graphene-based papers to indicate the crystallinity of 

used materials for composite panels. As shown in this figure, the patterns of graphene-based papers have 

a main peak at 26.5° with d-spacing 0.335𝑛𝑚. 

 

 

Figure 6. Raman spectrum for graphene-based papers. 

 

The Raman spectrum indicate the quality of carbon materials used in the composite panels. The D 

peak originates from the breathing mode of six-atom rings and requires a defect for activation, therefore 

the intensity of the D peak depends on the disorder of the graphene. The 2D peak is the second order of 

the D peak and the shape of the 2D peak varies with different thicknesses of few layers of graphene 

sheets. The G peak represents the E2g phonons vibration mode in the center of the Brillouin zone of sp2 

hybrid carbon atom [25]. The spectrum of CVD graphene-based paper shows the main peaks G and 2D 

at Raman shift 1585 cm1, 2700 cm1 respectively which indicated it had high quality due to disappearing 

the D peak that related to the presence of defects as shown in figure 6. Also, the Raman spectrum for 
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hot pressing graphene-based paper shows G and 2D peaks at Raman shift 1580 cm1, 2700 cm1 

respectively with lower intensity compared by Raman spectrum of CVD graphene-based paper.   

The electrical conductivity of graphene-based papers measured using 4-pins method. The electrical 

conductivity measurements for CVD graphene-based paper and hot-pressing graphene-based paper were 

7.8*105 S/cm and 4.5*104 S/cm, respectively. Also, the electrical resistance measurements for CVD 

graphene-based paper and hot-pressing graphene-based paper were 0.5*10-3 𝛺 and 1.159*10-2 𝛺, 

respectively. Thermal conductivity for graphene-based papers measured using in-plane steady state 

thermal conductivity device [26]. The measurements of in-plane thermal conductivity of CVD graphene-

based paper and hot-pressing graphene-based paper were 1293 W m-1 k-1 and 983 W m-1 k-1, respectively. 

The high quality and absence of defects for CVD graphene-based paper made it had higher thermal and 

electrical conductivities compared to hot pressing technique. 

The heat was generated when the potential applied to the composite panel due to joule heating. The 

heat transported in the composite panel through graphene-based paper because of high in-plane thermal 

conductivity then the heat conducted to the surface of composite panel to melt the accumulated ice.  

Figures 7 and 8 indicate the role of joule heating for composite panel as a function of potential applied 

and time.  

The potential applied to composite panels was (3,4,5,8,10) V for a period at room temperature to 

show the thermal distribution through composite panels.   

As shown in figure 7 the temperature profile of composite panel is increased proportionally with 

potential applied. The joule heating of CVD graphene-based paper composite panels had highest 

temperature at 10 V around 170℉. On the other words, the composite panel reached to suitable 

temperature to remove ice at a short time as shown in figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Effect of potential applied on the joule heating of CVD graphene-based paper composite panel. 

 

Figure 8 depicts the temperature profile for hot pressing graphene-based paper / glass fibers/epoxy 

composite panel. As shown in this figure the temperature increased slightly as the current increased. The 

temperature profile for hot pressing graphene-based paper at different electrical potential applied 

(3,4,5,8,10) V showed low temperatures of the surface of composite panel. Due to in-plane thermal 

conductivity of hot-pressing graphene-based paper is lower than that for CVD graphene-based paper. 
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Figure 8. Effect of potential applied on the joule heating of hot-pressing graphene-based paper composite panel. 

 

During the de-icing technique, the joule heating of composite panels started when the current 

applied to the panel which covered by ice. The mechanism of de-icing technique involved the following 

stages: stage (1) increasing the temperature of panel’s surface gradually at constant current applied, then 

stage (2) formation interfacial layer between panel’s surface and layer of ice which allowed for ice to 

melt, then stage (3) finally removal ice form panel’s surface. Figures 9 and 10 show the temperature 

profile of de-icing process for composite panels and thermal images for composite panels during de-

icing process. It shows the temperature of composite panel before applying potential then increasing 

temperature of panel’s surface at constant potential applied 5V to remove the ice from its surface. 

Graphene based paper composite panels have lost its temperature when the power supply turns off 

because of high thermal conductivity of graphene paper. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Deicing technique for CVD graphene-based paper composite panel. 
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As shown in figure 10 the temperature for surface of hot-pressing graphene-based paper composite 

panel before applying constant potential 5V was 14.2 F then the temperature of surface increased 

gradually to remove the ice from the surface. The temperature profile for composite panels showed 

higher temperature for composite panel of CVD graphene-based paper compared by hot pressing sample 

because of higher in-plane thermal conductivity for CVD graphene-based paper.  

 

 

Figure 10. Deicing technique for hot pressing graphene-based paper composite panel. 

 

The efficiency of graphene-based paper composite panel for deicing technique totally based on the 

in-plane thermal conductivity of graphene paper, current applied and time of deicing process which 

depended on the thickness of accumulated ice.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 
Composite panels based on graphene-based paper were made in order to improve the mechanism 

of deicing technique. Vacuum bagging technique was used to fabricate composite panels. CVD 

graphene-based paper exhibit higher in-plane thermal and electrical conductivities than hot pressing 

graphene-based paper due to absence of defects. Investigation of effect of potential applied on the joule 

heating of composite panels showed that the CVD composite panel has higher efficiency than hot 

pressing composite panel.  During deicing test, the temperature of composite panel’s surface was 

increased to melt the ice and uniform temperature distribution along the composite panel was observed.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Bioapatites (A), prepared from natural bones, are used as implants for bone grafts or powder bone 

fillings. The bioapatites are obviously obtained by calcinations of natural bones. The main advantage 

of BA from natural bones is the right ration between Ca, P and other minerals. The Ca-deficient 

hydroxyapatite (CDH) is biocompatible and cheap material very often used in biological and non-

biological applications. The aim of this study is to prepare CDH particles on surface of bioapatites. The 

bioapatites are prepared by two calcinations temperatures (500 and 700°C, respectively) and 

subsequently crushed in mortar or milled in jet mill. The Ca-deficient hydroxyapatite is prepared on the 

surface of bioapatites by easy precipitation route to decrease possible influence of more invasive 

preparation techniques. The resulting composites of A + CDH were characterised by X-ray powder 

diffraction (XRD), infrared spectroscopy with Fourier transformation (FTIR) and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). The XRD shows broadening of basal reflection of A in composite, which could 

confirm presence of CDH. The scanning electron microscopy shows creation of small CDH particles 

and film-like structure. The interactions between CDH and A are probably by physical and non-bonding 

base. 

 
Keywords: bioapatite; bone; Ca-deficient hydroxyapatite 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The bones are often used in biomedicine applications as implant for bone grafts or powder bone 

fillings. The bones are natural source of hydroxyapatite (Hap) in the nature. The advantage of the Hap 

from this source is the right ratio between Ca and P and trace amount of other minerals (e.g.: Mg2+, Na+, 

K+) and also absence of impurities caused by by-products. Hap obtained from natural sources is 

inexpensive and uncomplicated in contrary with synthetic ways. The commonly route to obtain 

hydroxyapatite from natural sources is thermal calcinations.  The lot of study were done about thermal 

calcinations of bones (e.g.:1,2,3). The Hap obtained from the natural source is suitable candidate as 

implantation material.   

Ca-deficient hydroxyapatite is poor crystalline compound with variable composition with Ca/P 

ratio in range 1.33 – 1.67. The extent of this ratio is done by variability of chemical composition due to 

e.g. lattice substitution or surface absorption. The Ca deficit is accompanied with OH deficit and 

protonation of some PO4 groups [4]. 

The literature about interaction between bones and hydroxyapatites are very extensive, but the 

literature about interaction between CDH and bioapatite is very spare. 

The aim of this study is preparation of Ca-deficient hydroxyapatite on calcinated bioapatite from 

human bone. The interaction between bioapatite and Ca-deficient hydroxyapatite is studied. The 

coverage and/or interaction between these two materials are crucial for utilization in biomedical usage. 

The prepared composites are studied by infrared spectroscopy with Fourier transformation (FTIR), 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
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EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 

The bioapatite (A) were prepared from human bones by leasing in acid mixture and then calcination 

at desired temperature (500 or 700 °C) to remove organic residues (samples marked as A5 and A7, 

respectively). The prepared powders were then crushed in mortar or milled in jet mill. The samples of 

bioapatite were marked by P for crushed in mortar or M for milled bioapatite (A5P, A5M, A7P, and 

A7M, respectively). Then CDH was prepared with bioapatite samples. The CDH was prepared 

according to our previous study [5]. Shortly solution of CaCl2 was slowly added into the solution 

Na2HPO4 containing 0.1 g of bioapatite. The suspension was settled down for 24 h.  

The samples were characterised by XRD powder diffraction (Miniflex 600, Bragg-Brentano 

arrangement with scintilation detector, Cu Kα radiation, NiK-beta filter). The infrared spectra were 

measured on Infrared spectrometer with Fourier transformation (Nicolet iS50 (ThermoFisher, USA) 

with DTGS detector by ATR technique). The images of samples were performed with Scanning electron 

microscope (EOL JSM-7610F Plus (JEOL, Japan). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The pure bioapatites, calcinated at 500 °C, show fibrous like structure with relatively smooth 

particles. The milled sample exhibits larger amount of small particles than bioapatite crushed in mortar. 

After CDH preparation, bioapatite surface is visibly covered by small particles and film-like covering 

of CDH. The particles are completely covered by CDH because no fibrous like structure is visible. 

Calcination of bone at 700 °C leads to creation small particles and no fibrous structure is visible 

(Fig. 1 a)). The milling process produces smaller and uniform particles than apatite crushed in mortar. 

The bioapatite particles are covered by CDH film-like layer after CDH preparation (Fig. 1b)). In 

comparison with A5 + CDH composites, the A7 + CDH composites show no single CDH particles on 

its surface. 

 

 

Figure 1. SEM images of a) A7P and b) A7MP. 

Diffraction patterns of bioapatite with CDH composites are very similar with diffraction patterns 

of original bioapatite. The diffraction patterns of composites exhibit decreasing of peak intensity in 

comparison with pure bioapatites, which is visible primarily in 30 – 35° 2Θ region. The peaks at that 

region also show extension of basal reflections corresponds to presence of CDH [6]. 

The FTIR spectra of composites with CDH show bands very similar to pure calcinated bone and 

CDH. The spectra do not show significant shifts, but the intensity of the bands decreased probably due 

to presence of CDH.  

 

a) 

 

b) 
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CONCLUSION 

 
The XRD and FTIR results revealed that interaction between A and CDH is probably based only 

on physical or non-bonding ways. The scanning electron microscopy showed creation of CDH particles 

of submicron size and film-like covering of A surface. The type of A preparation did not exhibit 

significant charges in CDH shape or size of particles. The result obtained at this study will be used as 

starting material for following study – deeper investigation of interaction forces between A and CDH.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Polymeric nanocomposites (PNCs) are in continuous demand in many industrial applications. 

Especially with the rapid progress in electronics, PNCs with enhanced electrical and mechanical 

properties are being developed with the help of nanotechnology. Among carbon fillers, carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) are extraordinarily superior in their physical properties. With the addition of small 

amounts into polymeric matrices, the electrical conductivity is greatly improved. However, different 

parameters affect the final conductivity. Thus, in this study, we have investigated the effects of 

MWCNT parameters i.e. aspect ratio, orientation, and intrinsic conductivity throughout modelling in 

DIGIMAT software with two approaches, mean-field homogenization and finite element method. In 

addition, the numerical data were compared with our experimental data finding a great correlation. 

Also, the findings suggest that the mean field homogenization has a good accuracy below the 

percolation threshold while FE simulations showed an exceptional correlation above the percolation 

threshold. Moreover, the intrinsic conductivity of the MWCNT was found is the critical parameter to 

correlate with experimental data. Finally, this study provides sufficient evidence that both tools are 

powerful to predict the electrical conductivity of nanocomposites.  

 

Keywords: nanocomposites; carbon nanotubes; electrical properties; modelling 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Nanocomposites have attracted considerable research interest in the last decades. With the help of 

nanotechnology, novel polymeric nanocomposites (PNCs) are being developed to obtain enhanced 

physical properties [1-2]. These materials are widely employed in different industrial applications e.g. 

microelectronics, aerospace, structural health monitoring [3].  Normally, the material composition 

consists of a polymer matrix and different types of carbon fillers i.e. graphene, graphite, carbon fiber, 

and carbon nanotubes (CNT) [2]. With the addition of such fillers the composite’s mechanical, electrical 

and thermal properties are enormously improved [4].  

Among carbon fillers, carbon nanotubes are the most attractive because of their unique physical 

properties i.e. high strength to weight ratio and aspect ratio [5]. Moreover, due to their superior 

mechanical and electrical properties, CNTs are widely employed for tailoring multifunctional properties 

of polymer nanocomposites for nanoelectromechanical sensors [6-7]. Additionally, it is well known 

that the addition of CNTs into dielectric polymeric matrices will result in a drastic improvement in the 

electrical conductance of the composite [8]. Nevertheless, the resulting electrical properties of the 

matrix depend completely on several factors such as filler percentage, aspect ratio, particle orientation, 

particle dispersion, the morphology of nanotube network, and the number of nanotube contact points 

[9-10].   

Furthermore, the critical volume fraction of CNT that triggers a severe escalation in the 

conductivity of the composite is called the electrical percolation threshold (EPT). At the percolation 

threshold, the electrical conductivity (S/m) is exponentially increased due to the formation of connected 
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networks [11]. When these percolation networks are formed, electron conduction takes place due to 

three different sources: the intrinsic conductance of the nanotubes, direct contact conductance, and 

conductance resulting from electron tunnelling. The contact and the intrinsic conductance are the 

critical factors to obtain highly conductive polymer nanocomposites (PNCs), however, the electron 

tunnelling is not negligible [8-9].  

Experimental values of electrical conductivity have been reported as high as 10000 S/m in 

composites containing 10 wt.% of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) in a PMMA matrix and a 

maximum conductivity of 2000 S/m with 15 wt.% of multi-walled carbon nanotubes in PU matrices 

[12]. Similarly, percolation thresholds have been reported to range from 0.0025 wt.% to 10.5 wt.% [7]. 

Although percolation threshold has been widely studied, the variation of CNT’s characteristics (i.e. 

type, synthesis method, dimensions, polymer type, etc.) impedes a complete understanding of the 

process involved [12]. 

Predicting the properties of PNCs through modelling and simulations is a potent and useful tool. 

Moreover, the percolation phenomena and their characteristics can be studied in a low-cost and effective 

way. Electrical conductivity in polymer-based composites can be modelled via finite element method, 

Monte Carlo, resistor model, etc [13]. In this article, we study the electrical properties of MWNT with 

different aggregation percentages (i.e. 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 5 wt.%) in an epoxy matrix. Experimental 

measurements revealed that the percolation threshold occurs at around 1.7 wt.% of MWNT. 

Additionally, using DIGIMAT software two different approaches: Mean-field homogenization and 

finite element simulations were carried out to investigate the effects of aspect ratio, clustering, filler 

concentration, and orientation in relation to the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite. Thus, this 

study aimed to investigate the correlation between DIGIMAT simulations and experimental data. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL/NUMERICAL STUDY 

 
Experimental details. 

The CNT/Polymer composites were fabricated by mixing CNTs into an epoxy matrix. Multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) from Applied sciences INC were dispersed into the commercial 

Epoxy 862 with different percentage i.e. 0.5, 1, 2, 4 ,5 wt.% The MWCNT dimensions range from 100 

nm to 200 nm for the diameter and 30 um to 100 um for the length. The samples electrical conductivity 

was obtained through four-probe measurements and recorded using a voltmeter (Loresta equipment). 

 

Simulation methodology. 

To calculate the electrical conductivity of the polymeric nanocomposites the MSC DIGIMAT 

software was chosen as it offers accurate and reliable results [14]. The modelling and simulation were 

performed with two different methods: mean-field homogenization (MFH) and finite element analysis 

(FEA). The former models and estimates the multi-phase material properties through the Mori-Tanaka 

approach and the latter through the generation of a realistic Representative Volume Element (RVE) and 

implementation of the well-known finite element method [15].  

 

Both approaches calculate the electrical properties based on the constituent’s parameters i.e. matrix 

and filler properties, filler mass fraction, filler aspect ratio, filler orientation, and filler clustering. 

Besides, on mean-field homogenization, the percolation threshold and the critical exponent can be 

modified to predict the electrical conductivity. During MFH simulations the modelling enclosed a two-

phase composite, the matrix and the nanofillers; the properties of the constituent are summarized in 

Table 1. The values of the Epoxy were obtained from (Govorov et al., 2018) [16] and MWCNT 

properties come from (Bao et al., 2011; Loos, 2015) [4,17]. 

The finite element analysis was performed in the DIGIMAT FE environment, where an RVE was 

created with two constituents i.e. Epoxy Epon 862 and MWCNT.  A cuboid RVE, whose dimensions 

were modified accordingly, with fillers randomly distributed was generated to estimate the electrical 
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conductivity of the PNCs. Figure 3 shows the RVEs with the distribution of the filler for different mass 

percentage. Additionally, the nanofillers were created using a cylinder inclusion shape, where the size 

was set to vary from 30 um to 100 um. Also, random distribution and agglomeration (clustering) was 

considered in the setting. Finally, the mesh parameters were set to 420 000 elements as the calculated 

conductivity converges at this point.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
For the simulations, the effects of the MWCNT parameters (i.e. aspect ratio, orientation and 

intrinsic conductivity) were investigated for both modelling approaches. First, in the mean field 

homogenization simulations, the influence of the CNT’s intrinsic electrical conductivity was studied, 

the values were modified according to the experimental result reported in the literature [4,17], and are 

shown in table 1.   

 

Table 1. Properties of the constituents. 
 Epoxy EPON 862 Carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) 

Density 1.21 g/cm3 2.1 g/cm3 

Electrical conductivity 2.1 x 10-7  S/cm 5 x 101  S/cm - 5 x 105  S/cm 

 

The study clearly shows a remarkable influence in the prediction on the final PNC conductivity, 

which is depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, it can be evidently seen that above the percolation threshold 

these values greatly increment and would differ from the experimental results. Nonetheless, the optimal 

value for the electrical conductivity (σ) was found to be 2000 S/Cm.  Also, based on our experimental 

results, the sharp increase in the conductivity is observed to begin just before 2 wt.%, and it was 

confirmed to be 1.7 wt.% from the simulations. Besides, the critical exponent, found in the percolation 

theory, was detected to be 1.15 for a perfect agreement with experimental results.  
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Figure 1. Comparison of electrical conductivity from MFH with experimental data. 

 

In the same manner, the variation of the aspect ratio (AR) was studied during the simulations. The 

values were altered within the upper and lower limits according to the manufacturer values, i.e. AR = 

150, 1000 respectively.  This parameter was observed to only influence below the percolation threshold, 

figure 2 shows the increment of the conductivity when the AR is higher. On the other hand, above the 

percolation threshold, the final electrical conductivity remains the same in the MFH simulations. 

Finally, the AR ideal value was found to be 1000, and along with random orientation and the intrinsic 

conductivity previously stayed, the best agreement with the experimental data is shown in figure 1, with 

a blue line. 

 

Figure 2. Electrical conductivity with different Aspect Ratio below the percolation threshold. 
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Subsequently, in the FE simulations, different RVEs with random CNT distribution were created. 

Figure 3 portrays the different percentage of CNT inside the cuboid RVE.  The RVE dimensions were 

varied according to the changes in the AR, as the RVE size is extremely important to obtain reliable 

data. The intrinsic conductivity of MWCNT was set up to be 2000 S/Cm to be in accordance with the 

MFH simulations.  
 

 

Figure 3. (a) 0.5 wt.%; (b) 1 wt.%; (c) 2 wt.%; (d) 4 wt.%; (e) 5 wt.%. 

The simulations in the FE were performed with the influence of the orientation of the fillers, aspect 

ratio and the intrinsic conductivity. The former was set to randomly distributed and the aspect ratio 

changed to find the best possible match. The values of the aspect ratio were varied according to the 

upper and lower limits, however, when the aspect ratio is increased the RVE must be also increased to 

obtain isotropic calculations, resulting in a tremendous increment of the calculation time. Thus, an 

optimal value with an excellent agreement to the experimental results was found to be 150 for AR and 

50 um for the RVE length.  

 

Table 2. Electrical conductivity (S/cm) results. 
Samples Experimental Mean Field Homogenization Finite Element 
0.5 wt.% 2.123 x10-5   2.497 x10-5   2.15 x10-7   
1 wt.% 5.195 x 10-4   4.997 x 10-4   1.167 10-6   
2 wt.% 0.2512 0.354 0.222 
4 wt.% 3.472 3.738 3.160 
5 wt.% 5.549 5.698 5.2190 

 

The simulated values are summarized in table 2, where it can be clearly seen that above the 

percolation threshold FE simulations match the experimental results accurately. Nevertheless, below 

this critical limit, FE simulations underestimate the intrinsic conductivity of CNT, resulting in that the 

final conductivity equals to the Epoxy. The disagreement for the 0.5 wt. % and 1 wt.%  have an error 

of 2 orders, this is due to at low concentrations percentages the probability that a network of fillers 

connect two opposite size of the RVE is very low.  Finally, the best predictions from both approaches 
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(i.e. MFH and FE) are shown in figure 3. Both approaches have a magnifico agreement with 

experimental results. 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of electrical conductivity of Mean-field Homogenization and Finite Element with 

experimental data. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
The prediction of the final electrical conductivity of a PNC with various percentages was 

performed utilizing two different simulation approaches, where the intrinsic conductivity of the 

MWCNT was found to be the critical parameter. Also, mean field homogenization showed great 

correlation and consistency below and after percolation threshold with the experimental results. 

However, the aspect ratio did not influence the findings above percolation, which according to theory 

it cannot be neglected.  On the other hand, the FE simulations underestimated the intrinsic conductivity 

below the percolation threshold, a possible explanation is due to that at a low percentage the probability 

that a network is formed inside the RVE is very low, as the parameters were set to randomly distributed 

with a certain degree of agglomeration. Moreover, the disagreement might also be due to that the 

electron tunnelling cannot be negligible, and this was not investigated. In the same manner, 

agglomeration was found to not highly impact the outcome, nevertheless, further investigation can be 

done where the effects of curvature, potential agglomeration and direct contact resistance should be 

investigated. Besides, the above percolation threshold FE simulations showed an isotropic behaviour 

matching the experimental data accurately.  Finally, the simulations inside the DIGIMAT software 

demonstrated the capacity and the ability to predict the electrical conductivity of PNC when the two 

tools are combined.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Development of new antimicrobial materials that are not toxic to higher living organisms is a major 

challenge today. Newly developed materials can have a high application potential in biomedicine, 

coatings, packaging etc. Combination of commonly used biopolymer polylactide with cationic 

polymers seems to be very successful in the fight against antimicrobial resistance. PLA will play a key 

role in fulfilling the intention set out in the Green Deal announced by the EU commission, as it is a 

bioplastic that is easily degradable, recyclable, and mass-produced. Also, the development of 3D 

printing in the context of this initiative, and the actual use of PLA as one of the main materials used for 

this printing, make the technology around the preparation and modification of PLA quite logical. 

Moreover, the environmentally friendly and energy saving technology like supercritical fluid process 

(SFP) will be used for their preparation. In a first approach, polylactide nano- and microparticles and 

structures were prepared by supercritical fluid extraction. The RESS (rapid expansion supercritical fluid 

solution) method is easier to optimize and shows better particle size control. On the contrary, a highly 

porous structure was obtained using the SAS (supercritical antisolvent) method. 

 

Keywords: polylactide; antimicrobial polymers; supercritical fluid technology; RESS; micronization 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Increasing antimicrobial resistance to antibiotics is a worrying phenomenon. The costs associated 

with prevention and cure of these infections exceed 1.500 million euros per year. And more important, 

the timeline for the development of resistance to a new antibiotic is unpredictable. Excessive use of 

antibiotics has caused an increase in antimicrobial resistance due to the ability of microorganisms to 

adapt rapidly [1–3]. The development of other materials enabling the elimination of pathogenic 

microorganisms is a challenge of the present time and is an issue addressed by many scientists 

worldwide [4]. Such materials include for example bio-based polymers or composites containing an 

antimicrobial moiety of natural origin or synthesized to mimic a natural antimicrobial material [1,4–6]. 

Bio-based polymers such as polylactic acid are excellent candidates for these purposes [7]. To mimic 

natural antimicrobial polymers, low molecular weight polymers bearing groups with positive charges 

(ammonium, imidazolium etc.) were studied.  

Supercritical fluid technology (SFT) is an alternative technology with minimal environmental 

impact, reduced energy consumption, non-toxic residues, and efficient conversion of reactants to 

products. Among its major advantages is the possibility of adjusting thermophysical properties such as 

diffusivity, viscosity, density, and dielectric constant by simply varying the operating pressure and/or 

temperature. The most used supercritical fluid is non-toxic and inexpensive carbon dioxide. 

Micronization, impregnation, extraction as well as chemical reactions are among technologies where 

supercritical process can be used [8-10]. The two supercritical particle formation techniques that are 

most used: rapid expansion of supercritical solution (RESS) process, where the supercritical CO2 is 

used as a solvent for solute, and supercritical antisolvent (SAS) process, where supercritical CO2 is used 

as an antisolvent for the precipitation of materials dissolved in organic solvents [9]. In a RESS process, 
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the solute is first dissolved in supercritical CO2. The fluid saturated with solute is then depressurized 

into ambient conditions through a nozzle to cause a substantial lowering of the solvent power of CO2, 

leading to very high supersaturation of solute, precipitation, nucleation and particle growth, 

consequently generating the microparticles or nanoparticles [11]. Expanding the supercritical solution 

into a liquid solution instead of a gas is an interesting variation of the RESS process. The main hurdle 

in utilizing the RESS process for producing polymer particles is the poor solubility or even non-

solubility of polymers in the supercritical CO2, since most polymers are insoluble in supercritical CO2 

at temperatures below 80 °C [9]. In addition, the RESS process is a batch process, which means it 

cannot produce the particles continuously; thus, it is hard to scale-up the process. 

In a SAS process, the polymer is firstly dissolved in organic solvents, which would pass the 

limitation of poor solubility of polymer in the supercritical CO2. The organic solution is then inserted 

into supercritical CO2 to cause a contact between the two media. This generates a higher super-

saturation ratio of the solution, resulting in fast nucleation and growth, and consequently creates fine 

particles [11]. However, it is possible for a polymer partially soluble in the supercritical CO2 when a 

SAS process is performed, that only a very small amount or even no product of polymer may be found 

in the high-pressure vessel. Probably, very small droplets of organic solution are dispersed into the 

supercritical CO2 fluid, and/or the organic solvent acts as a co-solvent. It would increase the polymer 

solubility in the supercritical CO2, resulting in a molecular dispersion of polymer in the supercritical 

CO2, and leading to the loss of polymer via the vent [9]. 

The aim of this work is to micronize pellets of commercially available PLA, using SFT. It is a first 

step for a preparation of antimicrobial materials. The micronization process was optimized using 

variable conditions (pressure, temperature, time, polymer concentration). 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 
The RESS and SASS supercritical processes were used to optimize the micronization of polactide 

pellets (IngeoTM 4032D, RESINEX Czech Republic, diameter cca 0.5 cm). Dichloromethane (Merck) 

was used as a solvent for the PLA pellets dissolution in the SAS method. During the RESS method, the 

micronized PLA particles were captured into ethanol (Merck). The experiments were performed at 

temperatures ranging from 40 to 80 ° C, and at pressures from 120 to 360 bar. The reaction time was 

from 10 to 80 minutes. The prepared materials were characterized for their physico-chemical (ie, 

structural, morphological, thermal, and mechanical) properties.  

The following methods were used for the micronization of PLA pellets and characterizations of all 

materials:  

● Supercritical fluid extractor Spe-ed SFE 4 positions (Applied Separations) 

● HORIBA Nanopartica SZ-100 laser diffraction device 

● The SEM JEOL JSM-7610F Plus (JEOL, Japan) with auto emission source 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The supercritical processes of micronization were optimized. It was found that RESS is more 

suitable method than SAS one. The conditions (temperature, pressure, time) used for the preparation of 

the individual samples, only RESS method, are ranged in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Overview of samples and their preparation conditions. 

Sample No. Method 
Pressure 

[Bar] 

Temperature 

[°C] 

Reaction time 

[min] 
Extraction 

Mean 

[nm] 

Mode 

[nm] 

13 RESS 240 80 80 Ethanol 397 383 

14 RESS 240 80 80 Ethanol  479 

15 RESS 240 80 120 Ethanol 418 382 

16 RESS 120 80 120 Ethanol 228 228 

17 RESS 360 80 80 Ethanol 464 436 

18 RESS 360 80 50 Ethanol 240 237 

 

 

Figure 1. Particle size distribution of samples. 

The particle size distribution of the samples No.13-18 is shown in Figure 1. Evidently, we observed 

the narrowest particle size distribution at the samples 16 and 18. The best conditions (at 80 °C) for the 

micronization are: 1) the highest selected pressure (360 bar) for 50 min or 2) the lowest selected pressure 

(120 bar) for 120 min.  Thus, the higher pressure is the shorter time is needed to achieve demanded 

results. 

 

Figure 2. STEM images of PLA nanoparticles, a) sample 16, b) sample 17. 
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In Figure 2, the STEM images of obtained samples 16 and 17 are shown. It is clearly visible that 

PLA pellets were micronized, and even their size is smaller than it was observed via the particle size 

distribution measurement. In case of the sample 16, particles were of quasi spherical shape with particle 

size under 100 nm. In case of the sample 17, the particle size of the individual particles was much higher 

(~100 nm) comparing to the sample 16 and they were rod-shaped. Evidently, the RESS processes of 

the micronization were successful comparing to the size of the original PLA pellets used for these 

experiments. It is clear that very small particles/nanoparticles are formed during the process, but they 

form agglomerates. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In these experiments, it was proven that the PLA micro- and nanoparticles were prepared by 

supercritical fluid technology, using RESS and SAS methods. The SAS method is not very suitable for 

the preparation of nanoparticles. In case of higher concentration of PLA in ethanolic solution, particles 

of about 680 nm in size are formed, accompanied even by fibers with a length of 8-9 μm. Using the 

RESS method, particles and agglomerates with particle size distributions of 200 nm to 500 nm were 

obtained, depending on the conditions used (pressure, reaction time). In general, the most significant 

parameters are pressure and time of the extraction.   
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ABSTRACT 

 
The PVDF nanocomposite materials were prepared in the form of thin films. The natural PVDF 

were modified by various inorganic and organic nanofiller materials with known antimicrobial 

properties. The structural changes were investigated using scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 

hydrophilic character was demonstrated by water contact angle and the phase changes were evaluated 

by the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray diffraction analyses. The PVDF 

nanocomposite samples had spherulites structure with a prevailing α and γ phases.  

 

Keywords: PVDF nanocomposites; structural and phase changes; crystallite 

 

INTRODUCTION/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 
The poly(vinylidene fluoride) is semi-crystalline polymer with zig-zag chain. Many ways of 

chaining allow creation of several types of phases (α, β, γ, δ and ε), Fig 1. These phases are different 

by the positions of the fluor in the polymer chain. The polymer reaction and crystallization condition 

(especially temperature) determine the final crystalline phase. A change in phase can be caused by 

mechanical processing such as tension or high pressure, but also a change in polarization. These 

processes cause the conversion of non-polar α-phase to the electroactive β-phase. Usually, however 

during crystallization from the melt, the phase is converted from β-phase to α-phase [1]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Structural formulas of individual phases of PVDF [2]. 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/fourier-transform-infrared-spectroscopy
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PVDF are used in several medical applications. One of the applications of PVDF is a sewing 

material for stitches for their biocompatibility and high mechanical durability during sterilization and 

medical treatment. For its porous structure it can be used as a filter material. The PVDF nanocomposite 

with the β and γ phase shows piezoelectric properties. These properties combined with the PVDF 

durability and lightweight allow their use as sensors, intelligent skin, and an alternative of conventional 

materials for prosthetic applications or ear prostheses. Biocompatibility allows using PVDF directly in 

the human body. It is already used today in tissue engineering to replace and stimulate bone or muscle 

healing using a mechanical or electrical stimulus [3, 4, 5]. 

In this study, the structural and phase changes of the PVDF nanocomposites with respect to the 

external condition, which are used in medicine mainly during sterilization of medical accessories, were 

tested. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
The PVDF granules (from Sigma Aldrich) were used for PVDF nanocomposites preparation. The 

granules were dissolved in presence of N,N-dimethylformamide and acetone as a solvent. This mixture 

was dissolved with constant mixing at temperature 80 oC. After complete dissolution of PVDF, mixture 

was transferred on Petri dish and dried at constant temperature 160 oC for 24 hours. The result of this 

process was PVDF thin film. 

For the preparation of samples with modified materials, these materials were added to dissolve 

mixture and this mixture was exposed to ultrasound in ultrasonic bath. Result of this process was 

dispersion of modified material into dissolved PVDF. Rest of the process of preparation was the same 

as process of preparation of non-modified samples. In this study there were PVDF nanocomposites 

modified by clay particles of the vermiculite (V), zinc oxide (ZnO) and chlorhexidine (CH) or various 

combination of this materials. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The structural changes of the PVDF nanocomposite thin films were evaluated by the SEM (Fig. 2). 

The pure PVDF films have spherulite structure with spherulites crystal size from 10 to 50 µm and 

micropores at their edges with an average size about 5 µm. The vermiculite (V) in the PVDF/V 

nanocomposite materials caused refinement of the spherulite structure, the average spherulites crystal 

size was smaller than 5 µm. The PVDF/V/CH nanocomposite formed a compact film with pores. A 

homogeneous distribution of the V/CH nanofiller particles in the volume of the PVDF matrix is visible. 

The PVDF/ZnO/V/CH nanocomposites have spherulite structure with big spherulite crystals, whose 

surfaces are formed by unevenly distributed cavities. The spherulitic structure resulting from 

differentially modified vermiculite nanofillers predicts the use of these PVDF nanocomposite films for 

membrane technologies. 

The hydrophilic character of the pure PVDF and PVDF nanocomposite materials was demonstrated 

by the water contact angle (WCA, wettability angle), smaller than 90°. The similar values of the WCA 

were measured for pure PVDF 65° ± 2.1 and 64° ± 1.9 for PVDF/ZnO/V/CH samples, while 74° ± 2.9 

for PVDF/V and 76° ± 3.5 for PVDF/V/CH nanocomposite materials were measured. These WCA 

values correspond to the structural changes in the PVDF nanocomposite materials. 
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Figure 2. SEM images of the pure PVDF a); b) PVDF/V;(c) PVDF/V/CH and d) PVDF/ZnO/V/CH 

nanocomposite materials. 
 

FTIR analysis helps us to determinate type of PVDF phase which was produced in each sample. 

The typical bands for given crystal phases obtained from FTIR spectra for each sample are shown in 

Table 1. Prevailing phases were α and γ or their combination. Mainly wavenumbers 763 and 614 cm-1, 

and furthermore 532, 795, 975 and 1150 cm-1 indicate predominantly the presence of α-phase. The 

typical wavenumber for γ-phase is 1231 cm-1, and also 1429, 813 cm-1 indicate the presence of this 

phase. It can be seen that the presence of the specific phase depends on the type of used nanofiller. 

 

Table 1. PVDF phases in each sample. 
Sample WAG (°) phase wavenumbers (cm-1) 
PVDF 

 

γ 1429, 1231, 813 
PVDF_V 
PVDF_V_CH 
PVDF_ZnO_V_CH 

 

γ+α 
α 
γ+α 

1231, 813, 795, 763, 614 
795, 763, 614, 531 
1230, 975, 813, 796, 763, 614  

 

XRD analysis confirmed the presence of the PVDF phase and ZnO, V and CH nanofillers in the 

PVDF matrix. However, this analytical method did not provide information on the interaction between 

the evaluated phases and changes in the crystalline phases of the PVDF matrix. 

Regarding to the future use of PVDF nanocomposite materials in medical devices, it was monitored 

a number of factors which can cause a phase change as degradation by ultraviolet radiation, ultrasound 

radiation and/or surface degradation in physiological solutions. In our study it was found that the 

addition of V, ZnO and CH nanoparticles (as nanofillers in the PVDF) stabilized the nanocomposite 

structures and did not cause phase changes in the structure. In contrast, in the pure PVDF material due 

to different degradation processes, the phase changes from γ-phase to α-phase were evaluated. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The spherulite structure predominates in the PVDF nanocomposite film. This structure is variable 

and can be modified by several types of nanofillers, which obtain different properties of the final material 
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and increases resistance to phase transformation during exposure to extreme external influences. This 

material has great promise in applications in the medical and pharmaceutical fields. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The effect of carbon black reinforcement on the Vickers hardness of epoxy resin-based composites 

was studied. The micro-indentation dynamic mechanical analysis test measures the micromechanical 

properties of carbon black reinforced DGEBA epoxy nanocomposites with varying weight percentages 

(0, 1, 2 and 5 wt%). The micro-indentation deformation was studied by in-situ imaging of the 

impression using KEYENCE. Mechanical properties, such as hardness, elastic modulus, and stiffness, 

gradually increase as the mass fraction of filler (CB) continuously increases. This progress depends on 

various parameters, such as nanoparticle- reinforced polymer composites' dispersion, interfacial 

bonding, and load transfer. 

 

Keywords: carbon black; nanocomposite; micro-indentation; micro-hardness 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
With the wide application of polymers and their composite materials, the demand for materials with 

excellent mechanical properties is growing. Therefore, improving the mechanical properties through 

appropriate methods can benefit the design of composite materials and lead to the wide application of 

materials in different fields. Matrix strengthening is mainly one of the methods to improve the 

mechanical properties of composite materials by adding nanoparticles [1] [2]. It has been proved that 

adding a small number of rigid nanoparticles to the polymer matrix can significantly improve its 

mechanical properties [2-7]. 

A nanocomposite material can be defined as a composite material in which the size of at least one 

phase (mainly filler) is in the nanometer range. Like traditional composite materials, nanocomposites 

have two parts: filler and matrix. Traditional composite materials usually use fibers such as carbon fibers 

or glass fibers as fillers. In nanocomposites, the fillers are nanomaterials. The size range of 

nanomaterials is 1-100 nm. Some examples of nanomaterials are CNT, carbon nanofibers and 

nanoparticles, such as gold, silver, diamond, copper and silicon. Of particular interest are carbon black 

nanocomposites because they have high strength and stiffness and can be produced at relatively low CB 

concentrations [1,2,7,8]. 

As the filler size reaches the nanometer scale, the interaction at the interface becomes quite large 

relative to the inclusions’ size, so the final performance shows a significant change [9,4]. 

Carbon Black-reinforced polymer composites’ mechanical properties are significantly lower than 

their theoretically predicted potential [10]. For the CB mentioned in [11-15], maiking the nanoparticles 

fully play a reinforcing role requires a good dispersion of the nanoparticles in the polymer matrix and 

a strong bond with the polymer matrix. But to achieve high-quality scores, including carbon 

nanoparticles’ inclusion in a polymer matrix, which usually gathers into weakly interaction due to van 

der Waals force attraction [15, 16]. However, a threshold represents the nanocomposite’s resistance 

limit, which defines the beginning of agglomeration. The threshold depends on the type and mass 

fraction of nanoparticles [3, 17-19, 20]. 

It has been proven that the micro indentation technique is the most accurate way to evaluate the 

influence of carbon nanoparticles on the deformation behavior [20-22]. In this study, a micro-indenter 

was used to extend the hardness and elastic modulus of nanoparticle-reinforced epoxy composites. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
The epoxy resin chosen in this work is DGEBA, and MOMENTIVE provides epoxy resin in a 

liquid, low viscosity and good adhesive form. In this study, the weight ratio between the resin and the 

curing agent Jeffamine D230 is 2:1. Carbon black was used in this study. Table 1 lists the different 

composition ratios of our reinforced nanocomposites. DEGUSSA provides carbon black. Besides, the 

nanocomposite structure was developed by RESCOLL. In Figure 1, the process of the indentation test 

is introduced. 

 

Table 1. Weight ratio of nanocomposite constitution. 

Resin 1 Nanifiller Hardener Polymerisation cycle 

G  g % mass.  g   

100 DGEBA - - - 32 Jeffamine D230 16h à 23°C + 1h à 120°C 

100 DGEBA 1.6 1.2 CBs 32 Jeffamine D230 16h à 23°C + 1h à 120°C 

100 DGEBA 3.2 2.4 CBs 32 Jeffamine D230 16h à 23°C + 1h à 120°C 

100 DGEBA 8 5.7 CBs 32 Jeffamine D230 16h à 23°C + 1h à 120°C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Image of the indentation machine and specimens under test. 

 

RESULTS 

 
The load-displacement curves of the neat and the reinforced prepared composites, obtained from 

the micro indentation tests, are presented in Figure 2. 

The slope of the unloaded section of the curve is directly related to the modulus of elasticity. It can 

be seen that in addition to the pure epoxy composite material and the reinforced epoxy nanocomposite 

material, the addition of carbon black to the matrix increases the slope of the unloading curve, thus 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2238785420319852#fig2
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increasing the stiffness of the material, as shown in Figure 3, where it has been increased from 282 mN 

/ µm to 295 mN / µm. 

Allowing to these results, Young's modulus of the composite material was measured and shown in 

Fig. 3 that, compared with the pure matrix, the carbon black reinforced epoxy nanocomposite increased 

from 4GPa to 5GPa, respectively. This increase may be due to the higher strength bonds between the 

CB nanoparticles and the epoxy resin. These results are related to the results obtained with the hardness 

value. Figure 6 also illustrates that the carbon black reinforced composite material's microhardness 

increases significantly with the supplementary increase of the filler content. The microhardness of CB-

reinforced nanocomposites increases significantly with the increase of CB content in the matrix. The 

micro-hardness increased from 32Hv of pure epoxy resin to 40Hv of CBs filler concentration of 5 wt% 

in the nanocomposite. This value has increased due to the resistance of relatively hard CB particles to 

the epoxy matrix's plastic deformation [31]. Therefore, the reduction in plastic deformation can be 

confirmed by reducing plastic energy defined in Figure 6. The significant increase in microhardness 

can be attributed to the better distribution of the CB particles and the excellent adhesion between the 

epoxy resin and the CB particles. KEYENCE's optical microscope confirmed the better dispersion of 

CB particles in the matrix. 

Some observations can be drawn from simulation results and test samples. Contour displacement 

maps and stress maps can be drawn around the open position. For this reason, this area can be reflected 

as a place where cracks happen. Carbon Black increases the interface's resistance and reduces the stress 

concentration, which in turn delays the onset of damage. 

As shown in Figure 7, due to the polymer's viscosity, the shape of the indentation pattern is slightly 

different from the standard Vickers indenter. Matrix cracking is the type of damage observed around 

recessed areas. The indentation print of each mass fraction shows the difference in the surface 

homogeneousness. 
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Figure 2. P– δ interactions of CBs/epoxy 

specimen computed with a different mass 

fraction. 

Figure 3. Effect of CBs nanoparticles on 

stiffness. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Effect of CBs nanoparticles on Young 

modulus. 

Figure 5. Effect of CBs nanoparticles on 

microhardness. 

 

 

Figure 6. Effect of different mass fraction of CBs on the Welas and Wplas. 
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a) NE (0wt.%CB) b) 1wt.%CB 
 

 

 

 

c) 2wt.%CB d) 5wt.%CB 

Figure 7. The KEYENCE image of the indentation print. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
The experimental results of our research show that carbon black reinforced epoxy resin improves 

the performance of nanocomposites at different mass fractions, depending on the following factors: the 

type of distributed additive, its performance characteristics, and the interface properties between the 

matrix and the reinforcing additive. Compared with pure epoxy resin, epoxy resin reinforcement by 

5wt.% CB showed a visual increase in hardness. 

KEYENCE analyzed and observed the microstructure of indentation. This microstructure analysis 

can recognize the fracture mode and crack propagation of CBs reinforced epoxy nanocomposites. 

Microscopic observation showed that cracks appeared from the position of the indenter and extended 

laterally along with the microstructure. Compare the profile of the indentation test. Therefore, CBs tend 

to enhance the interface resistance and fracture toughness of composite materials. Adding a small 

amount of CB seems to improve the modulus of elasticity, fracture toughness, and crack resistance. By 

adding 5 wt.% of CB, the rigidity of the nanofiller-modified polymer composite material is significantly 

enhanced. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The increasingly dynamic development in the field of Surface-enhanced spectroscopies leads to 

the preparation of innovative nano-featured enhancing substrates, tested using suitable model analytes. 

4-aminobenzenethiol (4-ABT) is widely used for this purpose, mainly due to its optical properties and 

adsorption abilities onto the surface of plasmonic substrates. On the other hand, there is not negligible 

risk of the photochemical dimerization of 4-ABT as a result of the incident radiation under certain 

circumstances. Therefore, it is desirable to assess the extent of dimerization on the selected plasmonic 

metals, same as the role of the excitation wavelength used. 

As part of this work, we studied the photochemical reaction of prepared large-scaled substrates 

covered by 4-ABT molecules. The morphology of these substrates was monitored using optical and 

electron microscopy. Furthermore, we have measured the Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 

spectra of the deposited molecules on the prepared Ag, Au, and Cu surfaces using five different 

excitation wavelengths. 

The results showed that the formation of dimer molecules occurs most abundantly on the silver 

substrate, disproportionately less on the Au and Cu surfaces. In all cases, the degree of dimerization is 

strongly dependent on the morphology of the nanostructures and the excitation wavelength used. 

 

Keywords: surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy; 4-aminobenzenethiol; plasmonic surface 

photochemistry 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Decades have passed since the discovery of the influence of plasmonic metals on the enhancement 

of Raman scattering. This phenomenon was first reported (although misinterpreted) by Martin 

Fleischmann when observing a more intense signal of pyridine molecules adsorbed on a silver electrode 

[1]. Since then, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has become a technique used in many fields 

of chemical, physical, and biomedical research [2]. The unlimited possibilities of SERS spectroscopy 

applications lead to a constant need to develop new nanostructured plasmonic substrates [3]. For the 

development of plasmonic metal substrates, molecules with a good spectral response and the potential 

to form uniform layers on the substrates serve as model analytes. Such a substance is, for example, 4-

aminobenzenethiol (4-ABT), popular in the professional community mainly due to its tendency to form 

self-assembled monolayers [4]. However, a photochemical reaction of 4-ABT to 4,4´-

dimercaptoazobenzene (4,4´-DMAB) can occur on the surface of plasmonic metals under certain 

conditions [5]. So far, many factors influencing the course of this photochemical reaction, such as the 

effect of the excitation wavelength, pH of deposition solution, a plasmonic metal used, or input 

potential, have been studied [6-9]. However, there are often incomplete studies. 

This work aimed to monitor 4-ABT and 4,4´-DMAB bands on prepared Ag, Au, and Cu large-

scaled substrates, characterized by optical and electron microscopy, and to use them to assess the 

influence of the used plasmonic metal and excitation wavelength (455, 532, 633, 780 and 1064 nm) on 

the course of photochemical reaction of 4-ABT. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
Preparation of nanostructured substrates 

Large-scaled Ag, Au, and Cu SERS substrates were prepared by electrodeposition on platinum 

targets. Pt supports were first sanded with metallographic papers, polished with Al2O3 and CaCO3, and 

cleaned by immersion in a mixture of H2SO4 and H2O2 (3:1 v:v, “piranha” solution) for 30 minutes. 

Then, they were rinsed with miliQ water and dried. They were metalcoated in the appropriate 

electrochemical baths using various current sequences (Table 1). The prepared substrates were then 

immersed in a deposition bath of 4-ABT (10
−5

 mol·dm
−3

 in methanol) for 24 hours. Subsequently, the 

covered targets were removed from the solutions and dried by nitrogen. 

 
Table 1. Current sequences used for the preparation of plasmonic substrates. 

[Ag(NH3)2]+ [Au(NH3)4]3+ [Cu(NH3)4]2+ 
I (mA) t (min) I (mA) t (min) I (mA) t (min) 

5 10 5 5 10 10 
10 5 10 5 20 10 

    15 5 30 10 
        40 10 
        50 10 

 
Optical and scanning electron microscopy 

Surface images were taken using an Olympus microscope equipped with four objectives  

(10 × / 0.25 BD, 20 × / 0.40 BD, 50 × / 0.50 BD and 100 × / 0.90 BD) included in the Raman microscope. 

A lens with 100× magnification was used. 

 

A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) S-4800 (Hitachi, Japan) was used to study nanostructures 

morphology. The images were taken at a set electron acceleration voltage of 10 kV. 

 

SERS spectroscopy 

A Fourier transform spectrometer (FT-spectrometer) EQUINOX 55 (Bruker, Germany), connected 

to a Raman module FRA 106/S, and a dispersive Raman microscope DXR (Nicolet, USA) were used 

to obtain SERS spectra. FT-spectrometer is equipped with Nd:YAG (Neodymium-Doped Yttrium 

Aluminum Garnet) laser emitting 1064nm radiation and by germanium detector cooled by liquid 

nitrogen. The dispersive spectrometer uses various radiation sources. A diode laser (455 nm), 

an Nd:YAG laser excited by laser diodes (532 nm), a gaseous He:Ne laser (633 nm), or a diode laser 

(780 nm) serves as excitation sources emitting radiation of different wavelengths. Scattered radiation 

is collected by a CCD detector. The measurement parameters for both instruments are in Table 2. The 

spectra were measured at 12 points on each substrate and subsequently processed and averaged using 

Omnic 9 software. 
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Table 2. Measurement parameters of individual SERS spectra of 4-ABT on different surfaces. 

  
Excitation 

wavelength (nm) 
Resolution 

(cm
−1

) 
Meta

l 
Laser power 

(mW) 
Number of 

aquisitions 
Exposure 

time (s) 
FT-spectrometer 1064 4  300 1024 1800 

Dispersive 

spectrometer 

780 < 5 
Ag 1 20 2 
Au 5 20 2 
Cu 5 20 2 

633 < 5 
Ag 0.1 20 2 
Au 5 20 2 
Cu 5 20 2 

532 < 5 
Ag 0.1 20 2 
Au 5 20 10 
Cu 5 20 2 

455 < 5 
Ag 1 20 2 
Au 5 20 10 
Cu 5 20 2 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The rate of photochemical dimerization was studied using SERS spectra measured on individual 

plasmonic metals. Based on previously published works, we can say that the formation of 4,4´-DMAB 

is demonstrable by the occurrence of several selected bands in the spectrum (Fig. 1) [6,10]. In the figure, 

the colored bands show the spectral regions in which bands of 4,4´-DMAB (Fig. 2) appear. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Comparison of SERS spectra of 4-ABT measured on Ag, Au, and Cu surfaces at the settings given in 

Table 2 and Raman spectra of solid-state 4-ABT measured with excitation wavelength of 780 nm, laser power of 

80 mW, and exposure time 10×1 s. 
 

The formation of 4,4´-DMAB affects the position and shape of the band at 1594 cm
−1

 (Fig. 1, 

purple bar), which belongs to the stretching vibration of C=C bond of the aromatic ring of the monomer. 

This type of vibration of the dimerized molecule occurs around 1580 cm
−1

. For this reason, in most 

cases, this vibration of the dimer is not independently observable in the spectra but is manifested by the 

deformation of the more intense monomer band. In the spectral region 1450 to 1350 cm
−1

 (Fig. 1, green 

bar), bands of stretching N=N bond (usually ∼ 1434 and 1390 cm
−1

) can be observed in the case of the 

formation of 4,4´-DMAB. These bands tend to be very intense due to the large change in polarizability 

during the vibrational motion of the molecule. The similarly intense band is located around 1141 cm
−1
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(Fig. 1, blue bar) that corresponds to the deformation vibration of the C-H bond of the ortho-hydrogens 

on the aromatic rings of the dimer. In all cases, a relatively intensive band of C-S stretching of 4-ABT 

(∼ 1080 cm
−1

) occurs [6]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Molecular structure of a) 4-aminobenzenethiol and b) 4,4´-dimercaptoazobenzene. 

 
Silver substrate 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Images of Ag surface taken by a) optical and b) scanning electron microscope. The red square indicates 

the laser spot. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. SERS spectra of 4-ABT/4,4´-DMAB on Ag surface. 
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Optical and electron microscopy images of silver substrates are shown in Fig. 3. Dendritic Ag 

structures have formed. The silver surface is covered continuously by the displayed nanostructures. 

The SERS spectra of 4-ABT on the Ag surface taken using different excitation wavelengths are 

shown in Figure 4. In the highest observed spectral region, it is evident that the 1594 cm
−1

 band 

deformation occurs. In the spectrum measured with an excitation wavelength of 780 nm, two-band 

maxima, due to the presence of 4,4´-DMAB, are well observable. Along with another shift to lower 

wavelengths, the maximum of this band moves to lower values of the Raman shift. Bands with maxima 

at 1437, 1394, and 1146 cm
−1

 are also present in the spectrum. Given these findings, we can clearly 

state that 4,4´-DMAB forms on the Ag surface. Even from the dependence of the ratio of the 1437/1082 

(4,4´-DMAB/4-ABT) band areas on the excitation energy, we can say that the amount of dimer on the 

substrate surface is linearly dependent on the radiation energy (Fig. 5). 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Dependence of the ratio of band areas 1437/1082 (4,4´-DMAB/4-ABT) on the excitation energy. 
 
Gold substrate 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Images of Au surface taken by a) optical and b) scanning electron microscope. The red square indicates 

the laser spot. 
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Figure 7. SERS spectra 4-ABT/4,4´-DMAB on Au surface. 

 
Dendritic Au structures formed on the Pt target, are obvious in Fig. 6. These features are smaller 

and differently arranged than in the case of the Ag substrate. The golden "islands" form on the target 

surface and the SERS spectra have been measured from these areas. In SERS spectra of 4-ABT on Au 

surface (Fig. 7) we observe only a slight evidence of the 4,4´-DMAB bands. The band at the 1590 cm
−1

 

gradually widens together with the decreasing value of the excitation wavelength, which indicates an 

increase in the percentage of the dimer. In the spectrum measured with an excitation wavelength of 633 

nm, we can also observe a slightly increased background at 1430, 1364, and 1140 cm
−1

 where 4,4-

’DMAB bands should appear. It is likely that in the spectra measured with excitation wavelengths of 

455 and 532 nm, the dimer bands would already be visible. However, these wavelengths are no longer 

suitable for gold surfaces prepared in this way, and their surface plasmon resonance maximum tuned to 

the longer wavelength. But in the spectrum measured with excitation wavelength 532 nm, we can sense 

another 1590 cm
−1

 band broadening and 1430 and 1364 cm
−1

 bands intensity increase. It is also evident 

that at the excitation wavelength of 455 nm, the SERS phenomenon no longer occurs here and even 

bands of analyte in the monomeric form are not observable. For these reasons, it was not possible to 

determine the exact dependence of the amount of dimer on the excitation wavelength. Likely, the 

reaction appears more frequently with increasing radiation energy, similarly as in the case of Ag 

substrate. 
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Copper substrate 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Images of Cu surface taken by a) optical and b) scanning electron microscope. The red square indicates 

the laser spot. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9. SERS spectra 4-ABT/4,4´-DMAB on Cu surface. 
 

Unlike Ag and Au surfaces, spherical ("cauliflower-like") structures of various heights formed on 

the Cu surface (Fig. 8). The best SERS spectra were measured when focusing the laser at the points of 

contact of elevated objects. When focusing on the vertices of these structures, the resulting signal was 

disproportionately weaker. The Cu substrate did not enhance the signal 4-ABT to such asextent as can 

be seen from the SERS spectra on Ag and Au surfaces that is due to the optical properties of Cu (Fig. 

9). Bands of 4-ABT were observed in the spectra measured with excitation wavelengths of 780 and 

633 nm, although the signal in the first-mentioned spectrum was relatively weak. In the spectra 

measured with an excitation wavelength of 633 nm, again, we observe a relatively wide band at 

1587 cm
−1

 indicating possible dimer formation. Although it occurs rather to a less extent, more at the 

incidence of radiation at lower wavelengths (532 and 455 nm). However, the analyte signal in these 

spectra was not observable despite the high noise intensity. For these reasons, there is not possible to 

indication about any trend regarding the formation of 4,4´-DMAB on Cu nanostructures. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
In this work, photochemical dimerization of 4-ABT on large-scaled Ag, Au, and Cu surfaces 

prepared by electrodeposition was studied using SERS spectroscopy. In addition to the effect of 

plasmonic metal used, the influence of the excitation wavelength was also investigated. 

The dimerization occurs most on silver substrates, less on gold substrates that is consistent with 

our previous experiments. In the case of the copper substrate, there is also small evidence of dimer 

creation, which happens after the interaction of visible light radiation with surface-bonded molecules. 

Due to the differences between the published literature and the Cu substrate examined here, we 

concluded that the physical properties like the size and shape of the formed nanostructure play an 

important role.  

The assumption that the degree of conversion of the photochemical reaction increases with the 

energy of the incident radiation was confirmed.9 The 4,4´-DMAB signal was very well observable in 

the spectra measured on the Ag substrate, the linear dependence of the amount of dimer on the energy 

of the incident radiation was obtained. For the remaining two surfaces, it was not possible to obtain a 

similar value due to the lower response of 4,4´-DMAB. 

Further planned experiments will also investigate the dependence of the degree of dimerization on 

differently prepared plasmonic nanostructures, e.g. on metal colloidal systems or large-scaled substrates 

prepared by galvanic deposition. The effect of the gradual change in pH, applied voltage, and other 

reaction variables would be assessed. Based on these experiments, it should be possible to compile an 

approximate reaction model that could serve to estimate dimerization on previously unexplored 

substrates. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
2D materials such as graphene and graphene oxide introduce new pathways for the development of 

novel materials with superior properties. Nanocomposite coatings containing graphene oxide are 

investigated for their capability to enhance the performance of membranes for water treatment 

applications. We use the analysis of the zeta potential to confirm the presence of graphene oxide at the 

surface of such nanocomposite membrane coatings, which is a requirement for their activity and 

interaction with the aqueous environment. 

 

 

 

Keywords: surface zeta potential; graphene oxide; coatings; membranes 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The discovery of graphene has opened completely new technological pathways in material science. 

Nowadays graphene and its derivates can be found in a large number of applications due to their 

outstanding properties. Such applications can be found in the fields of electronics and batteries but also 

in biomedical applications including drug delivery, biosensing, bioimaging, and scaffolds for tissue 

engineering. 

The hydrophilic nature of graphene oxide makes this graphene derivative also attractive for the 

advancement of membrane technology. Graphene oxide is expected to increase the water permeability, 

to suppress membrane fouling, and to introduce a reinforcement of polymer membranes. 

We report on the modification of a polymer membrane by a graphene oxide-polyelectrolyte 

composite coating and its effect on the charging behaviour at the membrane-water interface. A second 

example considers the formation of a ceramic membrane composed of graphene oxide and aluminium 

oxide. 
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The characterization of the surface and interfacial charge of polymer and ceramic membranes 

employs the measurement of the streaming potential for the calculation of the surface zeta potential. 

 

Graphene oxide composite membranes 

Graphene with its two-dimensional planar structure increases the mechanical strength, the thermal 

stability and the electrical properties of composites, and has thus received attention as a suitable 

candidate for the development of membranes for water treatment processes. In contrast to graphene, 

graphene oxide (GO) exhibits an increased hydrophilicity due to the oxygen-containing functional 

groups (C=O, C–OH). The latter lead to a better dispersion of GO in water and other polar solvents 

thereby maintaining the superior properties of graphene. The amphiphilic character of GO makes it 

compatible with polymers, which are used as the base material in the low-cost membrane production 

process, and enhances the water permeability and the antifouling properties of membranes Additionally, 

graphene and GO are low-cost alternatives to carbon nanotubes (CNT) or carbon nanofibers (CNF). 

These properties make GO a potential modifier for polymer but also ceramic membranes for 

wastewater treatment processes. 

 

Membranes and the zeta potential 

The zeta potential is a solid-water interfacial parameter and representative for the material surface 

charge. The zeta potential helps to predict electrostatic interactions between material surfaces and 

solutes in a surrounding aqueous solution. Furthermore, the analysis of the zeta potential is a sensitive 

method to detect changes in the surface chemistry. In the field of membrane applications, the zeta 

potential contributes to the rejection of solutes and to membrane fouling. With the help of zeta potential 

analysis, it is possible to determine the coverage of the membrane surface by a thin-film coating and the 

stability of such coating. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 
Two types of nanocomposite coatings containing graphene oxide where prepared as potential 

candidates for novel membrane materials. A multilayer coating with alternating layers of GO and the 

cationic polyelectrolyte polyethylenimine (PEI) was deposited on a flat sheet polymer ultrafiltration 

membrane. A second nanocomposite coatings was of ceramic nature and composed of GO and 

nanocrystalline aluminium oxide (Al2O3). 

The instrument SurPASS 3 was used for the zeta potential analyses of flat sheet membranes with 

different GO nanocomposite coatings. Small sample pieces of 20 mm x 10 mm were adhered to the 

sample holders of the Adjustable Gap Cell with the active coating facing upwards (Figure 1). 

Streaming potential measurements were performed with an aqueous 0.001 mol/l KCl solution used 

as the background electrolyte. The pH dependence of the zeta potential was recorded automatically with 

the integrated dosing unit to determine the isoelectric point (IEP, pH value where the zeta potential is 0 

mV and a charge reversal takes place) of each GO coating. 
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Figure 1. Left: SurPASS 3 equipped with dosing unit. Right: Adjustable Gap Cell with sample holders with a 

cross-section of 20 x 10 mm2. 

 

RESULTS 

 
GO coating on a polymer membrane 

The combination of GO nanoparticles with the cationic polyelectrolyte poly(ethylene imine), PEI, 

was used to improve the rejection of a polyacrylontrile membrane (PAN) for ultrafiltration (UF) thereby 

maintaining the high water permeability [1]. Figure 2 shows the pH dependence of the zeta potential for 

such a PAN UF membrane with a GO│PEI coating deposited by a layer-by-layer method. Above the 

IEP at pH 3.3, the coating is negatively charged with the zeta potential approaching ϛ = –40 mV at 

neutral and alkaline pH. 

In order to interpret the observed zeta potential as a representative for the surface charge of the 

GO│PEI coating and to understand the composition of this coating, Figure 2 also displays the zeta 

potential for a pristine PAN membrane, for the PAN membrane coated solely with PEI, and for a 

membrane coated with a stand-alone film of GO. 

We find significant differences in the zeta potential for each of these membrane samples. Although 

the zeta potential and therefore the electrokinetic charge density ek of the pristine and GO│PEI-coated 

PAN membranes are similar at pH 8-9 (ζ ~ -40 mV, σek ~  -0.34 µC/cm2), the pH dependences and the 

isoelectric points give evidence for the modification of PAN by the GO│PEI coating. 

The sole coating of the PAN membrane by the cationic polyelectrolyte PEI shifts the IEP from pH 

4.6 for the pristine PAN membrane to pH 8.9. The secondary amine groups of PEI get protonated at low 

and medium pH. Due to their strongly basic character, rather highly alkaline conditions are required to 

suppress this protonation. At pH 8.9 of the bulk aqueous solution we find an electroneutral condition at 

the membrane-water interface and thus the IEP for the PEI-coated PAN membrane. Since the IEP for 

the GO│PEI-coated membrane is shifted to even lower pH compared to the IEP of PAN, we conclude 

that PEI obviously does not contribute to the charge at the outermost surface of the GO│PEI coating. 

A comparison of the zeta potential for the GO│PEI-coated PAN membrane with the zeta potential 

for a stand-alone membrane of graphene oxide reveals the apparent nature of the GO│PEI coating, 

which is dominated by the presence of GO. Obviously, the layer-by-layer coating achieves a well 

separated stack of polymer (PEI) and GO layers with GO determining the terminal layer. 
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Figure 2. pH dependence of the zeta potential for a pristine polyacrylonitrile (PAN) membrane for UF, for the 

PAN membrane coated with a multilayer of GO and PEI, for a PEI- coated PAN membrane, and for a GO 

membrane. 

 

GO⏐Al2O3 composite membrane 

In another example we use the same zeta potential results for a membrane coated with a stand-alone 

porous film of GO shown in Figure 2 to explain the composition of a composite layer of GO and Al2O3. 

Figure 3 shows the pH dependence of the zeta potential for such a GO|Al2O3 coating and compares this 

result with the zeta potential of the GO coated membrane and with the zeta potential obtained for a 

single-channel tubular alumina ceramic membrane for microfiltration (MF). While all measurements of 

the streaming potential for flat membrane surfaces employ the Adjustable Gap Cell, the zeta potential 

analysis of the microporous ceramic membrane utilizes the measuring cell for tubular membranes [2]. 

The IEP 5.2 of the GO│Al2O3 composite layer is found in between the IEP 2.4 for the GO stand-

alone film and the IEP 6.5 for the alumina MF membrane. To conclude on the composition of the 

GO│Al2O3 layer, we first elucidate the zeta potential of the Al2O3 ceramic membrane. For this purpose, 

we add another dependence of the zeta potential on the pH of the aqueous KCl solution, which was 

obtained for a sample plug of corundum powder. The difference in the IEPs of pH = 1.5 for corundum 

powder and the alumina membrane may be explained by an ageing effect for the membrane surface. 

Note that surface of Al2O3 exhibits a rather complex behaviour and the IEP may range from pH 4 for 

single-crystalline sapphire [3] to pH > 9 for Al2O3 nanoparticles in dispersion [4]. 

For the interpretation of the composition of the outermost surface of the GO│Al2O3 layer, we refer 

to the IEP 8 of corundum powder and to the IEP 2.4 of the purely GO membrane. Based on the 

comparison of these materials and their IEPs, we conclude on a homogeneous composition of the layer 

with a contribution of 50% by GO and 50% by Al2O3. 
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Figure 3. pH dependence of the zeta potential for a GO|Al2O3 nanocomposite coating, a stand-alone film of GO 

on a membrane, and two samples of Al2O3 (a single-channel tubular ceramic MF membrane and corundum 

powder). 

 

SUMMARY 

 
New generation 2D materials such as graphene oxide offer a high potential for the development of 

novel materials with advanced properties. The tunability of GO makes it a promising candidate for the 

modification of membranes for water treatment to improve the water transport and to suppress 

membrane fouling. The transfer of knowledge about the correlation of the surface zeta potential with 

salt rejection and the fouling propensity of (primarily) polymer membranes, which was developed in the 

past decades, to the characterization of novel coatings containing GO is straightforward. This report 

illustrates results for graphene oxide and GO-containing surface coatings for both polymeric and 

ceramic films. The IEPs summarized in Table 1 demonstrate the variability of surfaces prepared by 

using GO as a composite material. A comparison of the IEP of the composite material with the IEPs of 

the individual components enables an estimation of the surface composition. The derived contribution 

of GO of the composite layers to the zeta potential is also shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Isoelectric points of materials discussed in this report and surface contribution of GO to composite layers. 

 

Sample IEP GO contribution 

GO membrane 2.4 100 % 

PAN membrane 4.6 n/a 

GO│PEI LbL-coated PAN 3.3 85 % 

PEI-coated PAN  8.9 n/a 

GO-Al2O3 composite 5.2 50 % 

Al2O3 MF membrane 6.5 n/a 

Corundum powder 8 n/a 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Graphene is a 2D material with promising physical and electronic properties and has been widely 

studied because of its potential applications in next-generation electronics, photovoltaics and life 

science. The contactless electrical modes of atomic force microscope Tosca were used to accurately 

characterize the material and functional properties of graphene flakes on nanometer scale. 

 

Keywords: AFM; KPFM; EFM; two pass technique; work function; surface potential microscopy; thin 

films 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Graphene was discovered, isolated and characterized by A.K Geim and K.S. Novoselov in 2004 

[1]. They were able to isolate a monolayer of graphene from a piece of graphite by using an ordinary 

Scotch tape. The authors received the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics for “groundbreaking experiments 

regarding the two-dimensional graphene” [2]. 

Graphene is made of sp2 – hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a one-atom-thick hexagonal 

(honeycomb) lattice structure [3], as shown in Figure 1. This two-dimensional (2D) material is a basic 

building block for all graphitic materials of other dimensionalities; it can form a zero-dimensional (0D) 

quantum dots, it can be rolled into one-dimensional (1D) nanotubes or stacked to form three-dimensional 

(3D) graphite.  

Graphene has remarkable mechanical, electrical, magnetic and thermal properties. It is one of the 

thinnest (thickness of 0.345 nm), strongest (about 100 times stronger than steel) and lightest material 

known to exist with excellent electrical and thermal conductivity. Due to its unique electronic 

characteristics, graphene has been viewed as a promising candidate to replace conventional silicon-

based electronics. Moreover, graphene has an enormous potential in many applications such as 

semiconductors, photovoltaics, life science, energy storage, printable transparent electronics and many 

others. 

Nevertheless, the widespread implementation of graphene is, overall, still in the research and 

development stage. Therefore, there is a great scientific interest for an in-depth understanding and 

characterization of various physical properties of graphene-based materials on a nanoscale. The 

advanced modes of atomic force microscopy (AFM) are powerful tools which enable a great progress 

in the field of graphene related research. This report demonstrates the application of contactless 

electrical modes, namely the electrostatic force microscopy and Kelvin probe microscopy of Tosca 

atomic force microscope for nano-characterization of material functional properties of graphene flakes. 
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Figure 1. Hexagonal lattice structure of graphene made of carbon atoms. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 

Electrical modes are techniques derived from atomic force microscopy (AFM) used to measure 

local electric properties together with the topography of the sample at nanoscale. First measurements of 

the contact potential difference between different materials using AFM were reported by 

Nonnenmacher, O’Boyle and Wickramasinge in 1991 [4] shortly after invention of AFM [5]. They 

simultaneously measured the topography and contact potential difference of gold, platinum and 

palladium surfaces. Electrical modes require a conductive cantilever and an electrical contact between 

the sample and sample table must be established. No special sample preparation is necessary and the 

measurements can be performed under ambient conditions.  

The Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) record the 

long-range electrostatic forces and provide information about electric properties such as contact 

potential difference, electric surface potential, work function and electric charge distribution.  

Both EFM and KPFM can operate in two different ways, known as single pass and two pass 

techniques. Single pass technique records the topography and the surface potential concurrently, while 

the traditional two pass techniques requires two scanning passes. Figure 2 schematically shows the 

principle of the two-pass technique. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Two pass technique AFM. 
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The two-pass technique, implemented in Tosca atomic force microscope, uses the first pass to 

record the surface line profile by tapping mode. Then the cantilever is lifted to a predefined distance 

above the surface, the so-called lift offset, and follows the recorded surface line profile to measure the 

signal of long-range electrostatic forces in the second pass. This two-pass technique effectively 

minimizes crosstalk from topographic effects. 

 

Tapping mode is a form of dynamic imaging. In general, the dynamic imaging mode oscillates the 

cantilever near its resonance frequency. The interaction forces (either mechanical, van der Walls, electric 

or magnetic) between the probe and sample produce a frequency shift of the resonance frequency, 

amplitude and phase between excitation and oscillation of the cantilever. This variation in the cantilever 

oscillation behavior provides information about the probe-sample interaction forces. The changes can 

be monitored either by amplitude modulation (AM) or frequency modulation (FM) techniques and used 

to reconstruct height and other physical properties. Tapping mode uses the AM detection technique, 

where the cantilever oscillation amplitude is kept constant via a feedback loop. 

 

Electrostatic Force Microscope (EFM)  

Electrostatic force microscopy maps the local electric potential and charge distribution by probing 

the electrostatic force between the biased tip and the sample.  

 

During the lift pass an external bias voltage is applied between the cantilever tip and the sample 

while the cantilever continues to oscillate at the tapping frequency. As the cantilever tip scans over a 

surface, its oscillation is affected by the electrostatic forces. Measured amplitude and phase shifts reveal 

the electric potential distribution on the sample surface. EFM provides qualitative information about 

electric field variations and is used for electrical failure analysis, detecting trapped charges, mapping 

electric polarization, etc. 

 

Kelvin Probe Force Microscope (KPFM)  

While the EFM mode is used mainly for the qualitative measurements of surface potential, the 

KPFM mode provides the quantitative mapping of the contact potential difference: 

 

𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 =
𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑝− 𝜑𝑆

𝑒
        (1) 

 

where 𝑒 is the elementary charge and and 𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑝 and 𝜑𝑆 are the work functions of the probe and sample, 

respectively. The work function is the minimum energy needed to remove an electron from a solid 

surface.  

In contrast to EFM, the cantilever in lift pass of KPFM is no longer excited mechanically but electrically 

by applying an external voltage 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 between the tip and the sample as 

 

𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑉𝐷𝐶 +  𝑉𝐴𝐶sin (𝜔𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑡)      (2) 

 

where and 𝜔𝑚𝑜𝑑 is the modulation frequency, and 𝑉𝐷𝐶 and 𝑉𝐴𝐶  are amplitudes of DC and AC 

components, respectively. The modulation frequency is (usually) selected to be equal to the resonant 

frequency of the AFM cantilever. The electrostatic force between the sample and the tip is given as  
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𝐹𝑒(𝑍) = −
1

2
 (∆𝑉)2 𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑧
       (3) 

 

where C denotes the capacitance between the tip and the sample, 𝑧 is the tip-sample distance 

and   Δ𝑉 = 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 - 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 is the potential difference between the tip and the sample. The feedback 

electronics, based on AM detection mechanism, adjusts the bias voltage 𝑉𝐷𝐶  until the 

oscillation amplitude at the modulation frequency 𝜔𝑚𝑜𝑑 is nullified, thus 𝑉𝐷𝐶 =  𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷. 

Further, the work function of the sample  𝜑𝑆 can be calculated using Eq. (1) when the tip work 

function 𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑝 is is known. The work function influences many surface phenomena (adsorption, charge 

transfer, photoelectric activity, catalytic activity, etc.) and is a critical parameter in solid-state 

electronics. Therefore, KPFM is often used to study metallic and semi-conducting nanostructures in a 

variety of devices from biosensors to solar cells [7]. 

 

The exfoliated graphene flakes deposited on a silicon wafer were investigated by Tosca atomic 

force microscope under ambient conditions. An acoustic enclosure and active vibration table isolated 

the AFM device from surrounding vibrations. The measurements were performed using a standard 

Arrow-EFM silicon AFM cantilever with platinum iridium coating. The cantilever has a typical 

resonance frequency of 75 kHz and a force constant of 2.8 N/m. 

Graphene flakes of various shapes and surface areas were deposited on a silicon wafer. The flake 

thickness ranges from one graphene layer to some hundreds of nm. Figure 3 shows a microscopic image 

of the deposited multilayer graphene flakes. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Optical image (1000 x 1000 μm) of the exfoliated graphene flakes on a silicon wafer. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The AFM investigation of graphene flakes was performed on a 15 x 15 μm area with a resolution 

of 750 x 750 pixels and a scan rate of 0.5 line/second. Both electric modes, EFM and KPFM, were 

employed at the same position. 
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Topography 

The topography data was recorded during the first pass of the two-pass technique by tapping mode. 

The same topographic results were obtained by both methods, EFM and KPFM. In addition to the height 

profile, the tapping mode also provides the phase contrast of the surface, which is related to the 

mechanical interaction between the tip and the sample and thus represents the distribution of the 

mechanical properties of the surface. Hence, the phase contrast data allows distinguishing regions with 

different mechanical properties.  

Figure 4 shows the results of tapping mode investigations of the 15 x 15 μm scan area. The 

topographic image shows elevated graphene structures on a flat silicon wafer. Overall, the graphene 

flake has a very smooth surface with some residues, presumably coming from the graphene synthesis 

process.  

Figure 4 (middle) shows the 2D height profile extracted from the topography data presented in Figure 4 

(top). The investigated graphene flake is composed of about 3 to 6 layers of graphene and reach up to 

around 2 nm in height. The height difference of a single graphene layer, which is about 0.345 nm, is 

clearly visible.  

The phase contrast image, Figure 4 (bottom), clearly displays a two phase separated structures. 

From the knowledge about material properties of graphene and silicon it may be concluded that the 

brighter regions correspond to the stiffer graphene flakes and darker regions to silicon wafer. As 

expected, the phase contrast does not depend on the thickness of the graphene flakes. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Results of the tapping mode investigations of graphene flakes. The height image (top), where the red 

line indicates the position of the extracted 2D height profile shown in the middle. Phase contrast image (bottom) 

indicates two mechanically different materials. 
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EFM results  

EFM method provides qualitative information about electric field variations by applying an external 

bias voltage, in the range from -10 V to 10 V, between the tip and the sample.  

Figure 5 presents the results of EFM mode measurements performed at the lift offset of 15 nm and DC 

bias voltage set to 8 V.  

A 3D superposition of the EMF phase signal and the topography is shown in Figure 5 (top). A 

highly contrasted, stepwise phase shift at silicon-graphene transition can be observed. On the surface 

of a single graphene flakes practically no phase shift between different height levels of graphene layers 

can be observed. These findings are confirmed by analyzing the extracted 2D EFM phase profile shown 

in Figure 5 (bottom). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Results of EFM mode investigations of graphene flakes. Superposition of 3D topography and EFM 

phase signal (top), where the red line indicates the position of the extracted 2D phase profile shown below. A 

sharp, stepwise phase shift at the silicon-graphene transition can be observed. 
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KPFM results  

The KPFM signal was obtained in the lift pass with the lift offset of 15 nm and AC excitation 

amplitude to 9 V. The results of KPFM investigations are presented in Figure 6. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Results of KPFM mode investigations of graphene flake. Superposition of 3D topography and contact 

potential distribution (top), where the red line indicates the position of the extracted 2D profile shown below. 

The electric potential difference between graphene and silicon depends on the flake thickness and lies between 

30 and 60 mV. 
 

Figure 6 (top) presents a 3D superposition of the contact potential distribution and the topography, 

while Figure 6 (bottom) shows the extracted 2D profile of the contact potential difference.  

By analyzing the KPFM results, similar conclusion can be made as in the case of EFM 

investigation. The data obtained by KPFM confirms the findings of EFM method and adds the 

quantitative aspects. KPFM resolves the contact potential difference on sub-nm scale to precisely 

distinguish graphene layers of around 0.35 nm.  

 

The electric potential difference between the graphene flakes and silicon wafer is between 30 and 

60 mV and shows to depend on the graphene flake thickness. Higher contact potential difference 

corresponds to the thinner graphene flakes and vice versa. This is in agreement with literature [7] where 

it has been shown that increasing the number of layer of graphene can eventually shield completely the 

substrate potential. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This short section should summaries the work based on the facts in evidence and point out the 

main areas covered in the writing. It may also contain the future directions of the work. 

The electric modes of the atomic force microscope Tosca were used to image nanoscale topographic 

and electrostatic properties of multilayer graphene flakes. The topography measurements were able to 

resolve single layers of graphene in the composition of the examined graphene flake. The electrostatic 

force microscopy (EFM) provides qualitative information about local electric potential by detecting the 

electrostatic force between the biased tip and the sample.  

In contrast, the Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) provides quantitative information about 

contact potential difference by using additional feedback control. Further, KPFM was able to precisely 

distinguish single graphene layers on a sub-nanometer scale due to the contact potential difference. The 

contact potential difference is related to the material work function which can be determined when the 

tip work function is known. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Perspective application of nanofibrous mats composed of hydrophilic polymers are the fast-

dissolving drug delivery systems for immediate release of a wide spectrum of additives, including 

poorly soluble drugs. For the effective preparation of drug carriers, it is necessary to load additives with 

high encapsulation efficiency. In our study, we aimed to prepare hyaluronic acid/polyethylenoxide 

nanofibers with a hydrophobic antiseptic agent (ANT). We have used several approaches of solution 

preparation to achieve ideally 100 % encapsulation efficiency of ANT. The approaches included 

dispersing ANT in polymer solution (dispersion), creating an emulsion with the surfactant Tween 60 in 

water before dissolving the polymers (emulsion), and dissolving all the components in a single solvent 

system (blend). The morphology of the nanofibers was characterized by SEM, amount of encapsulated 

ANT was analyzed by HPLC, and the distribution of ANT was mapped by Raman spectroscopy. The 

best results were obtained by blend electrospinning. The encapsulation efficiency of ANT was over 95 

% and ANT was distributed in the nanofiber mat homogeneously. The yield of the electrospinning 

process was also 3-fold higher than the yield of dispersion and emulsion electrospinning. 

 
Keywords: hyaluronic acid; antiseptics; nanofiber; electrospinning 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The electrospinning method (ES) allows the preparation of nanofibrous mats from a wide range of 

polymers and the incorporation of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) [1]. There are several 

approaches commonly mentioned in the literature to incorporate API into nanofibrous mats [2-5]. The 

blend and dispersion electrospinning are the simplest. For blend systems, both polymers and API are 

dissolved in a single solvent mixture and spun. However, it is not always possible to find a suitable 

solvent system for the chosen polymer and API combination. For dispersion, the polymers are dissolved 

in a suitable solvent, and the API is dispersed in the polymer solution, but the sedimentation of API 

during ES might occur. Therefore, more complex systems are implemented. Emulsion electrospinning 

is often used for the incorporation of lipophilic APIs into a hydrophilic matrix. The polymers are 

dissolved in water, API is the so-called oil phase (or vice versa). Surfactants or amphiphilic compounds 

are used for the emulsification of API [6, 7]. Other options mentioned in the literature include the core-

shell structure or surface immobilization.  

We have used the combination of hyaluronic acid (HA) and polyethylenoxide (PEO) to prepare 

nanofibrous mats. Both these polymers are hydrophilic, and their nanofiber form dissolves in the 

aqueous medium immediately, releasing the incorporated API. As an additive, a hydrophobic 

chlorinated aromatic compound with antiseptic effect was used. The aim of the study was to test 

different approaches to solution preparation and electrospinning to achieve the highest API 

encapsulation possible. The nanofiber mat has a potential to be used as a fast-dissolving drug delivery 

system.  
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EXPERIMENTAL 

 
For the preparation of ES solution, the emulsion, dispersion, and blend methods were used. The 

solution concentration was 6 wt%, other parameters of the prepared solutions are presented in Table 1. 

For the preparation of emulsion solutions, Tween 60 was dissolved in distilled water (DW), ANT was 

added, and the solution was stirred until the emulsion was formed. The polymers were dissolved 

afterwards. In the case of dispersion solution, the polymers were dissolved in water, then ANT was 

dispersed. For blend solutions, ANT was dissolved in solvent mixture (DW/isopropanol (IPA) 70:30 

wt%), and polymers were added. 

 
Table 1. Composition of the prepared solutions. 

Method Solution 
HA 

(wt%) 
ANT 

(wt%) 
Tween 

60 (wt%) 
PEO 

(wt%) 
Solvents 

dispersion HA-ANT-D 75 5 - 20 water 

 HA-ANT-E1 75 5 4 16 water 
emulsion HA-ANT-E2 75 5 4,5 15.5 water 

 HA-ANT-E3 75 5 5 15 water 
blend HA-ANT-B 75 5 - 20 water/IPA (70:30 w/w) 

 

The polymer solutions were electrospun using a 4SPIN® LAB device (Contipro, Czech Republic) 

in a configuration of a linear needleless multi-jet spinning nozzle as the emitter and a rotating cylinder 

(width of 25 cm, diameter of 12 cm) as the collector. The collector was covered with wax paper; the 

rotating speed was 500 rpm. The electrospinning process was conducted under the following conditions: 

emitter-collector distance of 18 cm, accelerating voltage of 58 kV, airflow of 70–90 L/min, temperature 

of 24–26 °C, humidity below 20 %. Solution feed rate was optimized for each process and ranged 

between 100–200 μL/min. Each nanofibrous mat was electrospun for 60 minutes.  

The morphology of the prepared mats was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss 

Ultra Plus, Carl ZEISS, applied voltage 3,5 kV). From SEM images (5000 x), the diameter of fibers was 

evaluated using ImageJ 1.48 (average of 30 fibers). The amounts of ANT in the prepared nanofibrous 

mats were determined using HPLC. The encapsulation efficiency of ANT in the prepared nanofibrous 

mats was calculated according to the following formula (wd [%] is the weight concentration of ANT 

determined by HPLC and wi [%] is the initial weight concentration of the API in the solution used to 

make the nanofibrous mats): 

 

Encapsulation efficiency [%] = wd/wi×100%      (1) 

 

To determine the yield of the process, three (2 × 2) cm2 samples from each nanofibrous mat were 

weighed. The yield was calculated as the ratio of weight to area. The distribution of ANT in the prepared 

mats was analyzed by Raman microscopy (inVia Qontor, Renishaw). The maps consisted of (20 × 20) 

spectra with a step of 1 µm. For qualitative analysis, the acquired spectra were normalized (to the band 

of HA at 1123 cm-1) and a distribution of the ANT characteristic band intensity (at 706 cm-1) was 

generated.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The parameters of the prepared mats are summarized in Table 2. The fiber diameter (after 

considering error) was comparable for samples obtained by dispersion and emulsion ES. The fiber 

diameter of HA-ANT-B was higher and less homogeneous. Although no defects were observed, it was 

not possible to remove the HA-ANT-D mat from the substrate, thus the yield could not be determined. 

The yield of the ES process was approximately 6,6 g/m2 for HA-ANT-E mats, for HA-ANT-B mats the 

yield was more than 3-fold higher. There is no significant connection between the amount of 

encapsulated ANT and the yield of the electrospinning process. The lowest encapsulation efficiency was 
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achieved by dispersion ES (HA-ANT-D). Using emulsion ES, the encapsulation efficiency increased 

with the content of surfactant, but even when the amount of Tween 60 equals ANT in the solution (HA-

ANT-E3), the encapsulation efficiency was not higher than 75 %. The use of surfactant is thus not 

efficient. Using the blend solution, the encapsulation efficiency of ANT was over 95 %. 

 
Table 2. The fiber diameter, yield, and encapsulation efficiency of the prepared samples. 

Method Sample 
Tween 60 

(wt%) 
Fiber diameter 

(nm) 
Yield (g/m2) 

Encapsulation 

efficiency 

dispersion HA-ANT-D - 121 ± 21 - 3% 

emulsion 

HA-ANT-E1 4 124 ± 24 6.51 ± 0,47 58.60% 

HA-ANT-E2 4.5 149 ± 31 6.8 ± 0,60 67.90% 

HA-ANT-E3 5 143 ± 28 6.53 ± 0,06 70.40% 

blend HA-ANT-B - 270 ± 128 22.8 ± 1,14 96.20% 

 
Figure 1 represents the distribution of ANT in the nanofibrous layers (Raman spectroscopy 

mapping). ANT was not detected in the analyzed area of HA-ANT-D. The differences in intensity could 

be attributed to the signal baseline subtraction. Due to the surfactant, ANT was incorporated into the 

HA-ANT-E mats in the form of clusters (Figure 1 HA-ANT-E2). In the case of blend electrospinning, 

ANT is distributed relatively homogeneously throughout the mapped area. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Distribution of ANT in the nanofibrous layers HA-ANT-D, HA-ANT-E2, and HA-ANT-B. The scale 

represents the normalized intensity of ANT band at 706 cm-1. 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
Nanofiber mats of HA/PEO/ANT were prepared. Several approaches (dispersion, emulsion, blend) 

were used for solution preparation and electrospinning. The properties of nanofibrous mats were 

assessed and compared to choose the most suitable process. The most important parameters were the 

encapsulation efficiency and the yield of the electrospinning process, which ensure that the preparation 

of nanofibrous mats will be both cost- and time-effective. The dispersion electrospinning is not 

convenient, the encapsulation efficiency was merely 3 %, and the mat was not self-supporting. By 

adding the surfactant Tween 60 (emulsion electrospinning), the encapsulation efficiency increased up 

to 70 % (ratio between Tween 60 and ANT 1:1). Using blend electrospinning, we were able to achieve 

both the highest the encapsulation efficiency (over 95 %) and yield. The blend electrospinning is thus 

the most viable approach for the preparation of HA/PEO/ANT mats.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
In article the protection ability of the ultra-disperse nanodiamonds (UDD) is studied based on the 

measurements of content of electrolytes in plasma and erythrocytes of Wistar rats with Guerin's 

carcinoma under conditions of irradiation by 10.0 Gy and use of UDD. The groups of rats with Guerin's 

carcinoma and with X-ray irradiation and both with used UDD and X-ray irradiation treatments were 

compared to the control group.  In the experiment, the content of electrolytes in blood plasma and 

erythrocytes of rats was measured by flame photometry. Hematological control of radiation reactions 

and the effectiveness of UDD out by studies of the morphological composition of peripheral blood was 

studied. The content of collagen metabolites (hydroxyproline) in daily urine and glycosaminoglycan 

metabolites was determined. It was shown, that UDDs have a radioprotective effect under conditions 

of external exposure of the body of rats. The radiation activities of UDDs are based on its specific 

membranotropic properties, which integrally increases the general nonspecific resistance of the 

organism. 

 
Keywords: carcinoma; X-ray, erythrocytes; blood plasma; nanodiamonds; collagen metabolites 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Pronounced changes in the body that precede and promote cell malignancy, as well as the powerful 

remote effect of the tumor on organs and systems, affect the erythrocyte in the pathogenesis of tumor 

growth [1-3]. In our studies, special attention was paid to the structural and functional state of 

erythrocytes during tumor growth in the experiment (transplanted carcinoma). It is known that a number 

of physical, biochemical and structural changes occur in the tumor-carrying organism. The presence of 

areas with different oxygenation in a malignant tumor is one of the leading factors in radiation therapy 

of tumors. Use to enhance the radiation effect of electron-acceptor compounds, such as UDD, active 

under conditions of hypoxia (anoxia), causes damage and death of hypoxic tumor cells, which is 

observed in the biochemical changes in the state of blood cells [4, 5]. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
Experimental studies were performed on 20 Wistar rats, 4 months of age, weighing 160-180 g with 

subcutaneously transfused 20% suspension of Guerin's carcinoma cells. A series of experiments was 

performed, the animals were divided into three groups: 1 group - animals with vaccinated Guerin's 

carcinoma; Group 2 - animals whose tumors were subjected to local fractional X-ray irradiation (the 

total dose per carcinoma growth zone was 10 Gy); Group 3 - animals that were injected a diluted 

suspension of UDD in doses of 2.0 ml (C=0.02 % of dry weight of UDD in saline) of a one hour before 

irradiation once per day with food during 5 days prior to the radiation treatment. A group of intact rats 

was a control. In the experiment, the content of electrolytes in blood plasma and erythrocytes was 

measured by method of flame photometry [7]. Hematological control of radiation reactions and the 

effectiveness of the drug were carried out by clinical studies of the morphological composition of 

peripheral blood before, in the middle and after the course. The content of collagen metabolites 
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(hydroxyproline) in daily urine was determined by the method [7]; the content of glycosaminoglycan 

metabolites (non-hexuronic acids) by the method [8]. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Malignant tumors require a significant amount of water and basic electrolytes Na+ and K + for their 

development. Under conditions of carcinoma growth and local fractional X-ray irradiation of 10 Gy, 

there is a decrease in the content of K+ in erythrocytes of rats and an increase in Na+.  In plasma, the 

coefficient of their ratio increased relative to control (Table 1). Water - electrolyte imbalance may be 

due to the side effects of a large number of decay products of carcinoma cells [9]. The destruction of 

membranes of cells can be caused by defects such as “through” pores. The radius of such a pore 

increases depending on the voltage to a certain value, after which the defect continues to expand 

spontaneously under the influence of radiation-induced factors [10]. 

 
Table 1. The content of electrolytes in plasma and erythrocytes of rats on irradiation and use of UDD. 

Experiment  n K  
(mmol/l) 

K  
(mmol/l) 

Na 

(mmol/l)  
Na 

(mmol/l) 
Na / K K / Na 

plasma erythrocyt

e 
plasma erythrocyt

e 
plasma erythr

ocyte 
Biological control 5 5.3±1.4 87.9±4.8 144.8±13.5 21.7±2.9 27.52 4,04 

Carcinoma 5 4.5±0.1 95.6±4.7 162±26.3 25.7±5.0 36±6.1 3.3±0.9 

Carcinoma + X-ray (at a 

dose 10 Gy) 
5 5.0±0.2 82.1±5.6 178.7±13.8 18.9±11.3 36±2.7 3.3±0.5 

Carcinoma + X-ray (at a 

dose of 10 Gy) + UDD 
5 4.7±0.4 97.6±1.3* 164.7±31.4 23.8±3.3 35.1±7.5 4.2±0.6 

Note. * - probably in comparison with the control p≤0.05 
 

The use of UDD in local fractional X-ray irradiation of rats at a dose of 10 Gy leads to an increase 

in the level of K+ in erythrocytes by an average of 11% and an increase in the level of Na+ in plasma by 

14%, which differs little from the biological control group. The obtained data show that simultaneously 

with the decrease in the level of radiation damage, the nanoparticles of UDD reduces the stability and 

promotes the increase of membrane of cells permeability for ions, thus showing both protective and 

toxic effects. UDD in contact with erythrocyte membranes due to its membraneotropy, it strengthens 

them and increases the resistance of cells to current loads and to the effects of ionizing radiation. 

Obviously, such protection is universal and similar phenomena will occur under the influence of other 

damaging factors, including destabilizing processes within the body. No significant difference between 

the actions of the drug in different doses was found. 

The results of dynamic studies of the morphological composition of peripheral blood in the process 

of local fractional X-ray irradiation show that the most significant changes are in the state of 

leukopoiesis. These changes are characterized by a progressive decrease in the number of leukocytes in 

40% in Group 1 (on average up to 59% in Group 2). At the same time there was a marked decrease in 

the number of lymphocytes: their level decreased more than 2 times from baseline in Group 2. The 

results of studies of the peculiarities of the development of hematological reactions in the conditions of 

application of UDD in comparison with the indicators in the control groups indicate a significant 

hemostimulating activity of the drug. This activity is realized in reducing the frequency of leukopenia 

reactions during of local fractional X-ray irradiation (1.5 times). It was found that under the influence 

of UDD the frequency of leukopenia reactions in the range from 3.0 to 2.0 x109 /l leukocytes decreases 

1.6 times (from 50 to 27 %), and their duration is reduced by 3 times. The level of daily urinary excretion 

of markers of collagen (oxyproline) and glycosaminoglycans (hexuronic acids) is constantly increasing 

in the dynamics of local fractional X-ray irradiation and DDD use. Since the basis of radiation damage 

to connective tissue are violations of the synthesis of protein-carbohydrate components and reducing 

the content of functionally active forms, it is realized in reducing the urinary excretion of major 
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metabolites. The revealed growth of the latter when using the developed methods confirms the 

prevention of the processes of disintegration of synthesis and catabolism of the main structures of the 

organic matrix of the skin and a significant restructuring in their composition towards dissolved forms. 

This is connected with the activation of repair systems of biochemical and physiological functions of 

connective tissue. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
The revealed patterns of structural and functional parameters of erythrocytes indicate that changes 

in the state of erythrocyte membranes may be associated with changes in the composition and specific 

structure of the erythrocyte membrane during the formation and growth of carcinoma of rats. Used 

doses of the drug of UDD have radiosensitizing activity, which is inherent in the electron-acceptor 

compound. Membrane structures of blood cells of rats under conditions of local fractional X-ray 

irradiation of carcinoma and the use of nanoparticles of UDD are characterized by less abrupt changes 

in conformation than the membrane structures of cells of rats under the action of carcinoma and 

irradiation. Thus, it can be summarized that the use of UDA contributes to a significant increase in the 

effectiveness of treatment of rats with Guerin's carcinoma under experimental carcinogenesis. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In comparison with luminescent probes, harmonic nanoparticles (HNPs), which are based on metal 

oxide nanocrystals lacking of inversion symmetry, benefit from excitation spectral flexibility, fully 

coherent emission and high photostability. These appealing properties constitute unique assets for 

bioimaging protocols beyond the classical NIR I tissue transparency window. Surface functionalization 

of HNPs offers the possibility to exploit these unique capabilities in highly demanding applications 

such as cell tracking in tissue depth, multiscale and multimodal imaging and on-demand light-triggered 

release of therapeutic payloads. We herein disclose efficient conjugation protocols for surface coating 

and post-functionalization of HNPs toward the development of theranostic nanodevices.  

 
Keywords: multifunctional nanoparticles; multimodal imaging probes; cell labelling; NIR-light 

triggered uncaging 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The recent progress in nanotechnologies have paved the way for intense investigation of 

nanomaterials in clinical settings for the early detection, diagnosis and treatment of several diseases. 

The ability to produce inorganic nanostructures of tunable size and composition, combined with their 

high agent loading capacity and surface properties amenable to tailored chemical modification, have 

generated high expectations that nanomaterials could provide unprecedented diagnosis and therapeutic 

tools [1]. HNPs, which are composed by non-centrosymmetric inorganic nanocrystals presenting a 

highly efficient non-linear response, have recently emerged in multiphoton imaging applications with 

the aim of overcoming some limitations of fluorescent probes [2, 3]. HNPs exhibit a number of 

favorable properties for bioimaging applications including the ability to image their second harmonic 

signal in response to excitation from the UV to mid-IR, the absence of photo-bleaching, blinking and 

saturation, and spectrally narrow emission signals. We previously exploited these unique features for 

cell labelling [4], tissue imaging [5] and selective phototherapeutic protocols [6]. We herein disclose 

novel demonstrations of surface functionalized HNPs for the controlled release of therapeutic payloads, 

dual imaging applications and cell tracking. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 
Most of the reported light-responsive drug carriers rely on high-energy UV light excitation of 

photosensitive scaffolds, thus limiting their practical biomedical applications due to poor penetration 

potential and direct cytotoxicity. The inherent flexibility of HNP with respect to the excitation 

wavelength, associated with the possibility to apply double excitation protocols, make them ideal 

systems for light-triggered release applications making use of the second harmonic emission of the NP 

harmonic core to uncage surface-conjugated molecular cargos [7]. In addition, the optical imaging 
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capabilities of HNPs in multiphoton microscopy can be nicely complemented by contrast performance 

in T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images through surface functionalization with chelated 

Gd(III) ions. This combination offers the possibility to exert efficient contrast for both whole body 

imaging, and microscopy observation at the cellular and subcellular spatial resolution.     

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Surface silanization of BiFeO3 (BFO) and LiNbO3 (LNO) nanocrystals [8] was performed in the 

presence of (3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane (APTES) and its azido analogue to ensure colloidal 

stability of the resulting coated NPs in aqueous and alcoholic media and display a high density of azide 

functionalities amenable to downstream functionalization through click reaction (azide to alkyne [3+2] 

cycloaddition). Model molecular cargo (tryptophan) and anticancer chemotherapeutics (chlorambucil, 

erlotinib derivative) [9] were conjugated to silica coated HNPs, and efficiently released by the 

interaction of the second harmonic emission of the inorganic core with coumarinyl caging units, upon 

NIR pulsed irradiation (15 minutes) (Fig. 1A). The potential of this strategy was demonstrated in vitro 

in the presence of human prostate cancer cells (DU145). Similar functionalization strategy allowed the 

conjugation of chelated Gd3+ ions to the surface of LNO NPs (Fig. 1B). The resulting nanoconstructs 

exhibited intense SHG signals for cancer cells imaging in the NIR-II window and strong contrast 

enhancement in T1-weighted images of agarose gel-based phantoms at 14.1 T MRI. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A. Controlled release of caged molecular cargo triggered by the harmonic emission of surface 

functionalized BFO NPs upon NIR radiation; B. LNO-Gd nanoconjugates exert contrast in MRI (14.1 T) and 

nonlinear multiphoton microscopy (SHG image of labelled DU145 human prostate cancer cells). 
 

In addition, the simultaneous detection of the second and third harmonic emission of functionalized 

HNPs offers the possibility to track individual cells in optically congested environment such as muscle 

tissues [10]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
We herein demonstrated the capabilities of surface functionalized BFO and LNO NPs for advanced 

imaging applications combining multi-order multiphoton microscopy and MR imaging at high field. 

The possibility to complement these contrast properties with efficient drug loading and on-demand 

release capacities pave the way for further development of multifunctional HNPs as theranostic 

nanoplatforms for clinical applications.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
For many decades, diseases caused by parasites were among the so-called neglected diseases, and 

the development of antiparasitic drugs was minimal. However, with climate change, travel and global 

food distribution, more and more species of parasites are becoming a serious problem. In general, 

parasites can be classified into three main groups: ectoparasites (e.g., lice and fleas), helminths (i.e. 

worm parasites, e.g., roundworm, tapeworm, fluke) and protozoa (i.e. the single-celled organism, e.g., 

Plasmodium, Trypanosoma, Leishmania, Entamoeba, Toxoplasma, Trichomonas). Thus, it is evident 

that they are not only parasites causing tropical diseases, but many parasites also occur in temperate 

regions, although their diversity and activity increase with increasing temperature. The number of 

parasites harmful to agricultural/food valuable plants or animals is even greater. The choice of 

appropriate drugs is very limited, and therefore development is logically focused on reformulating older 

drugs to reduce toxicity, increase efficacy, and target distribution to parasite-affected tissues. Nanoscale 

science and nanotechnology have unambiguously demonstrated to have a great potential in providing 

novel and improved solutions. Nano-size materials change their physical and chemical properties in 

comparison with bulk materials and have helped to improve and innovate a variety of pharmaceutical, 

medical, industrial, and agricultural products. Thus, this contribution deals with the biological activity 

of various types of nanoparticles/nanomaterials against parasites. 

 

Keywords: antiparasitics; helmints; nanoparticles; protozoa 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Parasites are organisms that live on or in the host organism and obtain food from or on behalf of 

the host. They can be divided into three main groups: ectoparasites, helminths and protozoa. 

Ectoparasites (ticks, fleas, lice and mites) are organisms that attach or burrow into the skin and remain 

there for weeks or months. Arthropods can also be included in this group, especially mosquitoes, which 

can also cause diseases, but are much more important as vectors of many other parasites. Helminths are 

large multicellular organisms that are generally visible to the naked eye in adulthood. Parasitic worms 

are classified into three main groups: i) flatworms (tapeworms and flukes), ii) thorny-headed worms 

(adult forms live in the intestines of vertebrates, are rare in humans, but are common in birds and fish), 

and iii) roundworms (nematodes - adult forms live in the gastrointestinal tract, blood, lymphatic system 

or subcutaneous tissues; larvae can cause infections in various body tissues). Helminths in humans are 

usually found in the intestines and muscles, but can also be found in the liver, lungs, brain, skin, blood, 

lymph, or eyes. Human can be for the helminths intermediate host (Echinococcus) or the final host 

(Nematoda, Cestoda, Trematoda, Filaria). Protozoa are microscopic unicellular organisms that are able 

to reproduce in humans (the reproductive cycle consists of asexual or sexual reproduction and depends 

on the type of particular host) and are the cause of serious infections. They can be divided into: i) 

intestinal protozoa transmitted by the faecal-oral route (e.g., contaminated food, water or personal 

contact), and ii) blood or tissue protozoa transmitted by vectors (mosquito bites, flies). Some protozoan 

diseases can be found all over the world, e.g., amebiasis, giardiasis, coccidiosis, trichomoniasis, 
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toxoplasmosis, while some occur mainly in subtropical or tropical parts of the world: malaria, 

trypanosomiases (sleeping sickness, Chagas disease), leishmaniasis [1-8]. 

Repellents and antiseptics can be used against ectoparasites with varying degrees of success. 

Anthelmintics are either drugs that eliminate parasitic worms from the body by either stunning 

(vermifuges) or killing (vermicides). In folk medicine, plant extracts were used, e.g., from mustard, fern, 

goosefoot. Anthelmintically active synthetic compounds belong to piperazines, amidines/guanidines, 

halogenated phenols and structurally different (e.g., oxamniquine, suramine, ivermectin, etc.). They 

affect muscle function, reproduction, metabolism, proteosynthesis and nucleic acids. Antiprotozoals are 

drugs used to treat protozoal infections. In addition to typical antiprotozoals, antimicrobial 

chemotherapeutics are used, e.g., from the groups of tetracyclines, macrolides, imidazoles/triazoles, 

sulfonamides, nitroimidazoles/nitrofuranes. Classical antiprotozoal drugs include organometallic 

compounds (based on arsenic and antimony), halogenated 8-hydroxyquinolines, amino acids, amide-

based agents, naphthoquinones, and antimalarials (especially based on quinine and artemisinin). Drugs 

inhibit the function of enzymes, interfere with metabolism, proteosynthesis and nucleic acids [9-12]. 

From the above list, it can be seen that these are not only parasites causing tropical diseases, but 

many parasites also occur in temperate areas. Nevertheless, the diversity and activity of the parasites 

increases with increasing temperature. However, parasitic infections have begun to affect people living 

in developed countries due to climate change and travel, global trade, the spread of vectors and 

pathogens. The WHO has included this type of disease among the so-called neglected diseases, i.e. 

those to which minimal attention is paid by public health and the pharmaceutical industry. These 

diseases significantly affect more than 1 billion people worldwide, disrupt physical and cognitive 

development, contribute to other diseases, cause maternal and child deaths, make farming or livelihoods 

more difficult and reduce overall productivity. In addition to prevention, thorough diagnosis and 

appropriate (prophylactic, causal) treatment are necessary. It is important to note that most clinically 

used drugs are relatively old (some are obsolete) and in addition to high parasite resistance, the drugs 

have significant side effects (toxic at effective doses) and have an unfavorable pharmacokinetic profile. 

Many used antiparasitic drugs in conventional drug formulations are unstable and poorly absorbed from 

the gastrointestinal tract (due to their poor solubility), rapidly metabolized (first-pass effect), difficult 

to cross biological membranes, resulting in overall reduced bioavailability and poor therapeutic effect 

[2, 4, 9-12]. 

 

NANOMATERIALS AS POTENTIAL ANTIPARASITIC AGENTS 

Thus, it seems ideal to use nanoparticle drug delivery systems for reformulation. Such an approach 

using innovative nanoparticle (NP) systems for old drugs will allow the overall improvement of the 

therapeutic effects of antiparasitics by increasing bioavailability, increasing intracellular penetrability, 

increasing stability and efficacy. In addition, many nanoformulations allow for targeted drug delivery 

and sustained release. All these factors will make it possible to reduce the dose and thus reduce the 

systemic intrinsic toxicity of the drug [13-16]. From this point of view, mainly formulations based on 

nanoliposomes, solid lipid nanoparticles, nanosuspensions and polymeric nanosystems are investigated. 

However, nanosystems based on graphene and its derivatives and nanoformulations based on metals 

(e.g., Ag, Au, Cu, Zn, Fe, etc.) are not omitted either [15-17]. The properties of nano-antiparasitics are 

significantly affected by: i) size, ii) shape, iii) surface charge, and iv) surface hydro/lipophilic 

characteristics [13 - 17]. 

The size of NPs plays an important role in in vivo transport/distribution, e.g., <100 nm nanocarriers 

have a longer circulation time, on the other hand >100 nm nanocarriers are easily removed from the 

blood by the reticuloendothelial system [17]. Therefore, it is not surprising that the fact has been 

exploited and nifurtimox NPs with a particle size <100 nm have a significantly prolonged time in the 

bloodstream, which increases its activity against Trypanosoma cruzi [18]. The shape of NP affects the 

rate of diffusion and distribution of NPs in the body and their interactions with macrophages. For 

example, NPs are phagocytosed in the following order: flattened ellipsoid > spherical > rod-shaped. This 

is important for the treatment of intracellular parasitic infections (e.g., spherical NPs with amphotericin 

B are preferred for the treatment of leishmaniasis) [17]. The surface charge of NPs affects distribution 
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in the body and metabolism. NPs with a negative surface charge are trapped in the liver and eliminated 

faster than NPs with a neutral surface charge (e.g., fenbendazole nanoliposomes, with a neutral surface 

charge, have a longer blood circulation time and easily penetrate the blood–brain barrier. On the other 

hand, negatively charged nanoliposomes are easily accumulated in muscles and can be used as drug 

carriers for the treatment of toxocariasis [17, 19]. Hydro/lipophilic surface properties affect protein 

binding, resulting in a rate of distribution and elimination. Thus, by modifying the surface, the desired 

pharmacokinetics can be achieved. For example, surface modification with polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

improves hydrophilicity and reduces protein binding, prolonging the biological half-life of the 

nanosystems (up to 36-fold) [13-17, 20-22]. 

Nano-antiparasitic agents are absorbed in three basic ways: i) transcellular pathway (the most 

important, realized by the mechanisms of endocytosis, such as phagocytosis and pinocytosis), ii) 

paracellular pathway (tight junctions opened by components of the formulations, e.g., unsaturated fatty 

acids or surfactants), iii) direct molecular absorption of the drug (due to the small particle size, the more 

soluble drug transferred directly to the bloodstream due to the concentration gradient on both sides of 

the membrane) [17]. 

 

Ullio-Gamboa et al. encapsulated ivermectin (0.11 and 0.28% w/v) in spherical lipid nanocapsules 

composed of Labrafac® WL 1349, Lipoid® S75-3 and Kolliphor® HS-15 with a particle size of approx. 

55 nm. This formulation proved to be 150- to 300-fold more effective compared to permethrin 1% (w/w) 

against permethrin-resistant lices [23].  

Although the exact mechanism of interactions between graphene-based materials and biosystems 

has not been elucidated, these types of nanomaterial have become a very popular for various biomedical 

applications [24, 25]. For example, graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets have been found to significantly 

inhibit the invasion of Plasmodium falciparum into red blood cells. GO nanosheets have also been 

shown to arrest the development of trophozoite-stage plasmodia. Antiplasmoidal activity was also found 

for graphene quantum dots (GQDs), which were evaluated against chloroquine- (CQ) sensitive and CQ-

resistant P. falciparum strains with IC50 82.43 µg/mL (CQ-s) and 85.17 µg/mL (CQ-r), respectively. In 

addition, GQDs have been shown to be effective against vectors; LD50 values against Anopheles 

stephensi ranged from 0.157 to 6.323 ppm [26-28]. 

AgNPs synthesized using a reducing leaf aqueous extract of Tinospora cordifolia Miers 

(Menispermaceae) with a particle size of 55–80 nm were tested against Pediculus humanus capitis De 

Geer. The activity of starting AgNO3 was not detected, the leaf aqueous extract had a pediculocidal 

activity LC50 = 52.09 mg/L, while the AgNPs showed LC50 = 12.46 mg/L [29]. Spherical AgNPs 

synthesized using a fungal extract from Duddingtonia flagrans with an average particle size in the range 

of 14.51–1.18 nm showed in vitro anthelmintic activity against Ancylostoma caninum larvae. At 

concentrations of 10.85, 21.70 and 43.4 μg/mL, they showed a 100% nematicidal effect compared to 

levamisole. The fungal extract contained chitinases, which were absorbed on the surface of NPs and 

thus facilitated the penetration of NPs into nematodes, where NPs caused the death of the parasite. This 

presumed effect was supported by the observed extensive morphological changes in the worm cuticle 

[30]. Polyphenols from an aqueous extract of Isatis tinctoria L. (Brassicaceae) resulted in spherical 

AgNPs with a particle size of 10–20 nm, which were surface modified with amphotericin B. This 

nanosystem showed significant activity (IC50 2.43 μg/mL) against Leishmania tropica [31]. Spherical 

green synthesized AgNPs with a particle size in the range of 2–8 nm were effective against P. falciparum 

with an IC50 of 8 g/mL [32]. Iron oxide NPs modified with artesunate was effective at one-eighth of the 

concentration of bulk artesunate on artemisinin-resistant P. falciparum R539T in a mouse model [33]. 

Cylindrical and spherical MgO NPs on the surface modified with CQ with a particle size of approx. 10 

nm were effective in an in vivo assay on mice infected with Plasmodium berghei [34]. In vitro acaricidal 

activity against Hyalomma spp. (ticks common in Asia, Europe and Africa responsible for the 

transmission of protozoal, bacterial, rickettsial and viral diseases) was demonstrated for ZnO NPs with 

a particle size of 15 nm. The tests were performed at concentrations of 50, 125 and 250 mg/mL against 

the control (distilled water and cypermethrin) after 10, 30 and 60 minutes. Concentrations of 125 mg/mL 

after 30 minutes of exposure and concentrations of 250 mg/mL after 10 minutes had a 100% acaricidal 

effect [35]. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
The encapsulation of antiparasitics in nanoparticles or the immobilization of antiparasitics on 

nanoparticles leads to the emergence of innovative effective potential antiparasitic chemotherapeutics. 

Also, "new" antiparasitically effective metal-based nanonoformulations seem to be a promising way to 

develop effective and commercially available drugs. Even in this case, nanotechnologies are becoming 

an effective tool for increasing efficiency and reducing side effects. In addition to their own effective 

nano-antiparasitics, it is possible to further improve the therapeutic effects of antiparasitics by 

modifying their pharmacokinetic profile by influencing the size and shape of the nanoparticles and by 

modifying their surface properties. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Investigations of physicochemical properties and biological activity of silver nanoparticles 

(AgNPs) stabilised with tetra- and hexadecyltrimethylphoshonium bromide surfactants and tetra- and 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactants revealed their dependence on the molecular 

structure of stabilising surfactants. The size of surfactant stabilised AgNPs was in the range 50 – 80 nm 

with slightly higher values found for AgNPs stabilised with alkyltrimethylphoshonium bromide 

surfactants. These AgNPs showed somewhat smaller positive zeta potential values less than +50 mV 

which indicates weaker association of alkyltrimethylphosphonium surfactant molecules on AgNPs 

surface. On the other hand, this weaker association is responsible for increased cytotoxicity of AgNPs 

stabilised with alkyltrimethylphosphonium surfactant molecules. The dependence of physical 

parameters of AgNPs and their cytotoxicity on the alkyl chain length of stabilising surfactant shows the 

increased stability of AgNPs and their better cytotoxic action for stabilising ammonium and 

phosphonium surfactants with longer hexadecyl chains in surfactant molecular structure. 

 

Keywords: silver nanoparticles; phosphonium, ammonium; cytotoxicity 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) represent an attractive branch of nanomaterials suitable for the use 

in biomedical, industrial, and scientific areas. Despite a limited toxicity information and in vivo 

biological data of AgNPs, they turned out to be proven antibacterial agents in medical applications [1]. 

They were also found to have anticancer [2], antioxidative [3] and anti-inflammatory [4] effects. The 

main problems related to AgNPs are the low application concentration and poor particle stability in 

aqueous solutions over longer periods of time which results in the limitation of their potential 

applications. A promising solution to this issue turned out to be a stabilisation of AgNPs by various 

types of chemical stabilisers such as polymers and surfactants.  

Cationic surfactants of various chemical composition exert strong stabilising effect on AgNPs. 

Due to the strong electrostatic interaction of surfactant headgroups with the surface of AgNPs, a 

protective bilayer composed of surfactant molecules is formed around AgNP. This surfactant bilayer 

protects AgNPs from agglomeration and subsequent phase separation of silver nanodispersions. Of the 

broad family of cationic surfactants, surfactant molecules containing quaternary nitrogen or phosphorus 

atom in the polar part of surfactant molecule (ammonium and phosphonium surfactants) turned out to 

be potent stabilisers of silver nanodispersions. Among phosphonium surfactants, 

alkyltriphenylphosphonium surfactants are of special importance because they are widely explored as 

a tool in mitochondrial bioenergetics, particularly in the strategy to target bioactive molecules to 

mitochondria by the attachment to the lipophilic triphenylphosphonium headgroups through alkyl 

linkers [5]. 

As our experimental results indicate [6-8], there is a relationship between ammonium and 

phosphonium surfactant molecular structure and physical properties, biological activity, and stability 

of surfactant-stabilised AgNPs. This relationship is rather complex and reveals the effect of various 

features in surfactant molecular structure on properties and stability of AgNPs. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

 
The size of AgNPs stabilised with alkyltrimethylammonium and alkyltrimethylphosphonium 

cationic surfactants was determined using dynamic light scattering method (Brookhaven BI9000 

correlator, 200SM goniometer) at 25°C and at the scattering angle 90°. Translational diffusion 

coefficient of AgNPs was obtained from time correlation curves. Hydrodynamic diameter values of 

nanoparticles were calculated from translational diffusion coefficient using the Stokes-Einstein 

formula. The mean values of AgNPs diameter were calculated from the set of five independent 

recordings of time correlation curve for each silver-to-surfactant molar ratio and plotted in the figures. 

Zeta potential of AgNPs was determined using a Brookhaven ZetaPlus equipment. Zeta potential was 

calculated from the measured electrophoretic mobility using the Smoluchowski approximation for 

charged colloidal particles. The plotted zeta mean values were calculated from the set of 20 repeated 

measurements. AgNPs cytotoxicity was determined on HepG2 cell line (ATCC HB-8065). After cells 

preparation and incubation, the cell proliferation was evaluated utilising the published procedure [9].  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figures 1a and 1b show the influence of quaternary nitrogen and phosphorus atoms in surfactant 

headgroup on physical properties of AgNPs. For this purpose, size and zeta potential of AgNPs 

stabilised with tetradecyltrimethylphosphonium bromide (14m3) and hexadecyltrimethylphosphonium 

bromide (16m3) surfactants are compared with those of AgNPs stabilised with ammonium surfactants 

of identical alkyl chain length - tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (TTAB) and 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). 

 

  
 

Figure 1. (a) Hydrodynamic diameter d of AgNPs stabilised with tetra- (TTAB) and 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) surfactants; tetra- (14m3) and hexadecyltrimethylphosphonium 

bromide (16m3) surfactants plotted as a function of the molar ratio nAg/nsurf (b) zeta potential of AgNPs plotted as 

a function of nAg/nsurf (c) Comparison of in vitro cytotoxicity of AgNPs stabilised with TTAB and 14m3 (d) 

Comparison of in vitro cytotoxicity of AgNPs stabilised with CTAB and 16m3. 
 

The interaction of tetra- and hexadecyltrimethylphoshonium bromide surfactant molecules with 

AgNPs (solid data symbols for Ag/14m3 and Ag/16m3 in the plot) results in a slightly larger particle 
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diameter and a less positive zeta potential value, especially for shorter C14-homologs of the investigated 

surfactant series (Fig. 1a and 1b). The stabilising effect of cationic surfactants on AgNPs is provided 

by the formation of a protective bilayer composed of surfactant molecules that surrounds silver 

nanoparticle. Physical properties of surfactant stabilised AgNPs depend on the molecular composition 

of this protective bilayer. The results shown in Fig. 1a and 1b indicate that the possible reason for this 

effect could be a less dense steric arrangement of alkyltrimethylphosphonium bromide molecules in the 

bilayer due to their bulkier phosphorus headgroup parts when compared with the molecular parameters 

of ammonium surfactant headgroup. Smaller electronegativity of phosphorus atom and larger size of 

phosphonium headgroup represent some level of a steric hindrance in the dense arrangement of 

alkyltrimethylphosphonium bromide molecules within surfactant bilayer surrounding AgNPs. On the 

other hand, higher electronegativity of nitrogen atom, stronger bonds in headgroup parts of 

alkyltrimethylammonium bromides and smaller headgroup size contribute to a stronger hydrophobic 

and electrostatic interactions between adjacent surfactant molecules in the bilayer. This results in a more 

positive zeta potential and smaller diameter of AgNPs stabilised with tetra- and 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium surfactant molecules.  

The plots of cytotoxicity study of alkyltrimethylammonium and alkyltrimethylphosphonium 

stabilised AgNPs atoms show the percentage of surviving cancer cells plotted against surfactant 

concentration for surfactant alkyl chain length 14 (Figure 1c) and 16 (Figure 1d) carbon atoms. As the 

plots indicate, the steeper onset of the decrease in surviving cells percentage is observed for C14- and 

C16-trimethylphosphonium stabilised AgNPs (data symbols for Ag/14m3 and Ag/16m3). This is to 

relate to weakly-associated phosphonium headgroup cations on AgNPs surface which may facilitate the 

interactions of phosphonium surfactant stabilised AgNPs with cancer cell membranes, thus increasing 

biological effect of phosphonium surfactant stabilised AgNPs. 

Beside the effect of different surfactant headgroup composition on the physical properties and 

cytotoxicity of surfactant stabilised AgNPs, hydrophobic interactions affect the size, zeta potential and 

cytotoxicity of surfactant stabilised AgNPs, as well. Figure 1b shows more positive zeta potential for 

AgNPs stabilised with C16-homologs (16m3, CTAB, open data symbols) of ammonium and 

phosphonium surfactant series than for AgNPs stabilised with C14-homologs (14m3, TTAB). This 

indicates better stabilising effect of longer surfactant alkyl chain on AgNPs. The difference in AgNPs 

size in favour of C16-homologs is not that dominant (Fig. 1b). However, AgNPs stabilised by cationic 

surfactants with hexadecyl chains (16m3, CTAB) show cytotoxicity significantly higher than that of 

AgNPs stabilised by surfactants with a shorter tetradecyl hydrophobic chain (open circle data symbols 

in Fig. 1c, 1d).  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
The present study shows the effect of alkyltrimethylammonium bromide and 

alkyltrimethylphosphonium bromide surfactants on physical properties and cytotoxicity of surfactant 

stabilised AgNPs. As the results indicate, the interaction of alkyltrimethylphosphonium surfactant 

molecules with AgNPs results in a slightly larger particle diameter and a less positive zeta potential 

value which is to relate to weaker association of bulkier phosphonium headgroups on AgNPs surface. 

Weaker association of alkyltrimethylphosphonium bromides on AgNPs surface is responsible for the 

increased cytotoxicity when compared with the cytotoxicity level of AgNPs stabilised with 

alkyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactants.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
The main features of the formation of mesoporous SiO1.5SH-shell with the tailored thickness on the 

gold nanorod surface with the use of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane as a precursor have been 

systematically studied. Quantitative data of the cisplatin sorption by the synthesized composite particles 

has been obtained. Such multifunctional nanostructures are of considerable interest from the point of 

view of combining photothermal and chemotherapy of cancer. 

 

Keywords: nanocomposite; plasmonic; nanorods, core-shell 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The application of nanoparticles in the biomedical field opens up new possibilities in the diagnosis 

and treatment of cancer and other socially significant diseases. Recently, special attention has been paid 

to more complex composite nanoparticles. Such structures can combine several functions, for example, 

serve as diagnostic and therapeutic agents of dangerous diseases [1]. 

The common known type of composite nanoparticles is nanoparticles with a noble metal core (for 

example, gold nanorod) and a silica shell. 

The main property of gold nanorods is longitudinal localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). 

The position of the LSPR band depends on their aspect ratio and can be easily “tuned” in a wide spectral 

range, including the near-IR spectral region (i.e. the region of biological tissue optical window). 

Therefore, gold nanorods are used in optical diagnostics and photothermal therapy of cancerous tumors. 

Silica shells of composite nanoparticles can serve as the container for dye molecules, drugs, etc. 

Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) is usually used as a precursor for silica shells. In this case, to obtain a 

mesoporous shell, it is necessary to use a surfactant. 

We propose to use for this purpose another precursor, 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane 

(MPTMS), which has several advantages over TEOS. First, the triol group has a chemical affinity for 

the surface of gold nanorods. Second, the asymmetric structure of MPTMS molecule provides the 

formation of a porous shell without the use of surfactants in comparison with TEOS. Also, it should be 

noted that reactive SH-group of the MPTMS can be used for shell functionalization with various 

compounds. For example, it is well known that thiol groups coordinate the ions of different metals. 

In this work, we demonstrate the advantages of SiO1.5SH-shells by loading a popular and weel-

studied chemotherapy drug – cisplatin. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
Gold nanorods were obtained by the seedless synthesis in micellar solutions of 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) [2]. SiO1.5SH-shells were formed on the surface of gold 

nanorods using MPTMS as a precursor in an alkaline medium. The scheme of such composite 

nanoparticle synthesis is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of the composite nanoparticle synthesis. 
 

Cisplatin was loaded into SiO1.5SH-shells by sorption from aqueous solutions. To increase the 

aggregative stability of the sol during the sorption of cisplatin, the composite nanoparticles were 

modified with methoxypolyethylene glycol maleimide.  

UV-vis-NIR Spectroscopy was used to study the optical properties of the nanoparticles and to 

determine the cisplatin concentration. The morphology and particle size distribution were studied using 

a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) and an atomic force microscope. The 

presence and distribution of cisplatin in composite nanoparticles were determined using energy 

dispersive X-ray analysis. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In the seedless synthesis of gold nanorods, in contrast to the classical “seeded approach”, particle 

nucleation and growth occur in one pot, which greatly simplifies the process. This protocol allows us 

to obtain monodisperse gold nanorods and to tune the position of the LSPR in a wide wavelength range. 

During the synthesis of SiO1.5SH-shells, the formation of by-products as coreless organosilica 

nanoparticles is detected. To solve this problem, it is necessary to suppress homogeneous nucleation. 

We succeeded in achieving this aim by drop-wise injection MPTMS, increasing the concentration of 

gold nanorods (i.e. centers of heterogeneous nucleation) and the amount of ethanol in the reaction 

system. Moreover, the synthesis was carried out at an elevated temperature (40–60 °C). The optimized 

synthesis protocol allows us not only to completely suppress the formation of organosilica nanoparticles 

but also to provide fine control of the SiO1.5SH-shell thickness of composite nanoparticles (Fig. 2). The 

formation of SiO1.5SH shells predictably leads to a bathochromic shift of the longitudinal LSPR, which 

is associated with a change in the dielectric constant near the gold nanorods (Fig. 3). 

 

a) b) 

  

Figure 2. HRTEM-images of gold nanorods coated SiO1.5SH-shell with thickness 13 nm (a) and 28 nm (b). 
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Figure 3. UV-vis-NIR spectra of gold nanorods (black curve) and gold nanorods coated SiO1.5SH-shell with 

thickness 5 (red curve), 13 (blue curve) and 28 nm (green curve). 
 

After sorption of cisplatin from aqueous solutions in SiO1.5SH-shells, the plasmon characteristics 

of composite nanoparticles change only slightly, that indicates the aggregative stability of the 

dispersion.  

Preliminary data on the peculiarities of cisplatin sorption are shown in Fig. 4. We should note that the 

sorption value is high enough and reaches is high enough (greater than 1 g/cm3). 

 

а) b) 

  
 

Figure 4. (a) isotherm of cisplatin sorption by organosilica shells; (b) kinetic curve of cisplatin sorption. 
 

The loading of cisplatin into SiO1.5SH-shells is confirmed by elemental mapping by energy 

dispersive analysis of X-rays. Besides the expected elements like Au, S, Si, the Pt is also detected in a 

rather high quantity.  

The assumption that thiol groups are responsive for the high sorption value of cisplatin is 

confirmed by the data of FTIR spectroscopy. The band near 2560 cm-1, corresponding to the stretching 

vibrations of the SH-group, disappears after the sorption of cisplatin. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
Multifunctional composite nanoparticles with an anisotropic gold core and SiO1.5SH-shell were 

synthesized. The sorption of the cytostatic cisplatin by such composite nanoparticles was studied.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
The aim of the presented research was to create a ceramic-polymer coating, demonstrating 

bioactive properties, for potential use in bone tissue regeneration. For this purpose, hydroxyapatite, 

known for its osteoconductive properties and polymer phase, which was (PEG), were used. This system 

was then modified by the addition of bovine serum albumin. Hydroxyapatite was obtained by wet 

precipitation method and characterized using X-ray diffraction and FT-IR. Ceramic-polymer coatings 

with albumin were prepared using a photopolymerization method. Coatings were then incubated in 

simulated biological fluid (SBF) and the changes occurring due to the interaction of the material with 

the fluid were observed using SEM imaging. Analysis of the surface morphology demonstrated that 

new apatite layers appeared after 14 days of incubation. This satisfactory information confirms the 

interactions between the sample and the incubation fluid, thus demonstrating the bioactivity of the 

materials obtained. 

 

Keywords: hydroxyapatite; ceramics; biomaterials; coatings; biomineralization 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Osteoporosis is a disease of civilization, manifested by decrease of bone density, thus when 

resorption processes occur faster than bone formation. It is estimated that currently more than 200 

million people worldwide are affected and that it results in more than 8.9 million fragility fractures each 

year [1][2]. The disease affects people of both sexes, including one in five men and one in three women 

over the age of 50. Decreased oestrogen levels due to changes in hormone management after menopause 

contribute to the higher incidence in women [3]. Potentially the most effective way to treat osteoporosis 

and regenerate bone tissue are those containing bioactive agents.  

Such a bioactive agent with great potential is hydroxyapatite (HAp). Synthetic HAp is used in 

dentistry and in orthopaedics to replace hard tissues. Particularly interesting is not only its 

biocompatibility and ability to bond with natural bone, but above all its ability to osteoinduction, which 

is a process leading to osteogenesis, i.e. the formation of new bone [4][5]. However, the primary factor 

limiting the application of hydroxyapatite itself is its high brittleness. Although, the solution to these 

problems, while maintaining the bioactive character of the material, is to create a composite with an 

elastic phase, exhibiting higher flexibility than Hap [6]. 

The polymer chosen for the present study is poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), also known as 

poly(ethylene oxide) or poly(oxyethylene). It is one of the most widely used non‐natural polymers in 

biomaterials designing field. PEG can reduce the adsorption of biomolecules and attachment of 

microorganisms [7]. What is more, it has the excellent biocompatibility which helps to realise the 

therapeutic effect. PEG-containing materials also reduce the risk of thrombus formation, by inhibiting 

platelet adhesion, while having no antigenicity or harmful effects on cells [8] [9].  

Another well-known factor providing the appropriate conditions for cell growth is the protein- 

albumin. It is the most abundant human plasma protein, constituting over 50% of the total protein 

present in the bloodstream. Albumin not only has a high biological value because it consists of 

tryptophan, methionine, lysine, arginine and cystine but it is also inexpensive. In the form of bovine 
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serum albumin (BSA), it is obtained by purifying blood obtained as a by-product of the cattle industry 

[10] [11]. 

The aim of the presented work, was to create composite coatings based on PEG and HAp modified 

with the addition of BSA. The coatings were subjected to detailed physicochemical analysis and 

incubation studies in simulated biological fluid (SBF) to observe the changes occurring in the material 

due to interactions with the fluid. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 
HYDROXYAPATITE SYNTHESIS  

HAp was obtained via wet precipitation method. To Na2HPO4 (0.26 mol/L) few drops of ammonia 

water was added in order to obtain an alkaline pH value (pH>10). The mixture was then heated to 

boiling point and when the boiling point has been reached (CH3COO)2Ca (0.128 mol/L) was added 

dropwise under constant stirring at a rate of 1 drop/s. After the reaction was completed, the powder was 

aged during 24 hours at room temperature. The sludge was then washed with distilled water an freeze-

dried.  

 

FT-IR ANALYSIS  

To identify the functional groups in the HAp sample, infrared spectroscopy was used with a FT-

IR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Nicolet iS5 FTIR, USA, Waltham) equipped with iD7 ATR 

accessory operated at room conditions in the range of 4000 cm-1 – 400 cm-1. 

 

XRD ANALYSIS 

Crystallinity degree and phase composition of HAp were determined using the X-ray diffraction 

method (Rigaku SmartLab X-Ray Difractometer). The measurement was performed at the voltage of 

40 kV and 30 mA in 2θ range of 10° - 60° and step size 0.002° 2θ. 

 

PREPARATION OF COATINGS  

A 20% PEG solution was prepared. Then, 0.5 g of HAp and 0.15 g of BSA were added to 10 mL 

of the solution. The mixture was stirred thoroughly. Afterwards PEGDA and 2-hydroxy-2-

methylpropinophenone were added to the mixture to enable the polymerization reaction to occur. The 

prepared samples were placed under EMITA VP 60 lamp, 180 W for 3 minutes. 

 

MORPHOLOGY ANALISYS  

To determine the topography of HAp and coatings, the analysis of surface morphology by scanning 

electron microscopy (Jeol 5510LV Scanning Electron Microscope with EDS IXRF) was performed. 

The study enabled the detection of potential deposits formed on the surface of the samples as a result 

of interaction with individual ions of artificial biological fluids.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figure 1a shows the X-ray spectrum of the obtained ceramics. The performed study indicated that 

the only phase identified in the investigated material is HAp, and the visible background spectrum 

suggest that the substance is medium crystalline. The FT-IR spectroscopic analysis is presented in 

Figure 1b. The infrared analysis showed the presence of functional groups characteristic of HAp.  
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a)                                                                              b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) XRD diffractogram of HAp; (b) FTIR spectra of HAp. 

 

The results of incubation in SBF are shown in Figure 2. Samples were incubated in SBF for 14 

days at 37 degrees. Figure 2a presents the surface of the coating before the incubation period, 2b and 

2c are the incubation result for the coatings without and with the addition of BSA.  

 
a)    b)    c) 

  

 
 

Figure 2. SEM image of: (a) surface morphology of coating before incubation; (b) surface morphology of 

coating after incubation in SBF; (c) surface morphology of coating with BSA after incubation in SBF. 
 

Comparing the surface of the samples before and after the incubation period new apatite layers are 

clearly visible. Their appearance is the most desirable feature of biomaterials as it proves their 

bioactivity as well as confirms the existence of interactions between the sample and the incubation 

fluid. The addition of albumin affected the nature of the crystals formed on the surface. Considering 

these satisfactory results and the nature of polymer networks, the presented composite coatings may 

also find application in the transport of many other active substances such as antibiotics or drugs. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
The work presented above focused on a brief physicochemical analysis of ceramic-polymer 

composite coatings. XRD and FT-IR analysis confirmed that the wet synthesis method used indeed 

yields HAp with satisfactory parameters. In vitro incubation in SBF, resulting in many new apatite 

layers observed on the surface, further confirmed the bioactivity of HAp. These promising results 

provide great potential for composite coatings as well as suggest further work on their modification and 

use in drug delivery systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Biodegradable polymers are promising materials for use in medical applications. The properties of 

these materials are comparable to commercial non-biodegradable polymers. This paper focuses on the 

preparation of biodegradable polymer composites based on polylactide, which are modified with 

antimicrobial fillers based on silicate and graphene matrices, which have been enriched with 

antimicrobial agents: Ag, hexadecyltrimethylammonion and hexadecylpyridinium cations. These 

composites have been investigated for their chemical-physical, degradable and antimicrobial properties. 

 
Keywords: polylactide; antimicrobial; biodegradable; degradable; silver; medical applications 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Currently, polymeric materials are used for many medical applications - stents, catheters, fracture 

fixation screws and other implants. Polymers have a wide range of chemical, physical and mechanical 

properties that can be adapted and improved by modification with various fillers. Science deals with 

the development of composite materials based on biodegradable polymers such as polylactide, 

polycaprolactone or polyglycolide. 

Polylactide (PLA) is currently one of the most studied biodegradable polymers, as it is the most 

stable biocompatible polymer. This material is comparable in properties to petroleum-based materials 

and is easily modifiable with various fillers that can give it new properties. 

The main problem of biodegradable polymeric materials in medicine is the formation of a bacterial 

biofilm on the surface of the polymeric material. This biofilm is made up of colonies of bacteria that 

can cause extensive infection and endanger the patient's life. The solution to this problem is to modify 

the biodegradable polymer with an antimicrobial agent [1]. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 
Polylactide-based composite materials (PLA) were prepared from IngeoTM 4032D polylactide, 

supplied by RESINEX Czech Republic s.r.o. PLA was modified with Ag-enriched vermiculite fillers; 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium cations (HDTMA); hexadecylpyridinium cations (HDP). Furthermore, 

PLA was modified with graphene oxide (GO) enriched in Ag. 
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The prepared fillers were characterized using FTIR, XRD, SEM, ICP-AES, TOC for basic 

chemical and physical properties. Furthermore, the fillers were characterized for their antibacterial 

properties. 

Polymer composites were characterized by SEM, optical microscope, DSC, XRD, TGA, GPC. 

Furthermore, polymer composites have been characterized for their degradable and antimicrobial 

properties for common bacteria in the human body (E. coli, P. aeruginosa, S. aureus, S.salivarius, C. 

albicans). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The characterization of antimicrobial fillers was performed using the disk method and proved the 

presence of antimicrobial agent in all prepared fillers and subsequently also antibacterial character. PLA 

was modified with these fillers. Homogenization took place in the melt and the same layers were 

extruded from the polymer composites. Using individual characterizations, the basic chemical and 

physical properties were clarified and the individual composites were found to be a stable material that 

could be used for medical applications. At the same time, the degradation of degradable properties was 

performed for 6 months, which showed that the polymer composites undergo gradual degradation in 

physiological saline and release antimicrobial fillers into their surroundings. This was subsequently 

confirmed also by antimicrobial testing using the disk method, which showed the antimicrobial 

character of the composites for all tested time intervals (0, 1, 2, 3 and 6 months). 

Thus, it can be assumed that the prepared antimicrobial composite materials are suitable for 

temporary body implants such as stents or temporary fracture fixation devices. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this work, antimicrobial fillers with vermiculite and graphene oxide matrix were prepared. The 

vermiculite matrix was modified with antimicrobial agents (Ag, HDTMA and HDP), the graphene 

oxide matrix was modified with Ag. The prepared fillers proved the antibacterial character of common 

bacteria in the human body. These fillers modified the biodegradable polymeric material - PLA. The 

prepared polymer composites were tested by conventional chemical-physical methods. At the same 

time, the characterization of degradable and antimicrobial properties of prepared composites was 

performed. The results showed that the prepared polymeric composite layers undergo degradation over 

time and release antimicrobial filler into their surroundings. At the same time, these composites 

themselves retain their antimicrobial character. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In this study, the antibacterial and cytotoxic effect of AgNPs biosynthesized from filamentous 

actinobacterium, strain SF23, was evaluated against bacteria by determination of MIC, MBC and ATP 

level, as well as against cancer (MCF-7) and murine macrophages (RAW 264.7) using MTT assay, 

measurement of LDH release and determination of ROS level. Moreover, the capping proteins of NPs 

were identified by LC-MS/MS. Nanoparticles exhibited antibacterial activity (MIC of 8-128 μg mL-1, 

MBC of 64-256 μg mL-1) and significantly decreased ATP level in bacterial cells. The in vitro analysis 

showed dose-dependent cytotoxicity of AgNPs. Cell viability decrease was found to be 42.2-14.2% and 

38.0-15.5% while LDH leakage 14.6-42.7% and 19.0-45.0%, respectively. Moreover, MCF-7 cells 

released a greater amount of ROS than RAW 264.7 macrophages during stimulation with AgNPs. The 

SDS-PAGE analysis revealed the presence of 5 protein bands at a molecular weight between 31.7 and 

280.9 kDa. These proteins showed the highest homology to hypothetical proteins and porins from E. 

coli, Delftia sp. and P. rhodesiae. Obtained results suggest antimicrobial and anticancer potential of 

biosynthesized AgNPs in medical applications in the future. 

 

Keywords: biogenic AgNPs; capping proteins; antibacterial and anticancer agents; cytotoxicity 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The increasing number of multi-drug-resistant bacteria and cancer cases, that are a real threat to 

humankind, forces research world to develop new weapons to deal with it. Biogenic silver nanoparticles 

(AgNPs) are considered as a solution to solve this problem. Biosynthesis of AgNPs is regarded as a 

green, eco-friendly, low-priced process that provides small and biocompatible nanostructures with 

antimicrobial and anticancer activities and potential application in medicine. The biocompatibility of 

these nanoparticles is related to the coating with biomolecules of natural origin [1]. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
The synthesis of AgNPs from actinobacterial strain SF23 was confirmed using UV-Vis 

spectroscopy while their morphology, crystalline structure, stability and coating were characterized 

using TEM, XRD, Zeta potential and FTIR. Antibacterial activity of biogenic AgNPs was determined 

by estimation of minimum inhibitory and minimum biocidal concentrations (MIC and MBC) against 

E. coli, K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus. The potential mechanism of antibacterial action 

of AgNPs was determined by measurement of ATP level while the in vitro cytotoxicity of AgNPs on 

human breast cancer (MCF-7) and murine macrophage (RAW 264.7) cell lines by MTT (3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay, cell LDH release and measurement of 

ROS level were assessed. The nanoparticle capping proteins were separated using SDS-PAGE 

electrophoresis and identified using LC-MS/MS.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Biosynthesized nanoparticles were spherical in shape, small in size (mean 13.2 nm), showed 

crystalline nature, good stability (-18.7 mV) and presence of capping agents. The type, morphology, 

stability and aggregation of nanoparticles are the main properties determining their biological activity, 

including the toxic effect on biological systems [2, 3]. AgNPs exhibited antibacterial activity (MIC of 

8-128 μg mL-1, MBC of 64-256 μg mL-1) and significantly decreased ATP levels in bacterial cells after 

treatment with different concentrations of AgNPs. This high toxicity of AgNPs toward microbial cell 

showed their potential as an antimicrobial agent. Similar findings were reported recently by other 

authors4 who found that biogenic AgNPs significantly (about 3.5 times) decreased ATP synthesis in P. 

aeruginosa and S. aureus when compared to untreated cells. Such findings suggest that membrane 

ATPase is a potential target for AgNPs and its inhibition may affect metabolic activity in bacterial cell 

[4, 5]. The use of AgNPs for biomedical purposes, especially in vivo applications, requires determination 

of their cytotoxic effect. Although many studies on the toxicity of biogenic AgNPs in various cell lines 

have been reported, the mechanisms underlying the toxicity in eukaryotic cells are still unclear1.The in 

vitro analysis showed that the AgNPs demonstrated dose-dependent cytotoxicity against RAW 264.7 

macrophages and MCF-7 cancer cells but higher against the latter than the former. Cell viability decrease 

was found to be 42.2-14.2% and 38.0-15.5% while LDH leakage 14.6-42.7% and 19.0-45.0%, 

respectively. IC50 values calculated for MTT assay was found to be 16.3 and 12.0 μg mL-1 and for LDH 

assay 102.3 and 76.2 μg mL-1, respectively. Moreover, MCF-7 cells released a greater amount of ROS 

than RAW 264.7 macrophages during stimulation with all tested concentrations of AgNPs (1.47-3.13 

and 1.02-2.58 fold increase, respectively). The SDS-PAGE analysis revealed the presence of 5 protein 

bands at a molecular weight between 31.7 and 280.9 kDa. These proteins showed the highest homology 

to hypothetical proteins and porins from E. coli, Delftia sp. and P. rhodesiae. However, based on 

available reports, that the current knowledge on capping agents of nanoparticles, especially once of the 

bacterial origin, is still in their infancy [1]. Proteins associated with AgNPs change their physical and 

chemical properties, mainly surface charge and composition. Although the capping proteins can increase 

internalization of AgNPs into cells via endocytosis, regulate cellular uptake and bioavailability of 

AgNPs, they can also be responsible for the toxic activity of AgNPs [6,7].  

 

CONCLUSION 

 
These biogenic nanoparticles showed good stability, high antibacterial activity and inhibited ATP 

synthesis as potential antimicrobial mechanism of action. They showed cytotoxicity against breast 

cancer cells and macrophages but higher towards the former ones. Based on our findings, it can be 

concluded that biosynthesized silver nanoparticles from actinobacterial strain SF23 are capped with 

proteins and may be a potential cytotoxic agent against cancer cells and bacteria. In addition, presence 

of nanoparticle coating with many functional groups gives opportunities for further modifications to 

improve their biological activity, namely antimicrobial and anticancer ones, and biocompatibility. 

Considering the potential of these nanoparticles, they can be recommended for biomedical applications 

after further in vivo studies. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The antimicrobial activity of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and combination of AgNPs with selected 

antibiotics (amikacin, colistin, tetracycline and vancomycin) was studied against Gram-positive 

(Staphylococcus aureus) and Gram-negative (Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa) bacteria. The 

minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) and minimum biocidal concentrations (MBCs) were 

evaluated using micro-dilution method. Combined effect was determined by estimation of FIC 

(Fractional inhibitory concentration) index. The antimicrobial activity of AgNPs strongly depended on 

their size and was noticed for those of 21 nm in size. The lowest MIC of AgNPs was noticed against 

Escherichia coli (58 µg ml-1), followed by Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (both 

178 µg ml-1). The synergistic effect of antibiotics with silver nanoparticles against tested bacteria was 

found mainly for tetracycline. The obtained results clearly indicate that combination of selected 

antibiotics with nanoparticles enhances antibacterial activity in a way that traditional antibiotics cannot 

do.  

 

Keywords: AgNPs; antibacterial agents; antibiotics 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) display well documented broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity 

against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, including multi-resistant strains, and fungi [1]. 

Silver nanoparticles with their unique physiochemical properties provide new antibacterial modes of 

action [2]. Bactericidal activity of AgNPs strongly depends on their binding to microbial cells, including 

multidrug-resistant primary clinical isolates, such as Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella pneumoniae or 

Enterococcus faecalis [3]. Using controllable nanoparticle models, we found that nanoparticle-

pathogen complex formation was enhanced by small nanoparticle size rather than material or charge, 

and was prevented by 'stealth' modifications [4]. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
AgNPs of specific sizes and very narrow size distribution were initially synthesized by preparing 

silver seeds. They were synthesized by addition of AgNO3 into a boiling water solution containing 

sodium citrate (SC) and tannic acid, then purified and re-suspended in a polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 

solution to avoid aggregation and provide robust NP colloidal stability. The synthesis of AgNPs was 

confirmed using UV-Vis spectroscopy while their morphology, stability and structure were 

characterized using TEM, Zeta potential and DLS, respectively. Antimicrobial activity of AgNPs and 

antibiotics (tetracycline, colistin, amikacin and vancomycin) were determined against selected bacteria 

such as Escherichia coli (ATCC 8739), Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 6538) and Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (ATCC 10145) by the microdilution method recommended by Clinical Laboratory 

Standards Institute. The Fractional Inhibitory Concentration (FICs) index for determination of synergy 
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of tetracycline, colistin, amikacin and vancomycin combined with AgNPs were evaluated by 

checkerboard titration method in 96-well plates. All experiments were performed in triplicate. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
It is well known that capping agents such as PVP present over the nanoparticle surface prevent their 

aggregation. Single UV-vis absorption sharp peaks were observed for PVP and SC capped AgNPs at 

sizes of 21 and 46 nm, while for nanoparticles of 139.8 nm the quadrupolar peak appears on the left of 

a broadened dipolar peak due to the large size and small polydispersity of the nanoparticles. The peaks 

of PVP stabilized silver nanoparticles were right shifted (towards a longer wavelength) compared to SC 

stabilized nanoparticles. Zeta potentials for silver NPs of 21,46 and 139.8 nm coated PVP were –9,48, -

26.4 and –33.5 mV, respectively). TEM analysis confirmed regular shape of AgNPs. The smallest 

AgNPs, unlike these of 46 and 140 nm, showed a clear antimicrobial activity. The strongest effect was 

observed against E. coli (MIC=58 µg ml-1) while S. aureus and P. aeruginosa were less sensitive (MICs 

equal to 178 µg ml-1, both). The MBCs of silver nanoparticles for E. coli was 256 µg ml-1, while for S. 

aureus, and P. aeruginosa were higher than 256 µg ml -1. These results are in line with those previously 

published [1, 5]. The test bacteria were sensitive to amikacin and tetracycline, and in exception of E. 

coli to colistin. Susceptibility of bacterial strains to vancomycin was low (MIC > 256 µg ml-1 for S. 

aureus and E. coli, equal to 256 µg ml -1 for P. aeruginosa). The synergistic, non-synergistic or 

indifferent effects were observed when antibiotics were combined with AgNPs. Combined use of 

antibiotics with AgNPs revealed that antibacterial activity was significantly enhanced when silver 

nanoparticles were used with tetracycline (FIC 0.125 - 0.25) against all test bacteria, while with amikacin 

for P. aeruginosa (FIC = 0.5). For other combinations indifference effects were observed. Obtained 

results indicate that such combinations allow for two-, four, or eight-fold decrease of used antimicrobials 

when FIC equal to 0.5, 0.25 or 0.125, respectively. Enhanced activity of antibiotics suggests that AgNPs 

may increase the local concentration of antibiotics at the site of action [6]. Combination of silver 

nanoparticles with antibiotics, particularly with tetracycline, allowed for significant dose reduction of 

both antimicrobials together with keeping their antibacterial activity. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
As solubility and reactivity of NPs is strongly dependent on NP size, the aim of our work was to 

synthesize silver nanoparticles with well-defined size to estimate their antimicrobial activity against 

selected Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. The combination of AgNPs with four antibiotics of 

different classes, namely colistin (polymyxin E), vancomycin (glycopeptide), amikacin 

(aminoglycoside) and tetracycline (polyketide) was also studied to evaluate potential synergistic effects. 

These four antibiotics were selected due to their broad spectrum and two different modes of action. The 

first two interact with the bacterial cell membrane and cell wall, respectively. Both therefore, contribute 

in attachment and shuttle of the AgNPs into the bacteria. In this case, synergy would mean that the NP 

is a pharmaceutical active principle of the antibiotic, the targeting vector. Amikacin and tetracycline 

inhibit synthesis of proteins by blocking 30S and 50S subunits, respectively, indicating in this case that 

the NPs are mere Ag ions transporters which provide a sustained release of active species.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
In the last few decades, there has been a significant increase in the application of zinc oxide 

nanoparticles (ZnO-NPs) in the agroindustry. This is due to their unique characteristics, which contrast 

behavior of non-nanosized and dissolved zinc forms. To highlight the risks of the increased deposition 

of NPs into the soil environment, we have studied the sorptive interactions of ZnO-NPs with a colloid 

fraction that was extracted from agricultural soil. Our initial results indicated contribution of both homo- 

and hetero-aggregation on the ZnO-NPs distribution in soil colloid fraction. Since both significantly 

affect the sedimentation rate, the obtained results can be helpful for better understanding of ZnO-NPs’ 

behavior in soil environment. 

 
Keywords: zinc oxide nanoparticles; size fractionation; soil colloids 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
With the increasing application of nanofertilizers, there is also a higher risk of negative impact of 

NPs’ exposure on development and growth of crops [1-7], which includes alteration in nutrient 

assimilation, chlorophyll production, and various other essential physiological processes [8-12]. 

Furthermore, the exposure of engineered NPs has generally more severe responses of crops in 

comparison to the effects of micro- and macro-sized analogues [13], therefore agricultural land can by 

at an ecological risk of ZnO-NP contamination. Nevertheless, it has been shown that NPs can alleviate 

the impact of biotic and abiotic stresses on crops, and increase crop production by improving their 

resistance to diseases and adverse environmental effects [14]. Whether the impact of NPs is negative 

or positive depends primarily on their physico-chemical properties, concentration and nature of their 

interactions with the environment, e.g., aggregation with soil components [15, 16]. Therefore, our 

experiment’s objective is to address the importance of homo- and hetero-aggregation on the ZnO-NPs’ 

mobility in the soil environment. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 
The agricultural soils sample (calcic chernozem, pHH2O 7,98) was collected in Senec (Slovakia) at 

a depth ranging between 5-15 cm. Soil extract was obtained using a solution of artificial rainwater5. 

The tested soil to solution ratio was 1:2.5. The mixture was shaken at 25 °C for 24 hours, and then 

centrifuged at 700g for 1 min to obtain a supernatant containing soil colloids (fraction below 1000 nm). 

Three parallel samples were prepared by filling 15 mL sealable plastic tubes with 9.5 mL of soil colloids 

and 0.5 ml of an aqueous suspension of commercial ZnO-NPs (~ 10–70 nm, Sigma Aldrich). Each 

sample contained approximately 20 mg.L-1 ZnO-NPs. The tubes were placed in an ultrasonic bath for 

15 min and then shaken. After 24 h, they were sequentially centrifuged at 3500g for 1 min, 3500g for 

20 min, and 3500g for 30 min with ultrafiltration units to separate zinc aggregates into size fractions of 

100-450 nm, 1-100 nm, and dissolved, respectively. The samples were decomposed in a mixture of HF, 

HNO3 and H2O2 in a closed system at 150 °C. Subsequently, the concentrations of iron, manganese, 
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zinc, aluminium and silicon in different size fractions were measured by flame atomic absorption 

spectrometry [17]. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The concentration of zinc in soil solution is primarily influenced by sorptive interactions, 

especially by sorption on the clay minerals, iron-, manganese- and aluminium-oxides and 

(oxy)hydroxides, and organic matter [18]. Therefore, in the context of ZnO-NPs mobility, the contents 

of iron, manganese, aluminium and silicon in the soil colloid were primarly monitored.  

Our soil extract contained relatively high concentrations of aluminium and silicon, especially in 

relation to manganese content (Tab. 1). Thus, the probability of zinc’s interaction with colloidal phases 

of aluminium and silicon (hetero-aggregation) is significantly higher than with phases containing 

manganese. Also, since the relative distribution of zinc and aluminium in all size fractions is almost 

identical (Fig. 1) and it correlates well (R2 = 0.998). Therefore, we assumed that the hetero-aggregation 

of ZnO-NPs with aluminium-containing minerals, such as aluminosilicates, dominates in soil extract. 

This can be also confirmed by a very similar distribution of aluminium and silicon in all size fractions 

(Fig. 1), and relatively high proportion of clay fraction in our soil sample (approx. 20%). 

The lowest concentrations of elements in the fraction below 100 nm can also be explained by 

homo- and hetero-aggregation of ZnO-NPs. The aggregation processes significantly affect the 

sedimentation rate; and since the particles with higher diameters are formed, their further transport in 

the soil extract is constrained. 

 
Table 1. Characteristics of soil sample and soil colloid. 

 Total concentrations in soil sample (mg. g-1) Concentrations in soil colloid (mg. g-1) 

Fe 25.7 3.75 
Mn 0.60 0.05 
Al 51.8 6.94 
Si Not measured 13.98 
Zn 0.08 0.06 

 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of elements in different size fractions of soil colloid. 

 

However, the occurrence of hetero-aggregation is inconclusive, since it is contradicted by the 

experimental results obtained from the comparison of the size fractionation of zinc in soil colloid at 

different initial ZnO-NPs concentrations (9; 20; 88 20 mg.L-1) (Fig. 2), and at different soil to solution 

ratios (1:2.5 vs 1:20) [19]. We concluded that with the higher concentrations of ZnO-NPs in the 
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supernatant, the amounts of zinc in the 100-450 nm size fraction increased. Since there is negligible 

effect of concentration of colloids on the observed trend (Fig. 2), the occurrence of homo-aggregation 

of ZnO-NPs cannot be ruled out in this system. 

 

 
Figure 2. Distribution of ZnO-NPs in different size fractions of soil colloid. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
ZnO-NPs are among the most tested NPs for the greater use in the agroindustry, therefore we find 

it necessary to understand their behavior and fate in complex environmental matrices, such as soil and 

soil colloids. Our results indicate that the ZnO-NPs in agricultural soil colloid were most likely 

associated with aluminosilicates/clay minerals. However, the homo-aggregation of ZnO-NPs also 

seems to have a significant contribution on the size fractionation and, thus, may also substantially 

influence the size distribution of ZnO-NPs in colloidal fraction extracted from agricultural soil. 

Nevertheless, homo- and hetero-aggregation could co-occur. However, according to our analysis, hetro-

aggregation has probably more significant effect in ZnO-NPs size fractionation in soil colloid. These 

seemingly contradicting results should be addressed in more detailed research on ZnO-NPs’ behavior 

in soil environment and, thus, provide the basis and inspiration for upcoming experiments. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Palygorskite was used for a testing of Fe (II) uptake from aqueous solutions under various 

experimental conditions. Palygorskite samples were characterized by following methods: X-ray 

diffraction, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, cation exchange 

capacity and molecular simulations. The fully saturated Ca-palygorskite samples were characterized 

as well and applied in batch kinetic experiments series. 

It was shown that Ca-palygorskite was more efficient adsorbent for the lowest ferrous 

concentrations removal (5 mg/L). Especially when the highest solid: liquid ratio (20 g/l) have been 

applied, Ca-palygorskite reach 99.8 % removal within 10 min. The pH value affected the adsorption’s 

efficiency, as Ca-palygorskite was more efficient adsorbent at acidic values (pH ~ 4– 6). The 

competitive ions, found to decrease Ca-palygorskite capacity for Fe (II), following the order of 

K<Na=Mn<Zn<Cu<Mg<Ba, highlighting their preference to the Fe cations. According to the 

thermodynamic analysis the Fe (II) uptake is a physical and spontaneous process. Ca- palygorskite 

was optimally fitted by the Langmuir isotherm indicating a monolayer sorption. This study of the 

palygorskite sample crystal structure and its characteristic, as well as the exact mechanism of a Ca-

palygorskite efficient adsorption in detail was described by molecular simulation methods in Materials 

Studio 4.3. modelling environment. 

 
Keywords: palygorskite; crystal structure; Ca exchange; Fe(II) removal 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Palygorskite is a 2:1 clay mineral with fibrous morphology, and may occur either in monoclinic 

or orthorhombic crystal structure [1]. Specifically, it is consisted by SiO4 tetrahedral sheets which 

periodically present inversion in oxygens orientation, and by octahedral sheets that are discontinuous 

and broken in ribbons, linked to the inverted tetrahedrals by Si–O bonds [2]. The interruption of the 

octahedral layers, leads to the existence of empty channels where variable amounts of either cations 

or anions can be exchanged along with zeolitic water or with other existed exchangeable ions which 

balance crystal’s charge [3]. The structure, basal spacing as well as the crystal morphology are the 

main causes of a palygorskite high specific surface area and an adsorption capacity enable it as the 

cost-effective adsorbent for a variety of contaminants from water systems. 

Iron is an abundant element on the Earth and is a biologically essential component of every living 

organism [4]. Exceeded concentrations of iron are accompanied with reddish and blurred water, 

diminishing its quality and can be toxic for a human health and marine organisms as well [5]. An iron 

concentration in drinking water is normally less than 0.3 mg/l, but in some areas exceeds the limit 

because of the intensive use of iron containing materials and chemicals or from the disposal of iron 

rich industrial wastes [6], rendering its removal from water systems essential. Ca2+ in a literature was 

found to be an exchangeable cation with Fe(II) [7, 8], so it was selected for palygorskite modifications 

in order to gain enhanced Iron removal from water without any environmental impact. 
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The present work aims to the insight description of Fe(II) removal from water by Ca2+- treated 

palygorskite under various experimental conditions. Via molecular simulations, the exact crystal 

structure of palygorskite, Ca treatment and the affinity of Ca exchange with Fe were determined. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL STUDY 

 

Raw palygorskite was characterised with X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and cation exchange capacity (CEC) 

methods. In order to enhance the CEC of palygorskite, it was treated with 1 M calcium chloride (CaCl2) 

solution and was experimentally characterized again. Batch kinetic experiments were followed, were 

the effects of adsorbent dosage (i.e. 2 g/l, 4 g/l, 8 g/l, 20 g/l), Fe2+ concentrations (i.e. 5 mg/l, 10 mg/l, 

20 mg/l and 100 mg/l), pH range (4-10), temperature (15 – 60 oC) and competitive ions existence were 

determined. The experimental data were applied on the Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models, as 

well as the thermodynamic analysis was conducted. 

The monoclinic (C2/m) and orthorhombic (Pbmn) space groups of palygorskite were built in 

Materials Studio 4.3 modeling environment9 based on the study of Giustetto and Chiari [10]. XRD 

patterns of both models were calculated and compared with the experimental XRD data. Based on an 

agreement, the monoclinic crystal structure was selected for subsequent investigation by molecular 

simulation methods with the following cell parameters: a = 13.337 Å, b =17.879 Å, c = 5.264 Å, β = 

105.27°. An optimization of the initial models with the various positions and arrangements of iron 

cations in the palygorskite crystal structure was done in the cff97 force field [11]. Charges were 

calculated by the Charge equilibrium method [12]. Dynamics were run in the NPT ensemble at the 

temperature T = 298 K under the Andersen thermostat, under an atmospheric pressure kept by the 

Andersen barostat, time step was 0.2 fs and the total time of dynamics run was 1.2 ns. Dynamics were 

applied for the optimized models with interlayer cations and zeolitic water to test their stability because 

of symmetry of the cell was changed to P1 for calculation purposes. Palygorskite ribbon (Si–O) was 

kept fixed with a respect to the Cartesian coordinates. Cations, OHs and water molecules were not 

fixed to move without any constraints. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

According to XRD, Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and FT-IR methods the dominant 

mineralogical phase and the characteristic fibrous morphology of palygorskite were verified, while 

were not influenced after Ca-treatment. Ca-palygorskite presented a high Fe(II) removal efficiency 

with adsorbent dosage increase, especially for the lower examined Fe (II) initial concentrations. 

Specifically, 20 g/l of Ca-palygorskite removed almost 100 % of Fe(II) at a concentration range of 5 

- 20 mg/l, instead of 50 % that was achieved for 100 mg/l Fe(II). The adsorption in this case found to 

be a rapid procedure, the Iron was diminished at 10 min, as well as the procedure found to be 

independent either at pH and temperature change, or at the competitive ions existence. Molecular 

simulations came in a perfect agreement with the experimental results. Particularly, a raw Mg-rich 

palygorskite structure was built in both orthorhombic and monoclinic systems and XRD pattern was 

calculated. In a comparison with the XRD pattern of the raw sample, better fit was reached for the 

monoclinic system, which is the most common system for palygorskite deposits, according to 

literature. The effectiveness of the Ca-treatment was also verified as it can be shown in Table 1, since 

Ca in the palygorskite structure presented similar energies with Mg, rendering its exchangeability and 

become enough stable cation for this structure (Fig. 1). Table 1 show that the Ca cations are not fully 

exchanged with Fe cations, since the total energy of fully exchanged models with Fe cation (4Fe) is 

higher than the total energy of models with Ca cations (Table 1). This behavior was confirmed by a 

sorption in the investigated real samples. 

Nevertheless, the negative energies indicated the Fe(II) uptake is not only a surficial phenomenon 

and that the ion exchange took place in the inner space of palygorskite, coming in an agreement with 
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the results from the thermodynamic analysis that characterized the Fe(II) adsorption on Ca- 

palygorskite as a physical procedure which is highly preferred [13]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Molecular structure of Mg palygorskite and Ca- palygorskite. Mg is pink, Ca is green, Fe is blue, O is 

red, Si is yellow, H is white. 

 
Table 1. Total sublimation energies of the calculated models of palygorskite in monoclinic system with various 

cations. 

Model Type Total energy [kcal/mol] Binding energy per 
one cation 
[kcal/mol] 

Mg palygorskite -5487 -59 

Ca palygorskite -5488 -21 

2Fein palygorskite -5588 -42 

2Feout palygorskite -5297 -20 

4Fe palygorskite -5440 -46 

 

The binding energies between cations and the rest of the whole crystal (surrounding of cations) 

were calculated according to the Equation 1. 

 

Ebinding = Etotal − (Ecations + Esurrounding) (1) 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The adsorption efficiency of the Ca treated palygorskite clay mineral was examined in order to 

estimate the removal capacity of iron ions from an aqueous solution with a respect to the different 

mass/volume ration, initial ions concentration, pH, temperature and a presence of other ions in a 

solution. The results indicate that Ca-palygorskite can be considered as an effective and low cost 

absorbent for the removal of Fe(II) ions from an aqueous solution and can be used in large scale 

applications for a water treatment, since with 20 g/l of Ca-palygorskite 5-20 mg/l of Fe(II) of the 

polluted water were zeroed. Moreover, molecular simulations found to be extremely useful at providing 

information about the Fe(II) removal mechanism insight, as well as to the detailed analysis of 

adsorbent’s structural characteristics and properties, that could be applied in other cases of the heavy 

metals removal. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The photonic-crystal-type nanoarchitectures occurring in the wing scales of the butterflies are 

mainly composed of chitin and air, and the structural coloration they generate is determined by the 

periodicity and characteristic dimensions of the nanostructure, and also by the refractive indices of the 

building materials. Small changes in the refractive index or in the periodicity, like those induced by 

different vapors in the surrounding atmosphere, can generate color variation of the wings detectable 

with optical spectrophotometry. The mechanism behind vapor sensing is the capillary condensation of 

the volatiles into the nanocavities of the photonic nanoarchitecture which results in a reversible color 

change. In the present work, the general findings regarding the mechanism of sensitivity and selectivity, 

and the parameters influencing the sensing will be discussed. We demonstrated that the butterfly wing-

based sensor materials allow chemically selective detection of single-component vapors as well as 

binary vapor mixtures. The sensitivity of the wings was tuned by modifying the surface of the photonic 

nanoarchitecture, and the effect of long-term vapor exposure and how these sensors work in real life 

conditions, for example in simulated environmental humidity, were investigated. 

 
Keywords: photonic nanostructure; vapor sensing; butterfly; chemical selectivity 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Naturally occurring photonic nanoarchitectures may have remarkable optical properties [1,2] that 

are a vast source of inspiration for materials scientists. These intricate nanostructures have been 

documented in many animal species [3], but the most spectacular examples were found in the cuticle 

of insects [1]. Many butterfly species developed high-complexity photonic nanoarchitectures [4,5] that 

would be very time consuming and expensive if attempted to be implemented with our current 

technological level. Therefore, it is worth considering these structures as ready-made samples that can 

be used in our theoretical and experimental studies, and as well as in potential applications. 

The optical properties of photonic nanoarchitectures depend on the refractive index of their 

components, and the characteristic size range and order/disorder of their periodicity [6]. In the case of 

insects, the nanoarchitectures are composed of mainly chitin and air which may be supplemented with 

an absorbing media (pigments). If the characteristic periodicity, which is comparable with the visible 

light’s wavelength, or the refractive index of the components changes, this will result in the shift of the 

reflectance of the photonic nanoarchitecture. Therefore, the structurally colored wings of butterflies 

show an optical response when the vapor composition of the surrounding atmosphere changes [7,8]. 

This color change is reversible and can be observed using an optical spectrophotometer which makes 

them suitable as a vapor detector with optical readout [7,8]. In this work, the mechanism of this 

chemically selective color change and the parameters influencing the vapor sensing properties will be 

discussed in the case of Lycaenid butterfly wings. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

 
As it was reported earlier [9], a custom air-proof aluminum cell with a quartz window, with a gas 

inlet and outlet on opposite sides, was used in the vapor-sensing measurements. The wings were inserted 

in the cell, and their optical response was measured when the test substances were let through the vents. 

The saturated vapors for the mixtures used were generated in computer-controlled gas bubblers. The 

samples were illuminated through the quartz window of the cell by a deuterium-halogen (UV–Vis) light 

source under normal incidence. To avoid mirror-like reflection from the quartz window, the reflected 

light was collected under ~45° with an Avantes spectrophotometer. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The males of many Polyommatus butterfly species have blue structural coloration on their dorsal 

wing surfaces that arise from complex photonic nanoarchitectures interacting spectrally selective way 

with the incident white light. These short-range ordered, so-called “pepper-pot”-type nanoarchitectures 

are typical for this genus as it can be seen in Fig. 1. We showed that both these nanoporous photonic 

nanostructures and the generated colors were species-specific [10, 11], stable over time [12] and over 

large geographic areas [13], and resistant to external environmental influences [14, 15] which makes 

them promising candidate for volatile organic compound (VOC) sensing applications. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Photograph of a Polyommatus icarus male and (b) the optical microscope image of the blue dorsal 

wing surface of this specimen. (c) SEM and (d) cross-sectional TEM images of the photonic nanoarchitecture 

located in the lumen of the cover scales. (e) The spectral change of the P. icarus wing reflectance when ethanol 

vapor was added to the surrounding atmosphere in different concentrations. (f) Optical response from the same 

vapor sensing measurement when the P. icarus wing reflectance was used as a reference. 
 

The optical response of the wings during vapor exposure can be characterized by the color change 

of the photonic nanoarchitecture that was defined7 as ∆R = (R/R0) × 100%, where the initial spectrum 

of the wings in air (R0) was used as a reference during the measurements. The alteration of the 

reflectance spectrum measured in Polyommatus icarus male specimen when the surrounding 

atmosphere is changed to ethanol mixtures in different concentrations and the calculated optical 

responses are depicted in Fig. 1c,d. 

We found that the nanoporous photonic nanoarchitectures of nine investigated polyommatine 

species allowed fast response time in the order of seconds during vapor sensing [16], which may be 
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tuned by the temperature of the butterfly wing [17]. The concentration dependence of the signal 

amplitude was nearly linear with a small hysteresis at higher concentrations, indicating that the 

mechanism behind sensing is based on capillary condensation of vapors into the wing scale 

nanoarchitectures [18], resulting in a higher-than-expected optical response. 

We investigated the chemically selective VOC sensing properties of the photonic 

nanoarchitectures in Polyommatus icarus blue wing scales using seven test volatiles. The measured 

optical responses were analyzed using a three-dimensional chromaticity diagram based on the color 

vision of the polyommatine butterflies, and also using principal component analysis [9]. An almost 

perfect match of the two results was observed, clearly showing that the chromaticity diagram can be 

used very efficiently for the characterization of the spectral changes and to represent the substance-

selective vapor sensing of the wings [9]. The detailed analysis showed that at lower concentrations the 

dominant process was capillary condensation, while at higher concentrations the swelling of the chitin 

nanostructure became dominant. This swelling can be terminated by coating the wing in a conformal 

Al2O3 layer using atomic layer deposition, resulting in the reduced sensitivity of the sensor at high vapor 

concentrations [19, 20]. 

To tune the sensitivity of the sensor material, modifications of the surface properties of the 

photonic nanoarchitecture were applied by pretreating them in several kinds of volatiles (ethanol, 

chloroform, IPA) [21]. This is a cheap way of altering the surface properties of the photonic 

nanoarchitectures and this procedure can be easily scaled up for practical applications. The vapor 

sensing measurements showed that ethanol pretreatment provided the most significant results – more 

than doubling the maximal spectral response compared to the untreated wing – while the chemical 

selectivity increased at lower vapor concentrations (<50%) and remained almost unchanged at higher 

(>50%) concentrations [21]. The treatment of the wings may be resulted in the functionalization of the 

epicuticle layer covering the photonic nanoarchitecture, which has become sensitized that way. 

As the whole wings covered by scales are optically complex objects, we also investigated the 

behavior of single separated scales of Albulina metallica male specimen by using a microscope for 

individual characterization [22]. We found that the single blue and green cover scales exhibit similar 

chemically selective sensing both in reflected light and transmitted light as was found on the whole 

wings. By artificially stacking several layers of scales possessing photonic nanoarchitectures, we 

demonstrated that the magnitude of the sensing signal can be increased which may be used in the future 

to enhance the VOC detection properties of such microscopic sensor materials. 

The structurally colored butterfly wings were also used for the detection not only of single 

component but of binary vapor mixtures [23]. It was found that the measured optical responses 

generated by the mixtures were the linear combination of the optical responses of the pure vapors, 

showing that biological photonic nanoarchitecture-based sensor materials can differentiate between 

vapor mixtures, as the generated optical response was found to be characteristic for each of them. It is 

also important to investigate how water vapor affects the optical response signal because this is the 

highest concentration vapor in ambient air. Therefore, the stability and the VOC sensing properties of 

butterfly wings were investigated under humid conditions [24]. It was demonstrated that the capability 

to detect VOCs was preserved in the presence of water vapor: high-intensity color change signals with 

short response times were measured in 25% relative humidity, similar to the one-component case, 

showing the possibility of utilization in real-life applications in the future. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
We have investigated the vapor sensing properties of several polyommatine butterfly species with 

nanoporous photonic nanoarchitectures in their wing scales. Due to the open structure of the 

nanoarchitectures, the structural colors of these chitin–air nanocomposites changed rapidly when the 

vapor composition of the ambient atmosphere changed. By measuring this optical response, the nature 

and concentration of the test volatiles could be determined. It was found that during vapor exposure, 

capillary condensation took place, and due to the condensed liquid layer, swelling of the chitin 

nanoarchitecture occurred. This resulted in both a substance-specific optical response and higher-than-

expected sensitivity, which also could be tuned in a controlled way. We have found that single wing 
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scales can also detect VOCs with the same efficiency as whole wings. Finally, the complex sensing 

mechanism, based on condensation and swelling, allowed the detection of binary vapor mixtures, which 

provided the basis for detecting VOCs in atmospheric humidity. Based on these, VOC sensors can be 

made from the wings of butterflies that can endure long-term operation in atmospheric humidity and 

are capable of real-time analysis that meet the requirements of the potential applications, such as 

medical diagnostics or monitoring indoor activities and living environments. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Phyllosilicates are a promising group of materials since they are native, nontoxic, and applicable in 

numerous industrial sectors. Phyllosilicates can be used as carriers of photoactive, degradable, 

antibacterial, or fungicidal nanoparticles. They are efficient adsorbents of non-degradable pollutants due 

to their (e.g.) high specific surface area, chemical and mechanical stability, various structural and surface 

properties and higher cation exchange capacity. On the other hand, sorbent separation can be associated 

with substantial technological problems, mainly when the sorbent particles are of a very small size. 

However, the adsorbent can be modified by magnetically iron oxide micro/nanoparticles to facilitate 

removing the adsorbents from the solution – by using a magnet or magnetic field. The magnetically 

modified materials in this study were prepared from two montmorillonites and Ghassoul (a unique 

mixture of stevensite and sepiolite) using the microwave-assisted method of magnetic particle 

preparation. The adsorption of Sr2+ ions from water solution was studied. The experimental data were 

fitted by adsorption isotherms (Langmuir, Freundlich, and Sips). Results showed that the adsorption 

could be fitted by the Sips adsorption isotherm and, hence, the ion-exchange mechanism occurred. The 

presence of magnetic iron particles on the adsorbent surface does not always decrease the maximum 

adsorption capacity. The adsorption capacity depends on the type of clay and the way of adsorbent 

preparation.  

 

Keywords: adsorption; modified phyllosilicates; remove strontium 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Water contaminants such as pesticides, personal care products, organic and inorganic compounds 

are usually present in concentrations ranging from a few nanograms per litre to several milligrams per 

litre. The occurrence of various pollutants in surface water could pose a problem during water treatment 

processes of drinking water preparation [1], especially since drinking water is becoming increasingly 

rare. Various procedures have been described and applied for pollutants removal from water, including 

hydrocyclone, filtration, flotation, and precipitation. Biological methods of wastewater purification have 

been in use for several years now.  

For the removal of non-biodegradable pollutants dispersed in wastewater, sorption is applied as one 

of the most important and efficient techniques. Nevertheless, it is of constant interest to develop new 

sorbents to improve the sorption efficiency, decrease the price of the purification technology, and 

enhance the functionality of the applied material. Adsorbents of inorganic ions are usually based on 

carbon or active carbon, but clay minerals (phyllosilicates) and their modified forms (e.g. acid-activated) 

are also a group of excellent adsorbents. The phyllosilicates occur in several different forms. There is a 

very good knowledge of the sorption properties of serpentinite – kaolinite, vermiculite or smectite 

(primarily montmorillonite) in both literature and practice [2, 3]. Nevertheless, a mix of the mentioned 

structures can be used as well. Vermiculite, montmorillonite, and kaolinite are suitable sorbents due to 

their (e.g.) high specific surface area, chemical and mechanical stability, variety of structural and surface 

properties, and higher values of cation exchange capacity. They were successfully applied as sorbents 

of many ions [4-7]. On the other hand, the post-sorption separation of these sorbents can cause 
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substantial technological problems, mainly when their particles are very small. These disadvantages can 

be removed by manufacturing their magnetically modified form. 

Adsorption can be used for removing isotopes of strontium as one of the major radioactive 

contaminants in surface water and shallow groundwater. Many different materials were used before, 

carbon – nature or activated [8-11], biochar [12, 13] some biosorbents [14, 15], or various materials [16-

19]. Several researchers successfully used zeolite [20-22], hydroxyapatite [23-24], or dolomite powder 

[25]. Clay minerals or their mixtures were used for strontium ions removal as well [26-30]. All authors 

described the adsorption of strontium ions as a very rapid process achieving equilibrium for several 

minutes. The experimental data is usually fitted by the Freundlich, Langmuir, and Dubinin-

Radulhkevich adsorption isotherm. Some authors carried out experiments also with Na-saturated 

montmorillonite    

When the mixture of kaolinite and montmorillonite contained more montmorillonite, the adsorption 

capacity increased [31]. On the other hand, the adsorption capacity of the illite and smectite mixture is 

very similar to the adsorption capacity of Na-smectite or Na-illite [32]. The main adsorption mechanism 

of heavy metal adsorption (including Sr ions) by such phyllosilicates as attapulgite, halloysite, 

montmorillonite, bentonite, and vermiculite was described by Gu in a review of research from 2013-

2017 [33]. Various modifications of clay minerals were used as well [34-36]. 

The present study is unique as it deals with the adsorption of strontium ions using montmorillonite 

and special Moroccan clay – Ghassoul [37]. The magnetic modification form of mentioned minerals 

was prepared, and adsorption properties were compared with natural clays.   

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
Material 

Adsorption experiments were carried out on nature and modified phyllosilicates - montmorillonites 

and Ghassoul. The first montmorillonite (M1) was obtained by water leaching from a product of the 

Beaufour Ipsen Industrie (France). The chemical composition summarized Table 1.  

 

Table 1. The chemical composition of sample montmorillonite M1 expressed in oxides, LOI – loss of ignition. 
  

Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 SO3 
M1 (wt. %) 0.12±0.01 3.6±1.2 14.2±0.5 49.8±1.0 <0.03 0.04±0.01 
        

  

K2O CaO MnO TiO2 Fe2O3 L.O.I. 
M1 (wt. %) 0.17±0.01 3.6±1.2 14.2±0.5 49.8±1.0 <0.03 0.04±0.01 
        

 
The second natural montmorillonite comes (M2) from the region Ivančice in Czech Republic, it is 

a clean montmorillonite with crystallochemical formula [38, 39]:  

(Ca0,15Mg0,07Na0,09K0,03)(Al1,25Fe3+
0,23Mg0,5Ti0,09)(Si3,99Al0,01)O10(OH)2 

The Mg-rich clay Ghassoul (G) is a unique mixture of stevensite and sepiolite with several 

ingredients (sepiolite, quartz, clinoenstatite, dolomite, and celestine). It has been used for centuries as a 

natural soap in Maghreb and Middle-East, but for other scientists than geologists, it remained unknown 

until the 20th century [37]. Detailed characterization used G described previous paper [40].  

Before the adsorption experiments and modification, particles of size under 40 µm were prepared 

from each clays. 
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Methods of phyllosilicate/nano iron oxide composite preparation 

Two different methods of magnetic composite preparation were used. The magnetically modified 

montmorillonite - MM1 and MM2 - was prepared from ferrofluid (a colloidal liquid made 

of nanoscale ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic particles suspended in a carrier fluid, usually an organic 

solvent or water). A known amount of M1 or M2 was mixed with the ferrofluid water suspension for 

several minutes; then the prepared composite was separated using filtration or centrifugation [41, 42].  

Clay composite of sample G were prepared using simple and fast microwave-assisted precipitation 

[43]. In the first step, it is necessary to prepare a suspension of magnetic iron oxides particles. 

Suspension of the particles was prepared from FeSO4, and NaOH solution used microwave radiation to 

prepare the mixture of maghemite (γFe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) [44]. After removing sulphate ions 

by decantation, the clay mineral was added to the suspension and mixed for several hours. The composite 

was then separated by filtration (PRAGOPORE filter with pore 0.40 µm). After drying at laboratory 

temperature, the material was used for experiments and characterization.   

Method of characterization 

All prepared composites were characterised using the basic methods listed here:  

● Energy dispersive X–Ray fluorescence spectrometer, SPECTRO XEPOS  

● Scanning transmission electron microscopy with EDS microanalyzer and in-situ AFM with 

correlation analysis (STEM), JEOL 2010F Plus 

● X-ray powder diffractometer, BRUKER D8 ADVANCE  

● Atomic emission spectrometer with inductively coupled (ICP), SPECTRO CIROS VISION 

● Atomic absorption spectrometer with flame atomisation (AAS), UNICAM 969 

The total Fe content was determined after decomposition by acids using ICP. The essential 

information was FeO content determined according to ČSN [45].  

Adsorption experiments 

All adsorption experiments were carried out using a batch method under laboratory temperature. 

A measured quantity of mineral (0.1 g) was added to the vessels containing a measured volume (25 mL) 

of defined concentration of strontium ions; then, the vessels were shaken for different times for the 

kinetic study (10–180 min) or 120 min for the equilibrium study. After that, the suspension was filtrated 

through a filter (PRAGOPORE filter with pore 0.40 µm), and the final concentrations of cations were 

determined. Modelled strontium solution was prepared from Sr(NO3)2 (p.a. min. 99 %, MACH chemical 

s.r.o.) in deionised water.  

 

Data processing by adsorption isotherms 

The amount of adsorbed Sr2+ ions on used samples at the equilibrium at experimental condition 

- qe (mg.g-1) - was calculated as follows:  

        (1) 

where c0 and ce (mg·L-1) are initial and equilibrium concentration Sr2+ ions in model solution, V (L) is 

the volume of model absorbed solution and mg (g) is the mass of adsorbent. 

Adsorption isotherms are essential to describe how solutes interact with adsorbent and critical in 

optimizing the use of adsorbent. Correlation of the isotherm data with empirical or theoretical equations 

is thus essential to practical operation. Equilibrium adsorption data were superposed to the Langmuir, 

Freundlich, and Sips adsorption isotherms. 

The Langmuir model assumes that uptake of ions occurs on a homogenous surface by monolayer 

adsorption without any interaction between adsorbed ions. That model is described by a limiting 

maximum sorption capacity that is related to monolayer coverage of surface sites: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanoscopic_scale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferrimagnetic_interaction
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/carrier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_solvent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_solvent
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         (2) 

where qe (expressed in mg·g-1) is the amount of the adsorbed ions on the sorbent, ce (expressed in mg·L-

1) is the unadsorbed adsorbate concentration in solution at equilibrium, qm is the maximum amount of 

the adsorbate to form a complete monolayer bound on the surface and KL is a constant related to the 

affinity of the binding sites (expressed in L·mg-1). 

The Freundlich isotherm fits most experimental adsorption–desorption isotherm curves robustly. The 

Freundlich model is often used to describe sorption onto heterogeneous surfaces, including liquid-solid 

phase: 

 

          (3) 

where KF and n are the Freundlich constants related to the indicator of adsorption capacity and 

adsorption intensity, respectively; and c is the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbed ions. 

The Sips equation is a combination of the Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption models. It uses the 

heterogenous adsorption system and for prediction and describes the isotherm model of continuing 

increase in the adsorbed amount with the increase in concentration: 

 

         (4) 

where qms and KS are the Sips maximum adsorption capacity (mg·g-1) and Sips equilibrium constant 

(L·mg-1), respectively, and m is the Sips model exponent.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Sorbent characterization 

Experiments were carried out on six samples, two different montmorillonite clays, their modified 

forms, Moroccan clay (Ghassoul), and its modified form. The total content of Fe and FeO before and 

after the magnetic modification is shown in Table 1.  The magnetic form of montmorillonite clays M1 

and M2, were modified using the same method, but the resulting total content of iron and the content of 

FeO were different. As described in a previous paper [44], magnetic iron oxides cover the surface. The 

presented results proved that magnetic iron oxides have a different interaction with the different clay 

surfaces as well. 

 

Table 2. Content of total iron and FeO in the sample 
Analyt unit M1 MM1 M2 MM2 G MG 
Fe(tot) (wt. %) 1.79 4.35 2.41 8.47 0.44 5.75 
FeO (wt. %) 2.00 2.80 0.24 1.46 0.12 1.50 
        
        

 

Experimental data were fitted by the Freundlich, Langmuir, and Sips adsorption isotherm, the results 

summarized in Table 2 and Figs 1–3. 
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Table 3. 
Adsorption 

isotherm 

Parameter M1 MM1 M2 MM2 G MG 

Freundlich KF (mg.g-1) 1.898 1.924 3.384 4.849 2.104 1.770 

n 2.108 2.078 5.183 7.324 3.260 3.576 

R2 0.966 0.986 0.873 0.732 0.749 0.593 

Langmuir qm (mg.g-1) 93.2 97.7 11.0 11.5 15.3 9.11 

KL (L.mg-1) 0.002 0.002 0.135 0.202 0.002 0.045 

R2 0.885 0.923 0.864 0.969 0.921 0.815 

Sips qms (mg.g-1) 124 206 15.2 11.6 13.2 8.22 

 KS (L.mg-1) 0.016 0.011 0.196 0.222 0.002 0.001 

 m 0.528 0.509 0.436 0.942 1.75 2.28 

 R2 0.918 0.966 0.908 0.969 0.954 0.895 

 

a)           b)

 
Figure 1.  The three adsorption isotherms and the experimental data of Sr2+ ions adsorption on (a) M1 and (b) 

MM1. 

a)      b) 
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Figure 2.  The three adsorption isotherms and the experimental data of Sr2+ ions adsorption on (a) M2 and (b) 

MM2. 

 
Figure 3. The three adsorption isotherms and the experimental data of Sr2+ ions adsorption on (a) G and (b) MG. 

 
The coefficient determination of the isotherms differs, but the Freundlich isotherm was the best fit 

for M1 and MM1. On the other hand, the Sips isotherm can be considered a satisfactory model for the 

description of the adsorption on all the studied materials. Maximum adsorption capacity calculated using 

the Langmuir isotherms is similar to the maximum adsorption amount calculated by Sips isotherm only 

for M2, MM2, G and MG. The best adsorbent of Sr2+ ions is montmorillonite M1. 

Adsorption capacity of M1, which was before the adsorption experiments modified by water 

leaching to remove glucose, saccharine, and vanilla [46], was lower - 7.9 mg.g-1. The aforementioned 

preliminary study fitted the adsorption data by the Freundlich isotherm while the adsorption experiments 

were performed with initial Sr2+ ions concentration in the 0–300 mg.L-1 range only. These results support 

the theory that the adsorption is an ion-exchange process according to the following chemical 

equilibrium: 

Na2X   +   Sr2+   ↔   SrX   +   2Na+ 

where X is the adsorption site. Na+ ions can be replaced with other exchangeable ions. If the M1 sample 

was in contact with water prior to the adsorption experiments, ion-exchange cations were flushed out. 

Subsequent adsorption is, then, likely to take place on the sample surface only.    

The described adsorption capacities of Sr2+ ions on M1 does not support the results published so 

far. Khan and et al. described the adsorption of strontium by Langmuir isotherm, and their calculated 

sorption capacity is 28.7 mg of Sr per gram of bentonite (which consists of montmorillonite) [27].  

Magnetic modification M1 increased the adsorption capacity by 66 %. On the other hand, the 

adsorption capacity of MM2 and MG due to magnetic modification decreased by 23.7 % and by 37.5 % 

respectively. It was caused by two reasons (a) removed ion-exchange ions during preparation 

magnetically modification and (b) the presence of magnetic iron particles on the clay surface.  

The recently published article on adsorption properties of Morrocan natural clay (G) described the 

adsorption capacity of two divalent ions. The maximum adsorption capacity calculated by the Langmuir 

isotherm of Cu2+, Co2+, Ni2+, and Pb2+ ions is 6.25, 5.92, 7.01, and 6.83 mg.g-1, respectively. In this study, 

the adsorption capacity of adsorbed Sr2+ ions was found to be higher (qm = 15.3 mg.g-1 for G and 9.11 

mg.g-1 for MG) than in the previous study. The review [37] showed that a Ghassoul composition varies 

significantly and that the maximum adsorption capacity probably depends on the stevensite content.  

Figures 4 and 5 show Sr and Fe distribution on G and MG surfaces, respectively, determined by 

EMA and Table 4 shows the content of the elements on the surface. After magnetic modification of G, 

the content of Fe increased to 5.75 wt. % and it is apparent that the surface of MG (Fig. 5b) is covered 

by Fe more than the surface of G (Fig. 5a). Fig. 4a) shows that the Sr2+ ions covered the G surface more 
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than the MG surface (Fig. 4b), which corresponds with qmax values derived from Langmuir and Sips 

adsorption isotherms (Tab. 3). It is evident from the figures that the Sr2+ ions do not adsorb on the surface 

occupied by ion oxides. Some authors described iron oxides as excellent adsorbents [47-48]. The 

assumption that the presence of iron oxides could increase the adoption capacity of the clays was, thus, 

confirmed on one sample only. The explanation will be the subject of further study.  

 

 

Figure 4. STEM mapping of Sr presence on the surface of (a) G and (b) MG sample. 

 

 
Figure 5. STEM mapping of iron presence on the surface of (a) G and (b) MG sample. 

 

Table 4. Content of Fe and Sr on the surface G and MG samples determined by EDS. 
Analyt unit G MG 
Fe (wt. %) 1.12 26.0 
Sr (wt. %) 4.15 7.36 
    

 

CONCLUSION 

 
This study describes the adsorption of Sr2+ ions on two different montmorillonite clays and 

Ghassoul, and the preparation of their magnetically modified forms. The experimental data were fitted 
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using the Langmuir, Freundlich, and Sips adsorption isotherms, and the amount of strontium ions 

adsorbed per unit weight of adsorbent was determined. The Sips adsorption isotherm fitted the 

experimental data of Sr2+ ions adsorption on all the used clay materials the best. The maximum 

adsorption capacity of the magnetically modified materials was lower than in the native minerals, but 

the difference was not significant. Even though the content of iron oxides could not increase the 

adsorption capacity of the clays, the present study showed that montmorillonite and Ghassoul and their 

magnetically modified forms can be used as a natural adsorbent for the removal of Sr2+ ions from 

aqueous solutions. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Graphitic carbon nitrides from mixtures of guanidine hydrochloride and melamine or guanidine 

hydrochloride and dicyandiamide with different weight ratios were synthetized. Obtained materials 

were characterized using UV/Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, X-ray powder diffraction and 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The specific surface area and elemental com-position (C, H, 

N) were also measured. Photocatalytic activity of prepared materials was tested on Rhodamine B, 

Phenol and Amoxicillin. The photocatalytic experiments on all three pollutants showed a maximal 

activity for one sample with a specific ratio of precursors from each series. The specific surface area 

measurement of both sample series also showed the maximum correlating to the photocatalytic activity 

of samples. In order to understand the increase and decrease of photodegradation activity and specific 

surface area of materials more measurements and characterizations had to be carried out, for example, 

thermogravimetric analysis. 

 

Keywords: graphitic carbon nitride; guanidine hydrochloride; amoxicillin; phenol; photocatalytic 

degradation 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
A photocatalyst is a substance, a semiconductor, that is able to accelerate the reaction without 

being depleted and is activated by the adsorption of photons [1]. One of the semiconductors is graphitic 

carbon nitride which can be used as low-cost, green and highly efficient photocatalyst for photocatalytic 

degradation of organic pollutants in water [2]. Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) can be synthetized by 

simple heating of a precursors like melamine, dicyandiamide, thiourea and urea at temperatures around 

550 °C. One of the precursors is also guanidine hydrochloride which should be able to alternate structure 

of a final g-C3N4 [3]. 

In a present paper, graphitic carbon nitrides from mixtures of guanidine hydrochloride and melamine 

or guanidine hydrochloride and dicyandiamide with different weight ratios were synthetized. XRD, and 

FT-IR were employed to characterize the morphology and structure of the synthesized g-C3N4 samples. 

Photocatalytic activity was tested on Phenol, Rhodamin B and Amoxicillin. To understand sample 

synthesis, TGA/DSC measurement was performed. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
Photocatalytic materials were synthetized by the facile method of direct heating melamine (M) and 

dicyandiamide (D) and their mixtures with guanidine hydrochloride (G) at 550 °C for 4h with heating 

rate of 3 °C min-1. Typically, mixture (5g) of guanidine hydrochloride and melamine or guanidine 

hydrochloride and dicyandiamide with different weight ratios were placed in a ceramic crucible with a 

lid in a muffle furnace. Crucible was then cooled down to an ambient temperature out of furnace and 

ground in laboratory mill to a fine powder. All synthetized materials were compared to a bulk from 
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melamine, bulk from dicyandiamide and bulk from guanidine hydrochloride prepared by following the 

same steps as samples mentioned above. 

Obtained materials were characterized using UV/Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), X-

ray powder diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). The specific surface area (SSA) and elemental composition (C, H, N) were also 

measured. Thermogravimetric analysis with differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC) was used for 

study of synthetized materials. Photocatalytic activity of prepared materials was tested on Rhodamine 

B, Phenol and Amoxicillin. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
After the synthesis (Fig. 1) and grounding, there were no significant visible differences between 

samples. Samples from mixtures of guanidine hydrochloride and melamine were labelled as GM 0,5 

(0,5:1; G:M), GM 1 (1:1; G:M), GM 2 (2:1; G:M), GM 3 (3:1; G:M) and GM 4 (4:1; G:M). Samples 

from mixtures of guanidine hydrochloride and dicyandiamide were labelled the same way except from 

M letter was replaced with D letter which stands for dicyandiamide. Synthetized samples used for 

comparison were labelled as bulk M (bulk prepared from melamine), bulk D (bulk prepared from 

dicyandiamide) and bulk G (bulk prepared from guanidine hydrochloride). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Bulk from melamine (left); bulk from dicyandiamide (middle); bulk from guanidine hydrochloride 

(right). 
 

The UV/Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy measurements were carried out to observe light 

absorption properties and mainly to determine the optical band gap energies of the synthetized 

materials. Band gap energies listed in Table 1. are moving in a range from 2.66 eV up to 2.73 eV and 

there is no chronological order of the values. 

 

Table 1. Synthetized samples, their bang gap energies, specific surface areas, weight and molar ratio. 
Sample  Eg (eV) SSA (m2/g) Weight ratio (G:X) 1 Molar ratio (G:X) 1 
G bulk 2.66 23 - - 
M bulk 2.69 12 - - 
D bulk 2.66 8 - - 
GM 0,5 2.69 25 0.5 0.2 
GM 1 2.73 29 1 0.5 
GM 2 2.71 54 2 0.9 
GM 3 2.68 23 3 1.4 
GM 4 2.70 23 4 1.9 
GD 0,5 2.70 20 0.5 0.4 
GD 1 2.71 34 1 0.7 
GD 2 2.68 35 2 1.4 
GD 3 2.71 23 3 2.1 
GD 4 2.68 25 4 2.8 
1 X stands for melamine (M) for GM series and dicyandiamide (D) for GD series. 
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The specific surface area of synthetized samples was measured by the physisorption of nitrogen 

and was evaluated using the BET method. Bulk prepared from guanidine hydrochloride has the largest 

specific surface area of all bulks prepared only from one compound. Sample synthetized from the 

mixture of two parts of guanidine and one part of melamine (GM 2) had the highest values of specific 

surface area for GM series and GD 2 for GD series. 

XRD patterns of synthetized samples were very similar to bulks synthetized from single 

compounds (Fig. 2.). A typical graphitic carbon structure was detected with the main diffractions at 

31,9° and 14,8°. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. XRD patterns and FTIR spectra of bulks from various precursors. 

 
The structure of prepared materials was studied by FTIR spectrometry as displayed in Fig. 3. Two 

regions A and B which are typical for graphitic carbon nitride were observed. The bands in the region 

A are related with the stretching vibrations of N-H bonds and bands in the region B are related with the 

stretching vibrations of C=N and C-N bonds of heterocyclic rings. Breathing mode of triazine units is 

visible around 810 cm-1. The bands around 3500 cm-1 are related to the stretching vibrations of -OH 

groups. The FTIR spectra of all synthetized materials were similar and typical for graphitic carbon 

nitride. 

Photocatalytic degradation of Rhodamine B, Phenol and Amoxicillin was performed. The 

experiments on photodegradation of Phenol (Fig. 3.) showed gradual increase and then decrease of 

photocatalytic activity with maximum for samples GM 2 and GD 2. The degradation experiments on 

Amoxicillin and Rhodamine B also confirmed that GM 2 and GD 2 are samples with the highest 

photocatalytic activity for both series. Results on photocatalytic degradation of Amoxicillin and 

Rhodamine B will be published in upcoming article. 
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Figure 3. Photocatalytic experiments on Phenol. 

 
TGA/DSC measurement was performed for all samples. In Firuge 4 are visible TGA and DSC 

curves for chosen samples. In 1. step, melamine and melamine derivates are presented. In 2. step, melem 

and melem derivates are formed. In 3. step g-C3N4 is being formed and in last 4. step the formation of 

g-C3N4 structures is finished. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. TGA and DCS curves of guanidine hydrochloride (G), melamine (M) and mixture of guanidine 

hydrochloride and melamine in weight ration 2:1 (GM2). 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
Three bulks for comparison and two series of 5 samples each were synthetized. All samples were 

synthetized under the same conditions and yet photocatalytic degradation of samples GM 2 and GD 2 

was more efficient than of others. The specific surface area of these two samples was also the highest 

from the series. TGA/DSC showed that synthesis of g-C3N4 from GM and GD led through intermediate 

products (visible in 1. step in DSC graph for GM 2) that caused imperfections in structure that led to 

higher specific surface area and photocatalytic activity. The highest ratio of structural imperfections 

was obtained for samples GM 2 and GD 2. 
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